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0. Introduction

Many thanks to the Board of Lutheran Concerns for the invitation to address your convention this

year. As an obscure translator and publisher I would like to briefly introduce you to the body of my work

over the last 30 years. I published my translation of a German devotional resource first published by CPH

in 1877, Tagliche Andachten, in 1996 under the title Luther’s Family Devotions under my own imprint, Mark

V (5) Publications.  In 2005 I published my translation of Luther’s Sermons for the feast days of the Church

from a 1584 (Wittenberg). Along with The Festival Sermons of Martin Luther (2005 AD) I also offered a

companion book, Christ Beyond Reason, resourced exclusively by Luther’s festival sermons.

In 2008 four C.F.W. Walther (1811-1887) titles issued in the nineteenth century, Lutherische

Brosamen (1876), Ansprachen und Gebete (1888), Casual -Predigten und -Reden (1889), and  Festklaenge

(1892), were translated and published under the titles From Our Master’s Table, Addresses and Prayers, 

Occasional Sermons and Addresses, and Festive Sounds. The contents of those four anthologies were edited

into the  Walther Treasury Series, under these seven topics: Advent-Epiphany; Lent-Easter; Pentecost (or

Trinity); Reformation/Luther; Sermons unto Repentance; Special Occasions; and Synodical

Conventions/Congregational meetings.

From 2008-2014 the first four volumes (years) of Walther’s bimonthly publication of Der Lutheraner

(DL) were translated. Volume one was published in 2010. A bilingual publication of volumes 1-3 was offered

2012 along with two companion books;  Holy Communion, Vanishing Mark of the Church (2010), and

Missouri Synod in Formation (1844-47): Essays of the Founding Fathers (2012). 

 Having thus deeply imbibed in Walther’s fraktur-ed spirit for so many years, today I propose to

present you some surprising discoveries as he answered questions I had never thought to ask in three areas:

(1) history lessons, (2) dividing law and Gospel in liturgical preaching and (3) encouraging lay

churchmanship. My ministry was blessed richly by Walther as a personal resource as I shared my discoveries

with those I serve. I hope to encourage you also to read Walther and to rediscover him as an abundant source

of some fresh, old ideas that will bring joy and edification to the people of God in our own day.

I. Recovered History 

Walther’s first years of Der Lutheraner were an impressive confessional voice, a rallying cry for

scattered Lutherans in mid 19th century America. Missouri Synod in Formation contains significant articles

from the first three years of DL confessing and sometimes battling for Lutheran, Biblical doctrines over and

against heterodox apologists. Walther reports numerous theological movements taking place in America and

Europe in his day. Today I’d like to feature Walther’s deep respect for and grasp of historical events,

recounting God’s on-going care for His people in every generation that so edified his readers. 

For example, you may be familiar with the name Arius († 336 AD), the arch heretic whose damnable
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heresy with respect to the person of Christ was roundly rejected at the Council of Nicea (325 AD), facilitated

by Constantine († 337 AD), the first Christian emperor. But have you ever asked whatever finally came

of that heretic? In Walther’s DL vol. 1, an article by G.H. Loeber (1810-1853 AD) exhumes the bones of

Arius to tell us the rest of his story. After his defeat at Nicea, through shrewd politics and deception he

cleverly hid his persisting in his false doctrine so that a naive emperor Constantine saw to it that Arius would

be reinstated to become a priest and bishop. This was scheduled to take place with great pomp and

circumstance in Constantinople. The orthodox bishop in Constantinople, Alexander, was obligated to

officiate though he and his church knew it ought not be done, so as that day approached, he begged God to

take his life rather have him install this wolf among God’s sheep. So what happened?

And when, on the next morning, Arius would process with his huge, triumphant entourage

into the church, all at once, when they drew near the imperial court house, terrible anxiety

befell him, and such pain in his stomach that he had to leave the parade to find a place where

he might relieve himself. At this, the crowd impatiently waited for Arius to return to them,

only – he never returned but was finally discovered dead amidst a most horridly disgusting

sight, as all his innards had spilled out. So ends the heretic, Arius, truly an example to give

warning to all who walk in his footsteps.1 

Another bit of crypto history; You will recall the temple in Jerusalem’s destruction under God’s

judgement in 70 AD, but who ever asks about the attempt to rebuild the temple in the fourth century

under Emperor Julian, the apostate? Walther includes in volume one of DL an article edited by E.G.W.

Keyl (1804-1872 AD) recounting Constantine’s successor, his nephew Julian’s attempt to undermine

Christianity. Julian covenants with the Jews and bankrolls the Temple’s restoration. They’re all ready to

begin when....

As the rubble of the previous temple had now been so quickly removed and they laid bare

the foundation, they had made such progress that the next day they could begin the new

construction. But as they had been surprised the night before, an unexpected earthquake

broke forth and dislodged the very deepest foundation stones with all the stones around

them. As a consequence of this earthquake many buildings in the vicinity of the temple site

collapsed and many Jews were found dead in the rubble, or had to be pulled out injured. But

this sign of the wrath of a strict, jealous God still did not scare the Jews out of proceeding

as they planned. To the contrary, they worked with much greater determination. So God

worked a new miracle. A raging fire spewed out of the excavation, burning or singeing 

1
Baseley, J., tr., ed; Loeber, G.H., “The Heretic Arius and His Demise,” Missouri Synod in Formation (Dearborn, MI:

Mark V Publications, 2012) p. 460



workers and destroying many of the building materials. The inferno lasted the whole day.

By all this a few Jews were moved to become Christians. They confessed that Jesus Christ

was the true Messiah and that he himself had frustrated their attempts to rebuild the temple.

But most of the Jews remained, just like Emperor Julian, hardened and blinded and driven

out of Jerusalem full of despair. Ever since then there has never again been an attempt to

rebuild the temple.2

As fantastic as this sounds, the extant writings of Emperor Julian himself as well as a half dozen

secular and church historians that lived in that age are cited in the article as contemporary witnesses (some

of which are easily available in translation on the internet) to affirm the historicity of this event.

Again, we all recall Luther’s refusal to express fellowship in Marburg (1529 AD) over Zwingli’s

denial of the Sacrament of the Altar. But have you ever asked whence the roots of this disagreement? Who

knew, as Walther relates in an article against ecclesial unionism in America, that for many years Zwingli

stood unanimous with Luther with respect to the Sacrament against Carlstadt’s initial denials3, but that it was

nothing other what Zwingli experienced in a dream that turned this enthusiast against Luther and the true

confession of the Sacrament. Walther relates (in a footnote) Zwingli’s own account of this:

What had made Zwingli so sure of his heresy he himself relates in the aformentioned

"Sudsidium." Lit. Diii. That is, after he had reported therein that he had publicly disputed

with a certain State Secretary in Zurich on April 11 about the Mass, he goes on to say: "But

when April 13th arrived (and I am telling the truth and indeed it is so true that if I should be

silent about it my conscience would force me to reveal what the Lord has granted me, even

if I knew full well what scorn and ridicule I would be causing myself by it) as, I say, the 13th

day of April dawned, I was dreaming that I was once again in heated debate against my

opponent, the Secretary of State, and by doing so I had become so unable to speak that I

could not spit out what I knew full well to be true, because my tongue refused its service.

This impediment appeared to be beyond all comprehension, as dreams in the deceptive night

sometimes play such games with us (for we explain what happens to us as no more than a

dream even if it is nothing less than what we have learned through the dream by God's grace,

to whose glory alone we are reporting this.). Then all at once, a Counselor appeared to me

(whether he had been wearing black or white I cannot recall, for I am relating a dream). He

2
Baseley, J., tr., ed; Keyl, E. G. W., “The Interrupted Construction of the Temple in Jerusalem,” Missouri Synod in

Formation (Dearborn, MI: Mark V Publications, 2012) p. 464

3
Baseley, J., tr., ed; Walther, C. F. W., “The Evangelical Church in North America,” Missouri Synod in Formation

(Dearborn, MI: Mark V Publications, 2012) p. 118



said: You shrinking violet, why don't you answer him with what is written in Exodus 12: "it

is the Passover" which signifies the exodus of the Lord? As soon as I received that epiphany

I awoke and jumped out of bed. First now I considered the passage from the angle of how

the Greek is translated and then I explained it as well as I was able before the whole

assembly. My address dispelled every cloud for those who received it, who previously had

been unsure about it, as now they knew that he was only speaking in parables thereby (that

is, "is" was taken as "signifies")." – So that means Zwingli's doctrine is based on a dream.4

The last main section of Missouri Synod in Formation, “Heros and Villain’s,” includes some of the

many marvelous historical vignettes Walther exhumes and peppers into DL. They are wonderful to read! My

personal favorite historical character exhumed via Walther is Friedrich Myconias, a contemporary of Luther

who also encountered that indulgence peddler, Tetzel, and became a prominent reformer, though no one’s

heard of him today. His biography is attached in the download of this paper.5

II. Sermonic / Liturgical Application of Law and Gospel

Walther was praised after his death as a great preacher whom many, even outside the Church, wanted

to hear for the sake of his clarity and eloquence. While all his sermons deserve our attention, I’ve chosen to

share a few examples of his preaching. The first is from Christmas. I used to  hear our choirs sing medieval

hymns extolling the “felicitous fall of Adam” and praising God that we “gained more in Christ than Adam

and Eve had lost in the fall;” I often cynically thought this was just pious hyperbole until Walther, in a few

of his Christmas sermons, enlightened me with his gifts and dispelled my darkness. He preached:

Now you tell me yourselves, my beloved, what was all the glory we people possessed back

in Paradise compared to the glory that became ours back on this day in Bethlehem? – What

a shadow is to the thing itself, what a little ray of sunlight is to the blazing sun, what the

highest glory of a creature is to the glory of God himself, that's what our original glory was

in Paradise compared to our new glory that shines in Bethlehem.

In Paradise man bore the image of God. In Bethlehem we see God bearing the

image of man. In Paradise we see man created in the likeness of God, yet such that he could

also lose this likeness again. In Bethlehem we see God himself bound and united with man

in one person eternally, inseparable. In Paradise we see man exalted above everything

created on earth. In Bethlehem we see him raised above all angels and archangels, for

4
Baseley, J., tr., ed; Walther, C. F. W., “The Evangelical Church in North America,” Missouri Synod in Formation

(Dearborn, MI: Mark V Publications, 2012) p. 119 note
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accounts,” Missouri Synod in Formation (Dearborn, MI: Mark V Publications, 2012) p. 414.



there we see a man who sits with God the Father, equally great, almighty and glorious,

at his right hand upon his throne, Lord over heaven and earth, over what is visible and

invisible, over thrones and rulers, over the principalities and powers. In Paradise we see

man as the single creature that knows God, as the single one that worships him. In

Bethlehem we observe a man whom all the angels of God must worship, to whom is given

a Name that is above all names, that at his Name every knee shall bow in heaven and on

earth and under the earth, and whom every tongue must confess as Lord, to the glory of

God the Father. In Paradise man bore in himself as perfect a wisdom, righteousness and

holiness as a creature can possess, in Bethlehem we observe a man in whom lies hidden

every treasury of wisdom and of knowledge, a man beaming of the holiness and

righteousness that is proper to God himself. In Paradise we see man related with God

through that spark of divine wisdom that shone in his understanding, and through that

divine nobility of divine thought that his heart and will had possessed. But in Bethlehem

we see a man walking in an eternal, intimate relationship with God, where we see him

partaking of the divine nature as we see this man related with God through the most

intimate bond, more closely related than is even possible for men to be related to each

other, that is, – Oh, that I could express it adequately in words! – even through being

related by blood! A human has become God's mother, and all men God's brothers and

sisters, not just in the sense of a figure of speech, but really and truly. God has become

a man. O you miracle, O you mystery, O you deep, O you infinite, divine love! Through his

letting himself be misled by Satan, man fell, not letting himself be satisfied with his glory,

wanting to become like God. And what does God do in order to save his creature from this

terrible fall?  Would he now throw him out of the heaven of his love according to his

righteousness like the fallen angels? No, he keeps on loving him.  And does he now just

forgive him and make him all over again into his image? No, not even that was enough for

that eternally loving God. If Satan had planned to make man evil by tempting him, so, on

the other hand, God intended to turn that into something good. And what did he do? God

grants him the glory after which man had snatched with his thieving hand, by he himself

becoming a man, so that truly man would be like him, the great God!

So what have we lost? What we lost has not only been restored, but now the loss has

been changed into inexpressible gain. Before the fall we were beggars before God, but as

we fell into irreconcilable debt, behold, God not only paid all our debt, but now also used

the debt to turn us, who had been beggars, into kings and lords of heaven. Before the fall we



were God's servants and maids, but, as we rebelled against our Lord, behold, God then not

only forgave us for our unfaithfulness and sins, but used our rebellion against him to turn

his former servants and maids into his friends, into his brothers and sisters, yes, to wed

himself to our souls as with his bride. Before the fall we were God's dearly loved ones upon

earth, but as we despised this love, behold!, God not only kept on loving us, but even used

our rejection of his love to serve to demonstrate to us now an even greater love and to raise

us up to be his dear loved ones, even in heaven. Before the fall, God was so close to us that

he visited us as a friend and spoke with us and dwelt in our hearts as a guest, but when we

shut the doors of our heart to him, behold!, he not only did not withdraw from us, but now

he himself became a man, a gentle, affable infant, so that we still might now receive him

among us and find our joy, and salvation and glory on him and with him and in him, forever

and ever.6

What else had I never thought to ask? I never thought to ask how the New Testament Pentecost

event, the outpouring of the Holy Ghost, was related to the Old Testament Pentecost which was the

occasion that brought those Jews to Jerusalem in Acts 2. Walther makes this contrast plain; a stark contrast

the Old Covenant and the New, in a Pentecost sermon that still preaches well today as follows: 

The Old Testament’s Pentecost revelation (the giving of the Law at Mt. Sinai) goes like this:

“Thou shalt love the LORD your God with all your heart, and all your soul, and all your

mind, and all your strength, and your neighbor as yourself” and, on the other hand, the New

Testament’s: “God has so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whoever

believes on him should not be lost, but have eternal life. God is love, and whoever remains

in love” that is, in the love of God to him, “remains in God and God in him. This is love, not

that we have loved God, but that he loved us and sent his Son as the reconciliation for our

sins.” The Old Testament’s Pentecost goes on this way: “Keep all my statutes and retain and

carry out all my judgements, for I am the LORD.” But the New Testament’s says: “That

which the law could  not do, God did, and sent his Son.” The Old Testament’s Pentecost

revelation said: “Do this and you shall live.” On the other hand the New Testament’s said:

“Life has been manifested. And this is the witness that God has given us, eternal life, and

this life is in his Son.” The Old Testament’s revelation says: “Thou shalt be holy, for I, the

LORD, your God am holy,” the New Testament’s says the opposite: “I sanctify myself for

you, so that you will be  sanctified in the truth.” The Old Testament’s Pentecost revelation

6
Baseley, J., tr., ed; Walther, C.F.W., “That We Find More Again in Bethlehem Than We Had Lost Back in Paradise,”

Treasury of C.F.W. Walther, Vol. 1 (Dearborn, MI: Mark V Publications, 2008) p. 94.



demands that a man become and be like God, but the New Testament’s proclaims that God

has become like man, yes, that God himself became a man, like him in every way, only

without sins.7 

Finally, Walther’s preaching might occasionally be judged today as politically incorrect. We often

have a “don’t ask don’t tell” policy about faith, even in our practice of Holy Communion. Although we still

acknowledge hypocrites sit among believers in our church pews, do we ever dare even to ask how we

might address them in their pew? We may be shocked to hear Walther dare to address hypocrites directly

(of course not by name!), warning them of the danger of “delaying their conversion,” that is, of stubbornly

loving their sinful lives as they despise their Savior and salvation. In a sermon for the annual day of

repentance (traditionally the Friday before Advent 1) Walther declares in We are No Longer What We Were:

The thought has snuck in among us: I surely believe, so I am righteous and will be saved,

even if I am not converted [a changed man] to God. And I remain a saved Christian even if

I do not also live in daily contrition and repentance. By this false comfort, girded around us

as if it were an iron suit of armor, we come into the church. Now the sharp arrows of serious

condemnation and law-preaching may ever sound forth from the pulpit, but those arrows no 

longer penetrate the armor of our false comfort. We think we can know some secret means

of being saved without having to seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness. So

then, those among us who were once zealous Christians become lazy, idle and lapse back

into the world and its cares, treasures and joys and, finally, fall into spiritual sleep,

impotence and death and the rest, who never were really converted Christians, remain so,

without repentance.8

III. Admonitions to Good Churchmanship

As Walther and his German Lutheran immigrants made a difficult transition from an often heavy

handed system of governance from consistories and other secular authorities in Germany to autonomy in

America, Walther understood that if the polity to be adopted invested all power under Christ in the

congregation itself, then church membership must be valued as both the highest honor, but also as deserving

their greatest zeal of privilege. He thoroughly expresses this in his writings, speeches and sermons. I am

appending two Walther essays that deserve to be read, marked and inwardly digested by every member of

our congregations, even today. We don’t have time to adequately even summarize them here.

7
Baseley, J., tr., ed; Walther, C.F.W., “The Glory of the Pentecost Revelation of the New Testament Over that of the

Old Covenant,” Treasury of C.F.W. Walther, Vol. 3 (Dearborn, MI: Mark V Publications, 2008) p. 93.

8
Baseley, J., tr., ed; Walther, C.F.W., “We are No Longer What We Were!” Treasury of C.F.W. Walther, Vol. V

(Dearborn, MI: Mark V Publications, 2008) p. 56.



The first article is called Does Old Lutheranism Lead to Rome?9 This serial article, from DL vol. 3

not only responds to criticisms “American Lutherans” heaped upon Pr. F. Wyneken (1810-1876 AD) in

Baltimore, claiming what he was introducing looked too “Catholic,” but also meticulously lays out the

doctrine of Christian Freedom. Today Christians know only enough about this doctrine to make them

dangerous. Erosion of this doctrine threatens the Gospel itself. I believe most people today would be

surprised to learn that the doctrine of Christian Freedom actually teaches us of situations when, for love of

neighbor and God’s honor, we are not free to act in any way we choose lest we lose the freedom we have in

the Gospel (God’s honor) and/or lovelessly harm our neighbor by our license. Who asks about such things

today? I also commend to you Walther’s admonition to congregational voters to shoulder their responsibility

to have their voice heard, especially when the congregation must decide matters not already decided by

God’s Word. The appended article is titled: On the Duty to Attend Congregational Meetings.10”

Finally, in keeping with Walther’s aspirations for the formation of pious Christians and competent 

churchmen I’ll close with a brief address included in Walther’s Addresses and Prayers. In these addresses

Walther welcomed, encouraged and admonished all the voters at the opening of their assembly, especially

addressing new voters being received at that meeting. I will let this fourth address and Walther’s final wishes

for his people in this address be the last words to us in this presentation:

To be a member of a Christian congregation and so, also of the universal Christian church,

is considered foolishness by the world, because one is taking upon himself all kinds of new

burdens and responsibilities. Others, who think better of it, also, indeed, see entering

congregational membership as taking on burdens and responsibilities, but that these are an

essential part of belonging to true Christianity. But, my friends, they are as greatly mistaken

as are those first folks. Entering into a Christian congregation is not to anticipate fulfilling

some difficult laws, but must be seen as the exercise of the prerogatives of a shareholder of

a company that possesses and administers a great fortune.

A Christian congregation is the highest court in her territory and whoever joins her

becomes a part of it. A Christian congregation has the administration of the keys to the

heavenly kingdom on earth, and one who joins her becomes a co-administrator of the same.

A Christian congregation is a house of God, and one who joins her becomes a member of

that household. A Christian congregation is a fellowship that prays, and one who joins her

9
Baseley, J., tr., ed; Walther, C. F. W., “Does Old Lutheranism Lead to Rome?” Missouri Synod in Formation

(Dearborn, MI: Mark V Publications, 2012) p. 259

10
Baseley, J., tr., ed; Walther, C. F. W., “On the Duty to Attend Congregational Meetings” Missouri Synod in

Formation (Dearborn, MI: Mark V Publications, 2012) p. 352



becomes a part of that fellowship in prayer. A Christian congregation is Christ’s honored

family, or his housewife, and one who joins her becomes a partaker of all her rights and

privileges. A Christian congregation has the promise: “Where two or three are gathered

together in my Name, there I will be in the midst of them.” Further, the promise: “Wherever

two of you agree upon anything on earth that you should pray for, you shall have it from my

Father in heaven.” Further: “Fear not, little flock, for it is your Father’s good pleasure to

give you the kingdom.” And who knows all of the promises that are given by God to each

congregation? But will all those who join, then, take part in all of these promises? A good

example illustrating how much one loses when he separates from the Christian congregation

is the apostle Thomas. When Christ had died on the cross, Thomas departed from the little

church in Jerusalem, which was covered in shame and adversity. But behold, the resurrected

Christ mysteriously sought the poor, miserable congregation and revealed to it his glory and

poured comfort and peace into the hearts of all her members. But Thomas, who had

excluded himself, avoided this visitation of grace and, so, stumbled around for eight more

days in his hopelessness and restlessness. Yet, my precious, it is obviously not enough to

only belong to a Christian congregation. In order to partake of her blessing, a person must

also have become a living member of the same through true faith. Just as a dried out branch,

hanging on a tree, does not bud on that tree, nor become green, bloom and bear fruit, but is

removed from the green tree and is thrown into the fire, so it does a man no good to hang

onto the tree of the church without faith, but he will, finally, when the springtime of eternal

life arrives, be separated from the tree and thrown into the furnace of hell.

So God grant that today you have entered into membership in our congregation by

a living faith. Then you will never regret it, and, someday, you will be transplanted, with all

the living members, into the new Paradise. JESUS Christ grant this to us all. Amen!

+ + + To God alone be Glory! + + +
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The Heretic Arius and his End

By Pr. G.H. Loeber

(DL Vol 1; Issues 14 - 18 )

1. The Time of Arius.

   No doubt it was just as miraculous as it was gracious when God

revealed his relief for his persecuted church on earth through the

first Roman emperor who became a member of the Christian

church. – For almost three hundred years prior to that Christianity

had been persecuted throughout the Roman empire by the

bloodthirsty, blind heathen and a countless host of holy and

bloody martyrs were strangled, or burned to death, or hunted, or

devoured by wild beasts, drowned in water, or tortured to death

by some gruesome means. – Right up to the beginning of the

fourth century, the bloody banner of persecution of that age, as it

was pursued by every succeeding Roman tyrant, was dedicated

to wiping the Name of Christ, his Word and his confessors from of

the face of the earth. Yes, time and again the patience of the

Christian would be placed under a most severe test under the

frightening wrath of a Diocletian, a Galarius and Maximus, so that

the greater portion of the those most sorely pressed would grow

deeply disheartened with mounting groans to God for salvation.

– 

   Behold, then, all at once, the gracious and merciful God heard

this groan of his church and made the Emperor Constantine a

zealous friend and protector of the same. On a campaign against

his rival, Maxentius, in the year 312 AD, this emperor looked

upwards one midday in the fervent desire to learn which god he

should call upon for victory at the approaching battle. And as,

already in his youth, he had been influenced by many Christians,

but Christ had not yet been made known to him as his crucified

Mediator and Savior, God now had mercy on him in an

exceptional way and let him – (as Constantine himself has sealed

it with an oath to the Church historian and bishop, Eusebius,) –

see a great glowing cross in the sky, upon which it was revealed

to him in two Greek words: “By this you shall conquer.”

   A dream during the following night strengthened him in his

resolve to have the cross of Christ carried as the banner of his

troops from then on, and God gave him victory not only against

this one, but rather also over a second rival emperor, both of

whom had been equally brutal in banishing and persecuting

Christians.

   This event, specially ordained by divine wisdom, designated and

facilitated such a great turning point in the history of the church.

For the more Constantine now learned to know most assuredly

from the divine Word the nature of the real victory the cross of

Christ had brought to all who believed in it, the more he received

poor Christians who bore the cross, calling them to come out of

their caves and deserts, building them churches and schools,

honoring and caring for their bishops and teachers, protecting

their assembles for divine worship through official laws, instituting

days of remembrance for their holy martyrs, and, with his mother,

Helena, he contributed great stores of resources to publicly bring

into the light of day his high regard for Christianity with an

unabashed confession. – 

   Now even if along with all that he lacked a deep understanding

and Christian experience, yes even if in many of his regulations he

showed imprudence, yet it remains forever true that God used

him at that time as his instrument in order to overturn that

horrible, dark heathenism in the Roman empire and to bring

about external peace for the Christian church for the sake of the

free, public exercise of their faith.

   If, in this present generation, in its hopeless unbelief, people can

doubt and ridicule Biblical miracles, how much more might they

disparage this miracle in Constantine’s day – if now not only crass

heathen but even many who call themselves Christians regard the

cross of Christ as foolishness, but, to the contrary, make “reason

and self-reliance” their banner and battle cry, yet at that time all

pious Christians, no doubt, having raised fervent prayers and

intercessions for an emperor like this must have given thanks,

praise and glory to the strong and faithful God, because he helps

above all that is asked or imagined even in perilous times, that he

can turn queens into wet nurses and princes to caretakers for his

church. Is. 49.23. – And thus the church of Christ, now under

official protection and maintained in peace after prolonged,

difficult oppression, and freed in so many ways from opposition,

was better equipped to bring needed Christian order in Church,

schools and household than was ever possible in times of

persecution.

   Only, as little as we can, therefore, deny that a period tranquility

and undisturbed churchly freedom has many benefits, yet it is also

sure that such times can easily be very dangerous, especially for

the inner life of faith in the Son of God. For good days, our Luther

says, need strong legs, and all too easily believers are diverted to

fleshly security, complacency and worldly ways. Not as if it were

God’s fault, who certainly lets both good days and evil days work

out for the healing and benefit of those who genuinely love him,

but it’s our wandering hearts that easily sink in despair in swirling

storms of affliction, but are just as prone to climb up to  spiritual

heights of pride and hypocrisy in the gentle sunlight. – Humble

thanksgiving to God is forgotten in those heights, fervent prayer

becomes cold and listless, worship becomes a dead habit and

faith a mere academic exercise.

Unfortunately that’s just what happened at the time of

this first Christian emperor. In Christianity inattentiveness, spiritual

pride, a lot of fake sanctimony and impious manners tore its

fabric. Great store was placed upon outwardly ornate worship and

churchly rites as the inner power of true faith continued to wane.

Indeed, unlike our present day, the divine Word was still honored

and proclaimed as God’s Word, yet instead of its being employed

for true divine blessedness, many used it more as an occasion for

useless speculation and debating minutia. The basis for this had

already been laid in the previous centuries by many of the

teachers of the church. As, indeed, the spiritual office was

established as a precious, honorable office of called servants of

God (just the opposite of how it’s treated today), held in perfect

esteem, and was humbly borne with great faithfulness by many of

the rightly fashioned bishops, yet not a few bishops even began to

strive solely after fame, to serve at court and became ruthless and

contentious amongst themselves, lusting after higher ranks.

Indeed, along with that, for the most part, the expanding field of

the church bore better fruit, and in the Christianity of that age

many examples of the general practice of every Christian virtue

was displayed that would make us Christians in our day hang our

heads in shame. But the further many of them had strayed and

were lost to the true way of repentance and the one of a kind, sole

justification before God which comes from faith, even more fell

upon their self appointed works of a monkish holiness, whereby

they imagined themselves to have their own righteousness before
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God. Indeed, church discipline was still being put into practice, so

that, as we shall quickly see, of course, it was quite different than

it is in Christianity today. They kept a careful watch against the

encroachment of false doctrine. Nevertheless many weeds of

public offense and schism sprung up mightily which the foe

constantly sews amongst the wheat in such decadent conditions

of the church. – 

   So as Christianity was rife for a difficult spectacle, which God

had ordained over her, that he would allow subtle heresies to slip

into the same to separate much chaff from wheat, yet obviously

a whole host of believers with weak faith would be offended and

stumble and Christ’s Name itself would be no less scandalized

and blasphemed amongst the heathen. That’s just what Satan

wanted. And as he had not been able to murder and harm enough

souls in the first three centuries as (to speak as Luther does) the

“black” devil, so now, from the fourth century on, he came in a far

more dangerous form as the “white” devil, to sift Christianity

through misleading false doctrine, and as previously he sought to

murder their bodies, so now he sought more horribly to murder

their souls and lead them to destruction on down to hell. – 

   But just as those who remained rightly fashioned should always

be revealed with the appearance of fanatics, so now also the

tragic history of the approval of the Arian heresy was not at that

time the fault of the rightly fashioned members and soldiers of

Christ, who were well able to step into the breach to use the

spiritual weapons of their knighthood. Ezekiel 13.5...

2. The Heresy of Arius and the Battle Against It.

   In our previous installment we have – God grant that we all be

warned – considered the churchly basis upon which the

destructive heresy of Arianism was rooted, and enabled to seize

the church so comprehensively. Now we want to consider the

poisonous plant itself which, under Satan’s cunning and evil, had

been the cause of this desecration of the church.

   Blessed Luther says most significantly in his instructive writing

concerning the first three Christian symbols: “I have discovered

and noted in all the histories of Christianity that all whose who

have rightly had and retained the chief article of JESUS Christ, have

remained safe and sound in the Christian faith. And even if they

have erred or sinned besides that, yet they were ultimately

preserved. For whoever rightly stands fast in JESUS Christ’s being

true God and true man, who has died and arisen again for us,

then, along with that, all the other articles fall into line and stand

fast with him.”11 – – “On the other hand, I have also noted that all

false doctrine, heresy, idolatry, offense, abuse and evil in the

church, therefore, has found its origin in the fact that this article,

or the matter of faith of JESUS Christ, is despised or has been lost.

And if we see it in this light, as we should, then, all heresies

contend against the dear article of JESUS Christ, as Simeon says of

him, that he would be appointed for the rise and fall of many in

Israel, as a sign to be spoken against, as long before his coming

Isaiah had declared him a rock of offense and for stumbling.”

   So then, this article of the LORD JESUS Christ was also the one

that Arius would maliciously seize and by which he would

become a stiff necked and destructive heretic. The place of origin

for this Arian plague was the great city of Alexandria in Egypt

which was much renowned in ancient Christianity. Arius was a

Presbyter there and a pastor at the Baucalis church and

distinguished himself by his high gifts of understanding as well as

through a strict, virtuous life. Only a petulant and prideful spirit

was in him. So already as a deacon, he had once been excluded

from the church because he had set himself against Christian

church discipline. But after he had confessed his guilt, he was

reinstated and granted restoration of his pastorate. But that didn’t

last very long, as he raised anew more and more dangerous

innovations in doctrine. To do this he might always excuse himself

outwardly through the precedence of many church scholars in

Alexandria who departed from a literal understanding of the

Words of Scripture to more and more spiritualize the Christian

verities of faith and who sought to incorporate their own peculiar

wisdom, following their own human wisdom. But wherever these

teachers, for the most part, still reverently sought to hold fast to

the real foundation of faith, to the revealed Word of God, Arius

took it a decisive step further and elevated his reason to be the

dame judge over the truths of the faith, in that what he should

have only humbly believed as a divine mystery, he made dubious

by unbelief, and publicly interpreted them and other things

according to vain human thinking, contrary to the Word of God.

That is, since he could not grasp how the Son of God should be

conceived from eternity from the nature of the Father and so, be

distinguished from the Father according to his person, but equal

to the Father according to his nature, being the eternal and

almighty God, he imagined that there must have been a time

when the Son of God didn’t exist at all, and God was not yet a

Father. So first, at some definite time, though before all creatures,

the Son had been made by the Father. So the Son is not of the

same nature with the Father, is not eternal and almighty God, but

a mere creature and only an adopted Son of God, who otherwise

has no advantage above the other children of God, except that all

things were made through him. Among the additional other

blasphemous assertions which Arius also taught on this

foundational error, all of which attacked the article of Christ and

of the holy Trinity, was that the Holy Ghost was created by the Son

and was, therefore, less than the Son, and, thus, much less than

the Father, etc. – 

   The Christian reader of this paper will himself quickly take note

of the passages of the Holy Scripture this blind Arius must have

abused to defend his heresy, and what passages to use in

response. But it is beyond our scope to delve further into that.

Every Christian who fears God’s Word (Is. 66.2.) gives God the

glory in humble submission that no one knows the Son but only

the Father, and no one knows the Father, but only the Son and

whomever the Son wants to reveal him (Mt. 11.27.). Yes, every

Christian who thankfully receives this revelation of the Triune God

in faith as a gift of boundless mercy to us blind, foolish people,

may along side of countless other passages in the Old and New

Testaments only open to the Gospel of John, where, just as in the

first verses, it is clearly stated as majestic wisdom, that “ the Word

(that is according to verse 14 the very Son of God) was in the

beginning, and was with God and was God himself and was in the

beginning with God.” Even from this single glorious witness it is

sufficiently revealed that the Father and the Son are one according

to their eternal, divine nature, but distinguished according to their

person, as much as the Holy Ghost, who proceeds from the Father

and the Son, according to other clear declarations of Scripture, is

the third person in the Godhead, who is co-equal with the Father

and the Son and co-equally the eternal and almighty God.

(Compare 2 Sam. 23.2-3 with Luther’s incomparable explanation

of these last Words of David; also John 15.26, Acts 5.3-4; 1 Cor.

2.10. 1 John 5.7 and there are many more.)

   His honorable and conscientious Bishop, Alexander, also bore

witness of these things to Arius and admonished him with fervor

and love to give up his erroneous beliefs. To no avail! – The bishop

appealed to other witnesses of the truth and finally to his whole

11Note: This observation is very important for the right evaluation of many
ancient and modern Christian teachers, who faithfully held fast to the article of Christ in their
presentation of this article, and apart from it indeed had in many ways departed from the pattern
of sound doctrine in one or another article. So their error is not to be denied, much less called
good, but such teachers are also not to be rejected as heretics whenever on the question as to
how a person ruined in sins and condemned can be justified and be saved, when they, in the
Word and the pure Sacrament, point to nothing other than to the Son of God and Son of man
who has died and risen for us, upon whom the desperate sinner must only steadfastly believe in
order to find the forgiveness of sins, and new life and salvation along with it.
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diocese to confront and warn against this error and lead him back

to the foundation of true faith. But as Arius only defended his

heresy more vehemently, and also misled a whole host of other

souls and persisted in doing so, he and his new adherents were

formally excommunicated from the church in the year 321 in a

Synod of many of the neighboring bishops who had gathered in

Alexandria. – 

   “Its very easy to say (a Christian author remarks of this situation

[see Millner, Kirchengesch.Th. II. P. 64.] ) that remaining quiet and

toleration of this matter would have been the best means to

preserve the peace amongst all factions in the church,” (as in his

naivete even Emperor Constantine also knew of no other advice

in the beginning, and as to a much greater extent the blind world

still knows no other advice to bring to such matters than that

everyone ought to just let each person believe what he wants – ),

“only no true Christian can think it unimportant whether his Savior

is seen as the Creator or as a creature. It means too much to our

souls to base our salvation on something that is uncertain, and at

that time it was clear to every true Christian that defending

someone in such blaspheme of God was at least as great an evil

practice as defending someone for drunkenness or thievery.” – 

   That’s why it’s just that much more amazing that this Arius, even

after he had been excommunicated as a divisive, unrepentant

false teacher, could trap so many souls while he was banned and

win so many of them to his cause. For not only did he find open

ears and a warm reception by the respected Bishop Eusebius of

Nicomedia and many other bishops, presbyters and deacons, but

also by a great number of people in every part of the Roman

Empire, among whom were even many hundreds of convents

which were established and based around certain vows into a

calling of special piety, yes, even many ruling magistrates and

later, in the emperor’s palace itself, so that more and more let

themselves be blinded and taken in by the deceptive heresy of this

new Arian wisdom from reason. In addition to the circumstances

of that time that we had stated in the previous installment, there

are also three other reasons why this epidemic of Arianism is not

so surprising. First, (1.) because all people, so also even those

who are pious, are easily deceived and overcome if they follow

their ruined hearts, whenever a deceiver reflects upon them how

they, through leaven of new knowledge, can thereby receive a

higher knowledge, yes, even thereby to “become as God.” (Gen.

3.5.) 2. Almost all heretics and deceivers have a great appearance

of self-deprecation, of great understanding and divine zeal for

love, by which the weak are easily deceived. That’s what

contemporaries of Arius also tell us. He not only possessed a very

sharp intellect, an uncommon familiarity in debate, and was very

engaging in his discussions, but also, along with that, in his

slender figure coupled with his pale, somber face and his long,

straight hair, which draped over his shoulders like a cape, he

made an impression on everyone that he must have been a man

of great humility, while many honest confessors of the truth did

not have such outstanding gifts of intellect and eloquence, and

were unpopular and troubling to the public because their

distinctive confession was accompanied by a lazy, indifferent,

earthly minded demeanor in their lives. Yes, even then defense of

the truth suffered so many sorts of setbacks through so much

impure zeal and evil appearances that unfortunately gets thrown

into the mix, even though the truth still remains the truth,

regardless of such things.

   So on the one side, indeed, many offenses may have been given

and thereby the invading heresy and division would not always be

opposed with integrity, so on the other side also came this in

addition, 3., that Arius and his adherents pursued every and any

possible means to be able to enlarge their party. Therefore they

traveled far afield, and not only sowed their evil seed in secret

assemblies and by poisonous persuasion, but also through all

kinds of songs that they made popular amongst seamen, travelers

and laborers. But even more, they sought to make the teachers of

the true church everywhere disreputable by hateful rumors and let

no deception, no fault, no lie, yes no perjury of oath be excused

of its consequence in service to their goal.

   We could say so much more about this whole history of the

Arian controversy, but we obviously cannot delve into the whole

matter here, except to say that the saddest proof that must also

here confirm itself again and again is that everyone who only has

his eyes open can, despite all misleading appearances, discover

the fruits of an evil tree. – 

Now after this conflict had been ferociously pursued

over several years, so that even the heathen ridiculed it in their

theaters, so the old, but tireless Bishop Alexander continued to

press the matter with the other most prominent bishops of the

whole West, and he admonished them in letters that they might

protect themselves and the flock of Christ well against the

mounting, impending evil. Most of the bishops walked with him

and others, to some extent, retreated from Arius back to him. But

Eusebius of Nicomedia, the most zealous friend and defender of

Arius, sought to enlist other bishops who were like- minded in the

matter to take a less militant tact to move Alexander to reinstate

Arius. He even sought the emperor’s help to send Bishop Hosea

from Cordova to Alexandria to mediate the whole dissension and

bring it to a peaceful conclusion. But since Arius would not let go

of his heresy and Alexander could not in good conscience

purchase peace in the church at the expense of the divine truth

and to establish a union with heretical and false believers, so

naturally, because of this man’s steadfast confession, the

patchwork of human mediation was constantly being torn apart

and violated.

   Even though the confusion was now always mounting more

than ever before, yet the emperor was seeing more clearly than

ever that there must have been something more at stake in this

matter, and that truly a higher principle was involved than merely

external peace and unity. – Therefore he would no longer brook

any way to establish the desired peace and unity that did not at

least come through a free, public and settled understanding from

out of God’s Word. And in this resolve  he decided to summon the

whole church of the East and West to a great general church

council, which indeed is important and significant enough that we

shall consider a few witnesses to it in our next installment...

3 .   R e j e c t i o n  o f  t h e  A r i a n  H e r e s y

a t  t h e  G r e a t  C h u r c h  C o u n c i l  a t

N i c e a  i n  t h e  Y e a r  o f  o u r  L o r d  3 2 5 .

   As sad as was the situation which occasioned the call to

convene this great church wide assembly, yet there can be no

doubt that it also preserves for us so many encouraging and

significant insights. – In our previous installment we heard how

seriously this pious Emperor Constantine took his responsibility to

help the churches of his kingdom, who had been so deeply

troubled by the Arian heresy, to restore peace.

   As honorable as his efforts were in this regard, it also,

incidentally, is of service to us when we see that he would not

achieve this peace in the church, nor reach this goal for long

through the coercive force of his rule, nor by preparing formulas

making the  confession of faith ambiguous, and so, even much

less through using his temporal authority to lord over consciences,

as does the untenable whitewash of a mere external union.

   Now when we finally see how he didn’t let himself be
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aggravated as he bore the tremendous expense of bringing

together bishops from all regions of his whole empire, from the

furthest Eastern and Western territories, hosting them for several

months (others say, even longer) and giving them free passage

home at the conclusion of the council, we must certainly say that

this matter of Christ and the holy church was no small burden on

this monarch’s heart.12

   Yet in this we must also listen even more attentively of his

comporting himself as a Christian at the Council. But first and

foremost we must cast our eyes upon the honorable assembly

itself.

   Three hundred and eighteen bishops and probably more, as at

one time that many presbyters and deacons made their

appearance, were summoned to the imperial castle church in

Nicea (in Asia Minor) to all assemble on both sides of the hall on

rows of seats that were on a stage, facing each other. Most of the

bishops present probably were meeting each other face to face

for the first time, though they had long been acquainted by name.

For their names were well known as the most worthy grey hairs

and fathers among Christians far and wide, men most highly

respected since, as servants of God, they were seasoned in valleys

of trial, by persecutions and trials, beatings, imprisonment,

struggles, by vigils and fasting; – among whom were  men who

bore their crippled members and bodies as stigmata of the LORD

JESUS, traces of bloody persecution. – – experienced warriors, who

by the Word of truth and the power of God, with weapons of

righteousness in their left and right hands, they were well

acquainted with defending the honor of their Savior. And how

many others may well have been there, anonymous members of

the assembly, whose names history hasn’t recorded, who yet had

also been partakers in the apostolic gifts.

  But the whole great assembly who  gathered together from out

of all the races of Asia, Africa and Europe, give us an eyewitness

and an encouraging proof how widely Christianity had now

spread throughout the world by God’s grace since the age of the

apostles, even in the most severe persecution. Yes, out of the little

acorn of Christ’s Kingdom a few apostles had sown back then,

amidst great conflict and opposition in the host of mighty nations

for not even all of 300 years, through God’s almighty grace it had

become a great tree that could gather so many souls and

congregations in every land under her branches, that just her

shepherds and teachers had now become such a great crowd. For

the sake of the despised JESUS Christ, who only a short time before

was mocked by all who bore Roman authority, and whose

confession and Name were being forcibly forbidden and

exterminated by public laws of the state, a victorious emperor,

crowned with temporal praise, now must summon an assembly

where the glory and the true deity of this LORD Christ must be

defended before all the world. – Thus the thoughts of all the

nations were turned to God! So God can bend the hearts of the

great even as he does the rivers of water!

   By all means many heathen mockers, many  curious onlookers

and philosophers had also appeared at the church Council of

Nicea, who had itching ears for the discussion of the Christians,

yes, who wanted to take the advantage given them by this strife to

make the faith despicable and to ridicule it. In the first issue of this

paper we have already related that beautiful example of how one

of those who took pride in worldly wisdom was overcome by the

simple but powerful witness of one of those aged, true - hearted

Christians and was led to a confession that he could not resist,

even to the point of believing.

   Certainly there would have been even more such victories won

to the glory of Christ if, unfortunately, many of the bishops present

– certainly at great pains to the rest of them – had not sought their

own glory and, in all kinds of ambitious and obvious rancor, had

quenched the spirit in them.

   Therefore as that peace loving emperor stepped reverently into

the circle of the assembly and, at the behest of the bishops, he

was below them, he, indeed, first expressed his sincere gladness

and his gratitude to God that it had pleased him that they put an

end to all the personal quarrels amongst them and might with

him, in love and unity, only all work to seize hold of the true arch

enemy, who had blasphemed the wholesome doctrine of Christ

and so dangerously threatened the peace of the whole church. He

had therefore seen to the burning of a whole stack of letters of

complaint he had received, in which they had leveled complaints

against each other and had lodged their complaints with him, and

some of these complaints, whose resolution should not be left up

to him, were given back to those who sent them, so that they, for

the sake of Christ, might forgive each other and be restored to

unity in brotherly love.

As the honorable Bishop Eustathius of Antioch thanked

the emperor in the name of his other brothers in the Office and

had appropriately accepted his Christian thought and desire, the

emperor went on to say that he had no more fervent desire but

that after God had granted him victory over his temporal enemies

and had quelled the tyranny of the Christians’ horrible

persecutors, that also the church in his lands would come to

peace, and might be bound in true unity of spirit upon the true

foundation of the true faith against all heretical spirits and trouble

makers. Therefore, as representatives of these churches, they had

to discuss the Arian controversy from out of the prophetic,

evangelistic and apostolic Scriptures which they had there in their

hands and with a peaceful, mutual discussion declare what in this

matter is to be rebuked and rejected.

   Hereupon Eusebius of Nicomedia read a written confession in

which the chief tenet of the whole Arian heresy was so

encapsulated, but was also declared so unabashedly, that nearly

all those assembled could barely restrain themselves from

displaying, by all means, their legitimate dread and disdain against

it. But as now a heated exchange of words ensued, and one after

another explained the blaspheme and wickedness of that doctrine

on Biblical grounds, even Eusebius himself cried out in fear and

trembling, and finally ripped the statement he read to shreds

before the whole assembly, as the emperor continued to renew

his admonition to meekness and peace, dousing the fires of those

who were overcome by the heat of the moment through gentle

reminders, and encouraging those who, indeed, restrained their

zealous discernment with forbearance and magnanimity.

   Whether or not Arius himself was present is not clearly known.
But he was represented by at least 17 bishops, who stood by his
side, while probably others who were present were secretly his
followers. But of all those who opposed Arius, one young man
especially distinguished himself in the battle, whom God had
equipped with just as much true knowledge in the doctrine as
with courage and holy zeal for matters of Christ. This was
Athanasius, the upright and honorable Arch Deacon of Alexandria
at the time who had accompanied his beloved Bishop Alexander
to Nicea and had skillfully supported him in this battle in his
weakness due to his advanced years.
   We intend, God willing, in a later issue of this paper to give a
comprehensive account of the whole life of this great teacher of
the church by which the Christian reader will learn even more
about how mighty a support and pillar of the church this witness
to the truth had been in that age; but also how much, for the sake
of the truth, he was forced to suffer by the insidious and evil
vengeance of the Arians. For now we will remain here at the
Nicene Church Council and take note of its further progress and
its ultimate consequences as follows:
   In no way could the Arian-oriented participants withstand for

12
Note. Obviously other emperors later did not conduct themselves in such a

Christian manner, and exerted an inordinate despotic influence on the Councils for all sorts of
political aims. So it was certainly not Christian, for example, that Prussian authorities wanted  to
prescribe ambiguous church formulas and thereby, finally, wanted to autonomously force the
union between Lutherans and the Reformed purely by means of their power.
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long the unanimous witness of the majority. They had to submit
both orally and in writing, that JESUS Christ is true God. But they
deceitfully bound with it another condition, that is, that he is God
only insofar as the holy Scripture also often calls angels and holy
men gods. Now they were opposed, even more specifically, to his
being the true God, so they only responded again with the false
caveat that he also had been created by God. When they were
opposed by others’ bearing witness out of the Scripture that he is
by nature God, they were also in agreement with this, for they said
that we also are of God from whom are all things.
   Thus a Eusebius of Nicomedia and those of his like minded party
bobbed and weaved back and forth in order, so long as possible,
to assert their heresy so that they might not be condemned and
expelled.13 Even the other Eusebius, the elder, the well known
writer of church history and bishop of Caesarea in Palestine, who
was, at least, not averse to the Arians at heart, but wished that
ambiguous terms the church had previously used to explain this
article might remain in place. He felt justified in doing so merely
so this matter might not be divisive and so that a false explanation
of this biblical conclusion would not be sufficient reason to reject
this new heresy. So all the Biblical passages were gathered
together once more where the true deity of the Son of God was 
declared and by this they drew the conclusion that, indeed, it
could also be said of creatures that they are of God because they
do not have existence of themselves and were created by God,
but that the Son is of the Father in a completely different sense,
that is, “God of God, Light of Light, very God of very God, begotten
not made and of the same nature as the Father.” Now they
declared this their understanding from the Word of God as, from
antiquity on, the church had confessed and understood it
according to the perfect unanimity of the whole holy Scripture, to
defend the old Apostolic Confession of faith from heretical
misinterpretation by this more specific Symbol which the
orthodox church in the collection of her symbols calls “The
Nicene Creed” and has unanimously accepted and preserved to
this day.
   So this confession, having been presented, by imperial
command was to be signed by the assembled fathers and was
actually signed by all, even by both of the Eusebiuses (although
later they declared otherwise). But two Arian bishops, Theonas
and Secundus, deferred signing, and were removed, along with
Arius, from their offices and removed from the church as enemies
of Christendom, after Illyrien rebuked and censured all of Arius’
writings in the strongest terms. – 
   We will now leave unreported what’s left to be presented about
what was decided at the Council of Nicea on controversies
concerning the setting of the date of Easter and other situations in
the church, and in the next and final installment will merely
present the significant details of the horrible demise of Arius
which should be a warning to us all...

4 .   T h e  D e m i s e  o f  A r i u s .

   We considered in the previous installment the great and
significant Church Council at Nicea, which the blessed Luther
justly calls “the best Council”, which has been regarded as the
most ancient apostolic tradition in the church. Every orthodox
Christian has God to thank that at that time, from a great cloud of
witnesses, the most important article on the true deity of JESUS

Christ and the holy Trinity had been so victoriously defended
against demonic falsification and heresy and its pure Biblical
witness had been solidly stated anew for all future ages in the
church.

   Indeed, ancient and modern unbelievers have wanted to assert
that at that time they actually invented the church’s doctrine of the
Holy Trinity. But as in the papacy, in such a deceptive manner,
they say all of Lutheranism is but a “new religion,” even though

Lutheranism only returned the ancient apostolic doctrine to its
rightful place only to thereby all the better defend what were most
obviously their own ancient and recent heresies, so, in like
manner, in order to dress up their unbelief, many preachers of
reason  might be happy to render the Nicene Creed dubious, as if
the Holy Trinity was therein being imposed as some new
invention that was previously unheard of.
   Every impartial Christian can convince himself from out of the
whole Word of God, that no one had believed in any other God,
in the Old as well as the New Testaments, but the Triune God, as
the Nicene Fathers confessed him. Indeed even in the age of the
apostles there had always been all kinds of heresies under the
wise, ruling hand of God that often had to serve the purpose that
by their opposition, a stated truth from God’s Word would be
more precisely developed and by its foundational, supporting
passages it would be better defended in every detail. So now
when the apostle Paul, for example, thoroughly grounded, proved
and justified the doctrine of the resurrection of the flesh against
certain false teachers in Corinth, this doctrine was not for that
reason in itself a new or different doctrine than what was already
contained in other parts of the holy Scriptures. Likewise the Arian
heresy was, above all, an opportunity for the doctrine of the holy
Trinity to be more precisely formulated and affirmed by the
church at that time from out of the holy Scripture, in spite of the
devil’s and all who serve him’s wanting to call this doctrine a mere
human invention of the scholars of the church of that day!
   Yet, if we turn back to the history of the church of that time itself

and ask: So what was the result of this great effort that had been

exerted at that time for the preservation of pure doctrine? Let it

serve as the answer that, moreover, in a great portion of the

church and, of course, in Egypt, where the Arian controversy had

erupted, the Church had peace for several years, and Emperor

Constantine was relentless in his support of the teachers and

congregations, especially by a circular letter, urging them to thank

God for this newly won victory over Satan’s kingdom, and from

then on to unanimously hold fast to the true confession of the true

God. But Eusebius of Nicodemia, who again became unfaithful to

the orthodox confession he had initially signed soon after the

Nicene Council, was deposed from his office by imperial

command and exiled from the country.

   Only, regardless of all these results, the course of events

nevertheless took a drastic turn just a few years later. A certain

presbyter, who had secretly remained an Arian, was the father

confessor of the emperor’s sister, Constantia. He had a great

influence on the lady, and brought her by and by to the conviction

that a great injustice had been committed against Arius.

Constantia hid this from her brother, the emperor, who dearly

loved her, but upon her death bed she elicited a promise from

him that he would make the injustice right again. Now if

Constantine would have had such a faithful pastor (Seelsorger)

and fatherly advisor as had an Elector John the Steadfast later in

his trustworthy and beloved Luther, he doubtless would have

stood much more steadily in these new storm winds of

temptation which were here overtaking him. Only unfortunately,

the emperor, who still had so little experience in testing the spirits,

was surrounded just then by several Semi-Arian bishops, among

whom was also included that other Eusebius from Caesarea.14

These people expended every possible effort they could think of

to convince the emperor that at the very roots of the whole battle

against Arius had been nothing but an empty dispute over words,

by which Arius himself had never impugned the divine dignity of

the LORD Christ.

   So it came to pass that the emperor weakened and a Eusebius

13Note. This same ambiguity is still found now amongst countless preachers who
neither want to give respect to the truth nor to lose their office. And alas! How can so many
congregations allow them this deception!

14
These Semi-Arians or ‘half’ Arians indeed did not, of course, teach as did

Arius that the Son is a creature, but they also did not want to confess with the Nicene Creed that
he was of the same nature as the Father (homoousios) but rather that he is merely of a similar
nature (homoiousios). So in a cunning manner, by adding a single letter, they were once more
smuggling in new, false leaven which would once again have leavened the whole loaf. – How
few Christians, even today, believe what is written in Gal. 5.9, etc.
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of Nicomedia and others who were banished were returned and

that, – indeed, not as Arians but rather as supposedly orthodox

Trinitarians (that is, as people who believed in the Holy Trinity)

they were reinstated  into their former offices.  But Constantine

had a confession of faith composed by Arius himself, which was

drawn up with enough error that it should not have been

necessary for the emperor to turn judgement of this dangerous

man to others. Yet first after Arius was tested by a host of Western

Bishops to whom the matter was deferred, and had been

declared innocent so the emperor was satisfied, would Arius be

sent to Alexandria with the imperial command that he be restored

to his office as Presbyter.

   In Alexandria, in just the fifth month after the Nicene Council,

the honorable Bishop Alexander blessedly passed away and so,

consequently, at the recommendation of the whole church, by

unanimous voice, none other than Athanasius was chosen to be

his successor. He opposed the reinstatement of Arius with such

firm decisiveness that he could not be made to waver in his

conclusion even through the emperor’s threats.

   As now Arius and his party, more than ever, took their refuge in

the most pernicious lies aimed at overthrowing Athanasius, so

indeed Arius reported to the emperor personally, and he was

acquitted by him with full honors and a testament of his

justification. Only these vindictive foes could not let it go at that,

but were always plotting new ways to enlist the naive emperor in

their cause. So they not only bribed a debauched woman so that

she would accused the orthodox Bishop Eustathius of Antioch of

adultery, so that this faithful servant of God had to spend the rest

of his life in banishment, but they also accused Athanasius of

several murders which he supposedly committed. Among others,

he supposedly had done away with a certain Bishop Arsenius and

hewn off his hand to use for sorcery. And a shriveled human hand

was actually displayed at the Synod of Cyrus in the year 335 AD,

where Athanasius was to answer for all these charges which he

had supposedly committed against Arsenius. But God came to his

aid as this Arsenius was not only presented alive, but in

possession of both of his hands, and had not only been able to

bring his foes to disgrace for the sake of this and other

transgressions, but a few of his bitterest plaintiffs even espoused

their own lamentable unrighteousness and begged him for

forgiveness.

   Nevertheless, for the sake of several other charges which had

been lodged against him  by an investigating commission that had

been sent to Alexandria with clubs and whips, despite all the

witnesses and intercessions of the orthodox, he was deposed by

the Synod. But the emperor, who still wanted to affirm him, was

finally brought to turn against him merely by its being stated that

Athanasius had wanted to stop the grain trade that should have

been made from Alexandria to Constantinople.

   So Athanasius – perhaps merely to put an end to all the

complaints and controversy surrounding him, accepted

banishment to Gaul in the year 336. But now his triumphant foes

thought that they had found the ripe moment when, as it had

previously been granted him in Jerusalem, Arius would also now

be officially and publicly received again in the imperial capital city

of Constantinople into the communion of the church, and then

perhaps he might be immediately elevated to the office of bishop.

   Yet, once more, the deceived emperor, as if he could dream up

nothing better to do, set out to steadfastly and confidently certify

the orthodoxy of this hypocritical Arius. On the question as to

whether or not Arius accepted the conclusions of Nicea, he

subscribed to them all, with no exceptions. The emperor

demanded that Arius should swear to it. He also did this. “You

have legitimately sworn,” the emperor finally warned him, “So

good for you! If not, you will not avoid God’s punishing justice!” –

And behold, he was right! – 

  Even in Constantinople Arius had to deal with another orthodox

Bishop Alexander, by whom his wickedness should be manifest,

as it had originally been exposed to the light of day by that first

Alexander in Egypt. – The emperor now commanded this latter

bishop, who had the same name, to receive Arius into the

fellowship of the church again, and the whole party of Arians

celebrated with great cheers on that day when this was to take

place. At that point Alexander, who under such circumstances

could now no longer expect any help from any human being,

turned to his almighty Helper in heaven in fervent supplication. He

would not leave the church but guarded the same for several days

amidst many tears, with fasting and praying, while the

congregations themselves did the same thing and constantly cried

out to God up in heaven that the LORD would look down and have

mercy on them and receive them. – This led up to the day when

Arius should actually be led into the  church in solemn procession.

Then Alexander with his friend Makarius again went into the

church, and he threw himself down onto the steps of the altar,

and with great fervor poured out his soul to God that he might not

allow the wolf who was now coming in sheep’s clothing to come

amongst the legitimate sheep nor let the flock be devoured. But

if he would not grant this, by his inscrutable plan, that he might,

before this would happen, call his servant out of this life. – With

this he departed, weeping, to his house. And when, on the next

morning, Arius would process with his huge, triumphant

entourage into the church, all at once, when they drew near

the imperial court house, terrible anxiety befell him, and such

pain in his stomach that he had to leave the parade to find a

place where he might relieve himself. At this, the crowd

impatiently waited for Arius to return to them, only – he never

returned but was finally discovered dead amidst a most

horridly disgusting sight, as all his innards had spilled out.

   So ends the heretic, Arius, truly an example to give warning

to all who walk in his footsteps. – But alas, how few have taken

this punishment of justice as a warning even among his followers

in that day! Emperor Constantine himself died shortly thereafter

in the year 337 AD, and who knows what effect this terrifying

death of Arius preceding his own had on him,  since just shortly

before his end he received holy Baptism from  Eusebius of

Nicomedia, yet without his really addressing the fact that he had

been an Arian.

   But the Arian heresy had again seized hold of his sons and

followers more than ever, so that next to the many other heresies

that would devastate the church, under Constantius only 2 or 3

orthodox bishops remained, who had not accepted Arianism.

   Now if we look upon the later ages and upon our own,  we

cannot restrain ourselves from making the following comments

relative to the historical presentation that has just  been given:

1.  At one time Arius asserted that besides the one article where

he taught differently, he agreed with the church in everything else.

Yes, in his opinion, he believed in the doctrine of God the Father,

of redemption, of justification, of the sacraments and the like,

more strongly than the Christians who called themselves

orthodox. But he erred badly in that. For whoever denies the Son,

also does not have the Father.” says John in his first letter, Chapter

2.23. “And whoever does not have the Son, has not the Father,”

Chapter 5.12. Therefore Arius had neither the right knowledge of

the Father, nor the true, living and saving faith on the forgiveness

of sins, etc. 

   If we go on to apply this to the Roman Catholic Church, then this

church, indeed, confesses the Apostle’s as well as the Nicene  and

Athanasian Confessions of faith, but through her papistic heresy

and long exposed crass heresies, yes, through her enmity against

all who confess faith as the sole means of righteousness and

salvation, – she exalts these saving confessions of faith highly, but

then denies them completely, so that even with her, this results in

a completely different Christ,  and thus, with that, a different
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Father, a different Comforter, a different forgiveness of sins, and

to sum it up, a completely different faith than the one holy

Scripture has taught, leading unto blessedness.

   Therefore Mr. Oertel in his so-called “Friend of Truth” can work

all he wants to justify even the most damnable heresies that he

had at one time repudiated; he may now come to the defense and

excuse the whole panoply of papistic scandals in life and the

bloodthirsty inquisitions and persecutions by which the Roman

throne has soiled itself for centuries. He might, on the other hand,

with unparalleled blindness to all of those shameful blemishes

and evils of the last three centuries only faithlessly condemn and

deny the most blessed works stemming from the Reformation and

thus the true faith of his Lutheran fathers, yet we will with God’s

help remain faithful to this Lutheran, that is, to the real ancient

catholic, that is, truly Christian faith, as Mr. Oertel himself had

admonished a few of the members of his previous Lutheran

congregation at his departure from Perry County: “that they might

remain faithful to the acknowledged truth, even if he himself

should someday apostasize from the same.”...

C o n c l u d i n g  R e m a r k s .

   The heresy of Arius was, moreover, horrifying and devastating

enough in that age, but its enduring legacy is, in part, that our LORD

Christ is far more than what is confined to a mere human nature,

and partly that the whole church has made every effort to lay

down her confession of this. Even to this day, even in that church

that in her unaltered Augsburg Confession equally acknowledges

this witness at Nicea in its first article, and in this church that holds

fast to the salutary doctrine of the apostles and prophets in all the

other articles, things have eroded so far that countless teachers in

the Church, schools and universities explain that Christ was a

mere human being and, according to their reason, either falsify

Nicea or flatly deny it, and most of her congregations are silent

and do little or nothing to defend the precious gem of our faith for

themselves and their children.

   Obviously the ignorance of many is so great that unfortunately

they have all but forgotten the entire faith of their fathers and let

themselves be taken in by all sorts of sects, which all, more or

less, forsake the one faith and the one LORD the ancient orthodox

church had previously confessed, and always want to invent

something new. So the one true church is also found, even in this

country, through God’s grace, and it has in no way utterly

disintegrated or purely melted away into sects and parties, as

Pastor Wyneken has recently asserted as a far too over-reaching

conclusion in the face of the American Catholic Church.

   Certainly the LORD has often let his church lament that she is like

a forsaken and heart broken wife, as an unfruitful Sara in

comparison to that Church which, indeed, like Hagar, boasts of

her sons, but only bears children according to the flesh and to

slavery. (Gal. 4.) Now these proud Hagar-Churches can mock us

ever so harshly for the sake of their innumerable children and

oppose and knock us, standing upon their cathedrals and

seminaries, and their gold and silver, upon their saints and relics,

but we’d gladly trade all of those things for the sake of the one

promise that they must concede to us:

“Exalt you barren, who have not given birth,

rejoice with exaltation and praise, you who have not

conceived. For the desolate have more children than

she who has a husband, says the LORD.” – “Fear not, for

you shall not be put to shame. Be not disheartened for

you shall not be made sport of. – – For your Maker is

your husband, the LORD Sabaoth is his Name and he is

your Redeemer.” – (Isaiah 54.1-5; compare to Gal. 4.)

   Therefore all of us who want to comfort ourselves in this

promise and this LORD Sabaoth, should also retain the pure Word

and unfalsified Confession that has been entrusted to us, and not

flirt with every possible sect and party towards an outward unity,

when we, like clay and iron, will never alloy. No, “So let the spirits

repel each other in mutually public confessions,” that it can be

seen who is faithfully and honorably minded for the truth! “For

what is rightful remains rightful and it will please all pious hearts.”

Ps. 94.15. But we should distinguish ourselves from whoever is

ashamed of the ancient truth and prefers to foster a defense for

the ancient heresies he’s lapsed into, his corrupt new measures,

and have nothing to do with him. This has always been the

salutary battle of the church, as contending against a love that

lacks the truth and a peace with no saltiness.

   So by this history of Arius  may God warn us all, who have been

entrusted with this most precious office, so that “our lips must

defend the doctrine,” that he wants to defend us in grace before

all heresies and false believing fellowships, and “let us behold the

kindness and the severity of God, severity for those who fell, but

kindness to us insofar as we remain in his kindness, lest we also

be cut off.” (Rom. 11.22.)

   Finally, we have also seen in the history of Arius what offensive

and distressing fruits are seen in the confessors of false doctrine

and what good and glorious fruits of faith, of prayer and of zeal for

God’s glory are found in the confessors of pure and legitimate

doctrine. Yet many good qualities were still seen in the heretic

Arius and, on the other hand, we saw much in the orthodox that

didn’t look right to us. So as one can easily get into trouble by

being fooled by “wolves in sheep’s clothing” he may even be

caused to stray in God’s pure Word itself because those who

proclaim it are still subject to all kinds of sins and weaknesses, so

Christian congregations can never sufficiently take to heart the

rule that they must make a clear distinction between their

preachers’ doctrine and life. By all means, a preacher is highly

accountable if he causes an outcry of evil against the Gospel

through his life and it causes the God’s enemies to blaspheme.

But his life can be gloriously pure and exemplary before the world

while his doctrines are fundamentally wrong and  dangerous. And

on the other hand, a Jonah or a Peter might become so deeply

fallen before the world, and yet their doctrine can nevertheless be

pure and legitimate.

   Therefore, “beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the

spirits, whether they are from God. For many false prophets have

gone out into the world.” (1 John 4.1.) But by this you shall know

the legitimate teachers. They proclaim to you a purely Biblical

witness of the incarnation of the eternal Son of God and his birth

and resurrection for you, and thereby the witness of the Father,

Son and Holy Ghost, and faithfully lead you to acknowledge your

sins from out of God’s law and to saving faith from out of the

Gospel, and, indeed, all of this in the form and in the language that

you can find in the Smaller and Larger Catechism of Dr. Martin

Luther and in the Unaltered Augsburg Confession as some short,

splendid summaries and secure proof stones of salutary doctrine.

– Those who faithfully make every effort to present you this

doctrine are to be regarded with respect and doubly so for the

sake of the Word! They will also certainly be concerned to adorn

the Gospel in every way. But if they preach other things and so

make themselves rejectable, chasten and admonish them with

discerning sternness. And if they persist in manifest and

dominating sins, get rid of such people!

   But let us corporately pray and implore God fervently in the

Name of his beloved Son for his beleaguered church, as the

ancient church herself teaches us to pray in her powerful Litany:

That God would be gracious to us all, and aid and defend us from

all sins, from straying, from all evil – 

Guide and rule his holy Christian church, – 

Graciously defend us before his enemies from blasphemy,

murder, and unchastity,

Preserve all Bishops, Pastors and Servants of the church in
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salutary doctrine and holiness of life,

Defend from schism and offense,

Restore those straying and wandering,

And tread Satan under our feet.

Hear us, dear LORD God! Amen.
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The Interrupted Construction of the Temple in Jerusalem
(Redacted from sources by E.G.W. Keyl.)

DL Vol. 1 pp. 49f

   Julian, born in 331 AD, the illegitimate son of Constantine the
Great’s brother, was, of course, instructed from his youth with all
faithfulness in Christianity. But since, apart from and against the
wishes of his parents, he was exposed to the tutelage of a heathen
teacher of whom he was very fond, the sowing of the divine Word
in him was thereby quickly displaced by weeds of heathen
doctrine. Yet he was sharp enough to conceal his apostasy until
the nation chose him to be emperor in the year 361, thinking he
was a Christian. But he then removed his mask, publicly
renounced Christianity, and unabashedly embraced heathenism,
with all of its abominations, which is why he’s justly recognized as
such by the Christian church by his nick name, “the apostate” or
“the apostasized.” So also, during the course of his entire
administration, he set out to exterminate Christianity and to
restore heathenism to respectability. And, indeed, not an ancient
version of heathenism (for that was now long gone) but a
decidedly updated heathenism, which he sought to give a
Christian appearance by mixing in a few Christian ceremonies and
customs. To achieve this goal he employed all kinds of cunning
and clever attacks and, when that was not successful, brute force.
That is, he made every effort to publicly ridicule and trivialize
Christians and everything that was sacred to them, their faith, the
Bible, even the LORD Christ, whom he would only mock  by calling
him “the Galilean.” Unfortunately many Christians let themselves
fall away, of whom, nevertheless, a few returned to Christ in
contrition. But many remained steadfast in their faith. They
preferred to suffer anything, even death itself, than to deny Christ.
So they were also encouraged by their teachers in word and deed;
by Basilius, for example, who joyously faced a martyr’s death, or
by St. Athenasius who comforted Christians in the face of this
raving Julian with those heroic words: “Don’t be afraid. It’s but a
small cloud that will soon pass.” That’s just what happened. Not
even two years passed after Julian became emperor and stated
his opposition to Christ, when, as he was going off to war against
the Persians, he swore to the Christians that should he return with
a victory, the next war he would wage would be against them. But
behold, Christ defeated him, and Julian himself had to confess
this. As an enemy arrow had mortally wounded him, he flung a
handful of the blood flowing out of him into the air and furiously
cried out as he was dying: “You win, Galilean!” – 
    Amongst the multifarious, though misguided, pursuits of Julian
to make the Christian religion disreputable, one of the most
noteworthy was his undertaking the re-construction of the temple
in Jerusalem, stopped by the hand of God. Filled with bitter enmity
against the Christians, and in order to disturb their sense of
security, Julian began to make a great show of his being openly
friendly and favorable to the Jews, since they hated Christians
with all their hearts. He invited their requests for his and the
government’s favors, and, encouraged by these unexpected
evidences of imperial favor, they sent him a delegation and, with
hypocritical condescension, he asked them why they were no
longer offering sacrifices to God as Moses commanded. They
responded that they were required to do that exclusively at the
temple of Jerusalem. But long ago the city and temple had been
destroyed and their nation had been dispersed, so they found
themselves in no position to have resource to follow this
command to sacrifice. Julian, who was well aware of the
prophecy of Christ: “Behold your house shall be desolate” (Mt.
23.38), believed that the best way of making this saying
disreputable was to rebuild the temple and, thereby, at the same
time he would give the Christian religion, as a whole, a most
decisive and fatal blow. That’s why he granted these Jewish
emissaries permission to reconstruct their temple to worship God,
and, indeed, with all of its former ceremonies. He even promised
to underwrite all their expenses from the public treasury.

The report of this spread quickly into every territory and
filled all the Jews with great pleasure, arousing them to such
impudence that they publicly ridiculed Christians, threatened

them with great persecutions and, in many places, burned down
their Churches. Entertaining confident hopes that their planned
labors would be completed, they embraced it immediately with
serious and urgent efforts. Jewish hoards, near and far, even from
the most distant lands, converged upon Jerusalem. Great sums of
money were collected and Jewish women even brought their
expensive jewelry to contribute. The necessary tools and building
materials would be stocked in great quantity so that the whole
undertaking could be completed. Expectations rose even higher
when Julian commanded one of his highest ranking officials, 
named Alypius, to be in charge.
    Now everything was prepared and an innumerable labor force,
many among them even women, had been gathered in anxious
expectation, so as their labor commenced their enthusiasm only
became greater. The construction site was cleared. Rubble from
the previous construction was removed. The foundation was
excavated anew to uncover the footings of the wall. But in the
midst of their labor a mighty windstorm arose, and blew away
massive quantities of gypsum and lime stockpiled in thousands of
sacks.
    At that time a famous bishop named Cyril lived in Jerusalem. So
as he saw that many pious Christians were anticipating the
completion of this project with fear and dread, he pacified them
by restating the prophecy of Daniel (Ch. 9.26-27) and that of the
LORD Christ (Mt. 23.38; 24.2.) by which he proved to them that this
construction could not be successfully completed, and that this
also would soon become apparent in the eyes of all men. – 
    As the rubble of the previous temple had now been so
quickly removed and they laid bare the foundation, they had
made such progress that the next day they could begin the
new construction. But as they had been surprised the night
before, an unexpected earthquake broke forth and dislodged
the very deepest foundation stones with all the stones around
them. As a consequence of this earthquake many buildings in
the vicinity of the temple site collapsed and many Jews were
found dead in the rubble, or had to be pulled out injured. But
this sign of the wrath of a strict, jealous God still did not scare
the Jews out of proceeding as they planned. To the contrary,
they worked with much greater determination. So God worked
a new miracle. A raging fire spewed out of the excavation,
burning or singeing  workers and destroying many of the
building materials. The inferno lasted the whole day. By all
this a few Jews were moved to become Christians. They
confessed that JESUS Christ was the true Messiah and that he
himself had frustrated their attempts to rebuild the temple.
But most of the Jews remained, just like Emperor Julian,
hardened and blinded and driven out of Jerusalem full of
despair. Ever since then there has never again been an
attempt to rebuild the temple.
    The Christian witnesses of this miraculous event are Rufin, in
the account of Eusebius, Gregory of Nanzianus, Ambrose, and
Chrysostom, who were all living at the time and further, the three
church historians, Socrates, Sozomen and Theodoret, who lived
in the following century.  Finally, not only does Julian’s own
account agree with all of these, in his 25th letter, but also another
account written by the heathen Ammianus Mercellinus in his
history of the Roman Emperors15, whom we know was an admirer
of Julian and therefore serves as a perfectly credible witness,
since he was never sympathetic to Christianity. Therefore this

15
Thus writes the heathen Ammianus Marcellinus in his Hist. Rerum sub Impp.

Constantino, Juliano etc., gestarum, lib.23.c.1: Quum itaque rei idem fortiter instaret Alypius,
juvaretque provinciae rector, metuendi globi flammarum prope fundamenta crebria assultibus
erumpentes, fecere locum exustis aliquoties operantibus inaccessum; hocque modo elemento
destinatius repellente cessavit inceptum.” That means in English: “Therefore when Alypius
diligently went to work and the ruler of the land underwrote it, near the foundation fearful
fireballs repeatedly broke forth, which made the place intolerable when several times workers
had been set on fire. And in this way, when the elements so steadfastly opposed it, the work that
had begun had to be abandoned.”
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event had such an irrefutable witness that it doesn’t leave the
slightest reason for doubt. For even if a sympathetic witness might
be doubted, yet here it’s perfectly credible since even those who
were hostile affirm its history.

Now if so called high-spirited people want to
nevertheless criticize this story and ridicule Christians as gullible
for believing it, they might bear in mind that it isn’t credible
because of them, and won’t be dismissed for their sakes. But
Christians know full well that God, even today as in former times,
can work miracles if he wants to affirm the truth of his Word. And
he does this even in these recounted miracles, for the prophecy
of Christ concerning the temple should and must be fulfilled, that
one stone would not remain upon another and it should be left
desolate.  Now even because this is the truth, like all the other
Words of the holy Scripture, so all the efforts of the father of lies
and his followers to this very day have never been able to nullify
a single Word of the Bible and will never be able to do so. They
themselves, along with everything they try to build, will receive a
terrifying end, but the Word of the LORD remains forever, while all
who are built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets,
where JESUS Christ is the chief cornerstone, upon whom the entire
construction is anchored, will continue to grow into the holy
temple to the LORD!
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The Evangelical Church in North America
by C.F.W. Walther

DL Vol. 1 pp. 42f, 45f, 50f, 56f

   Under this title, in the “Theophilus”, a religious newspaper
appearing in Zanesville, Ohio, (in the 11th issue of the same) it is
reported that the “German Evangelical Church Union of the
West,” established in 1840, has held its seventh convention in
October of this past year in the Gravois Settlement, near St. Louis,
Mo., and that 6 ordained pastors and 3 candidates attended. The
pastors named as officers of the union for the coming year are:
Garlichs in Femme Osage, Mo., Nollau in Gravois Settlement, Mo.,
and Riess in Centerville, Illinois. Also reported are the adapted
statutes, in 16 paragraphs, as they have been adapted and ratified
at the 1843  Convention (a summary of conditions). The attributes
of the Church, whose growth is the goal of this association, is
stated in the sixth, as the only unalterable paragraph of the
statutes, which is, of course, quoted as follows: “The members of
this association acknowledge the holy Scriptures of the Old and
New Testaments as the Word of God and the only norm of faith,
and confess with it the expositions of the Scriptures which are
stated in the symbolical books of the Evangelical Lutheran and the
Evangelical Reformed churches of Germany, insofar as these
agree with the same.”
     This confession states, as clear as day, that the members of this
association have made an attempt to form a pathway to create,
here also, the union or unification of Lutheran and Reformed
Churches into one so-called Evangelical Church, as it has been
forced by officials in most of the territories of Germany since 1817
(especially in Prussia, Nassau, in the province of Hanau in
electoral Hessen, in Rhenesh Bavaria, Waldeck and Pyrmont,
Baden, Hessen-Darmstadt, Anhalt-Bernburg). Now if this union
were the sort of church unification which was founded upon the
same faith and upon the mutual acceptance of the truth, it would
thereby be a powerful evidence that those who previously were
in error had finally confessed their errors, renounced them and
received the truth, then obviously anyone who is a Christian
would, with all his heart, wish for the best outcome for these men
in their good plans, and who should not be prepared to join with
them and to most joyfully sacrifice wealth and health if necessary
for their most holy goal. Yes, woe to the hand that would not dare
to lift a finger for such a God pleasing work(!) to give God his glory
for this and not begrudge salvation for souls bought at such a great
price. We on our part can, in truth, assure you that we are deeply
saddened by the divisions in Christianity, that we take no pleasure
in strife and discord, and daily plead the LORD that he would curb
the divisions amongst Christians that daily increase and unite all
the divisions in truth and peace.
    But from the paragraph quoted above we see that the
evangelical union in today’s West has a completely different goal
and character. It has no desire to establish the kind of union
between Lutherans and the Reformed that is based upon their
becoming united in faith but rather they look upon people as
members in one and the same church  as they hold completely
different beliefs in the most significant articles of Christian
doctrine.
    We could never condone that kind of union with a good
conscience but must, much rather, as much as is possible, loudly
and decisively protest against it and especially  sound a serious
warning to our brothers in the Lutheran faith against it. Far be it
from us to condemn the whole Reformed Church for the sake of
the error that we see steadfastly held within her, – we are much
rather firmly convinced that even this Church has many precious
children of God in her midst. Therefore we are glad to and want
to accompany her, at her side, but to stand with her in churchly
fellowship, so long as she defends the errors of her church, is
against our conscience, since it is against God’s Word. The
command of the LORD which he has given his church through the
apostle in 1 Cor. 1.10 is clear: “But I admonish you, dear brothers,
by the Name of our LORD JESUS, that you always speak as one, and
let there be no divisions among you, but rather hold fast to one

another, in one mind and with one thought.” Here we have an
irrefutable divine Commandment, that in the one true Christian
church not different views, but one thought over the doctrine
clearly revealed by God must rule, yes, that the members of the
true church should not only be one in the faith of their hearts, but
that they also should reveal her unity in the spirit and faith through
the same words, by which they confess their doctrine. The same
apostle says further: “But I admonish you, dear brothers, that you
take note of those who cause division and offenses beside the
doctrine you have learned and separate from them.” Romans
16.17. Here we hear that the division about which God especially
warns above all others, is division through another false doctrine,
but that it is legitimate and commanded by God to separate from
them, or to externally avoid them, as they are already separated
from us by the other doctrine in their hearts. A Reformed Christian
who regards God’s Word as true and nevertheless regards his
church’s doctrine as true, can therefore enter into churchly union
with a Lutheran no more than a rightly believing Lutheran with the
Reformed. If a Lutheran unites with those whom he regards as
erring, he thus breaks his baptismal bond a thousand times over,
so by his act he denies the faith in which he had solemnly taken
an oath at his Confirmation, and falls away from his church as one
who has perjured himself.
    In strict keeping with the entire Word of God it therefore says in
the Symbolic Books of the Evangelical Lutheran Church: “It is
difficult that so many countries and peoples are divided and want
to employ different doctrines, but here (Mt. 7.15; Titus 3.10; 2 Cor.
6.14) is written God’s Command that everyone should be on guard
and not give assent to those who teach illegitimate doctrine.”
(Smalcald Articles. App. 155.) Further, the Tenth Article of the
Formula of Concord teaches that you cannot unite with the
opponents of our faith even in external ceremonies and adiaphora
without denying the truth, if they have not “yet united in doctrine”
with us. Therefore it even says, among other things: “If such
ceremonies make it seem as if they’re being required or accepted
so that by and through that both contending religions are the same
and have become one Corpus (a whole), or it’s done to take steps
again towards the papacy and to retreat from the pure doctrine of
the Gospel and pure religion, or that it should result in a relaxing
of those concerns, in this case what Paul writes in 2 Cor. 6.: can
and must apply: ‘Do not be yoked with an outsider. What
fellowship has light with the darkness? Therefore depart from him
and separate yourself, says the LORD.’” (Declaration Art. 10.f. 316.
a.) From this passage the Christian reader sees in the public
confession of faith of our Church, that our Church has decisively
rejected that sort of union long ago, purely at God’s command, by
which no opposing Churches should be melded together into one
Corpus or body, before they have become united in true doctrine.
    So we regard it as our duty to bear witness with due diligence
against this intention to extend, even here, the unionizing, so-
called Evangelical Church, especially for two reasons. Our first
reason is that this Church must assemble these Churches here, for
the most part, at the expense of the Lutheran Church. It is our
precious fellow believers who, above all, must be won and
brought to fall away from their faith and their Church in order to
found new Evangelical Churches. We must, therefore, see them
as dangerous opponents, as we do the German Methodists, who
live just by the plundering of other churches and by splitting off
their members. The Evangelical Church neither walks peaceably
by our side nor does she strike out against us in open conflict like
other Churches, but she lays her nets and snares in our camp,
often robs our churches of her best sons and daughters, makes
them indifferent to false doctrine, strangles the spirit of confession
in them, and renders them unfit for the united battle we so need
to fight now for the gem of the pure truth.
    The second reason that forces us not to keep silent just at this
point, but rather to publicly raise our weak voice, is the conviction
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that the union, even as small as it is at its inception, still threatens
to be overwhelmingly destructive for our Church’s very existence,
especially here in the West. Therefore we believe it is our
responsibility towards our present Lutheran brothers in faith to
admonish them that they not consider their emergence as
insignificant, but that they should wake up and remember that we
must someday, on the last day, be held accountable if through our
fleshly security, laziness, and drowsiness the precious deposit of
pure doctrine is lost here, which our pious fathers, steadfast in
faith, have won and passed on to us in so many difficult battles,
often costing them their property and life.
    We know full well that the evangelicals  here are just as devoid
of all external means of support as we Lutherans, but may we
overlook how so many in that Church claim a benefit for her
extension when just by giving ground in doctrines disturbing to
man’s reason and heart, they smooth them over just to make
them pleasing to men? – We must, dear brothers, bear this in
mind so we aren’t indifferent or heedless as we look on as this
Church commences her construction here by trying to blunt those
sharp stones of offense.
    The first thing that the union church of all times promotes, and
what assures her rapacious progress, is the natural mind of every
man. Every man, of course, according to his natural mind places
little value on the divine truth, all precision of doctrine, all strict
adherence to the Word of God, all decisive rejection of human
wisdom and its inventions, all conflicts, especially over a specific
article of faith. To every man, as he is formed at birth, this is all
despicable. “Do what is right and believe whatever you want” is
the principle we all bear in our hearts as we enter this world. This
innate indifference of fallen man against the truth is expressed as
the dominant principle, therefore, in the unionist Church, as it is
now being established. If an unbeliever praises nothing else about
it, he still can praise their conceding those doctrines conflicting
with reason and say: At least its reasonable.
    This also has come about because those last times have come
when the holy Scriptures predict that people “would not receive
a love for the truth.” (2 Thess. 2.10.) It is undeniable. We live in a
time when either crass unbelief dominates or a certain holiness
of life is most highly emphasized, but truly holding fast to the
written Word of God is seen as a miserable, dead letter
Christianity. Now whoever receives and confesses only a few
important Christian truths is considered a believer, but whoever
is not satisfied with that, whoever demands a person’s complete
submission under God’s holy Word, and will not let himself find
fault with and does not want to contradict or skip over a single
letter (Mt. 5.18.) of the Word of God entrusted to him, but rather
battles over it with all faithfulness, he is regarded as a loveless
contender over words and heaps upon himself the hatred and the
persecution of so-called believers and unbelievers alike. In such
times a unionizing Church is obviously “contemporary” in which
people find peace over doctrines in contention, and everyone is
allowed to believe what seems good to him. But in such times it
is also, obviously, no wonder when whole hosts stream into the
new Evangelical Churches, since they make the narrow gates so
wide that even those out for a pleasant stroll can come in through
the same, who have no desire to bow their heads before the cross
of Christ, which is an offense to the self righteous Jews and
foolishness to the heathen who are wise in themselves. This same
sort of church union has now been pursued for 300 years in many
variations of shade but every attempt until now has been
inconsequential – until the dawn of the nineteenth century. –
Why? – Because until then there had been many faithful servants
of God, who did not see themselves as lords over the Word of God
who could pick and choose from it what they wanted, but as
servants of the Word (Luke 1.2.) who had no authority to concede
or ignore even the least portion of it, not even a tittle (Mt. 5.18).
This was Luther’s thinking. Just he, that incorruptible witness of
the truth, was obviously often accused of being stubborn because
he stood so immovably fast in the doctrine of the holy LORD’s
Supper, but good for him! – he shall not have his reward taken
from him here. God has reserved for himself alone the honor of
crowning this faithful warrior for the truth. Let’s let Luther himself
say what moved him not to retreat when he writes in 1524: “I

would acknowledge that five years ago if Dr. Carlstadt or someone
else would have perhaps told me that nothing but bread and wine
were in the Sacrament, I would have thought he was doing me a
great service. I have certainly had great pains and had struggled
and been wounded by the fact that it was obvious to me that I
could have delivered the greatest blow to the papacy by asserting
that. . . Yes even to this day should someone be able to prove on
solid grounds that plain bread and wine were there, you wouldn’t
have seen me frowning much. Unfortunately I’m all too prone to
put up with that so far as my old Adam goes. . . But I am captive
and cannot escape: The text is too powerful here and will not let
itself be plucked from my thoughts by other words.” (XV. 2448.) 
Luther writes further to Bucer, who was Reformed-minded at the
time: “Please believe me, I would be willing to lose my life three
times over, I so wish to settle and silence this discord. For I have
seen how necessary your association is for us, what an
impediment this (the division) has caused the Gospel until now
and will still bring, which I am certain that all of the gates of hell,
the entire papacy, all the Turks, the whole world, all flesh and
whatever evil is anywhere, would not have been able to
accomplish, were  we united. . . The LORD JESUS enlighten us and
make us completely one! I pray for, I long for, I sigh after this.”
(XVII, 2396) – and that was the thinking of all the pious and
steadfast confessors of the pure Gospel who were the treasure of
our church and whom even our opponents must bear witness that
they served not themselves but Christ and with all their writings
they bequeathed this imperishable treasure of doctrine and
edification to Christianity, like a Chemnitz, a Brenz, a Johann
Gerhard, and others.
    But the age of our faithful fathers in faith is over. All the
guardians upon the walls of our Lutheran Zion, whom none of the
threatening dangers to the flock eluded, have now closed their
eyes. The mouths are closed of those who would not allow
anything to silence them when it was necessary to speak so that
the doctrine of the Gospel would be defended. Already long ago
they have been laid to rest from their labors in their graves. So it’s
no wonder when people can confidently step up now and can
pursue their work unimpeded, single mindedly immediately
freeing people of one doctrine after another, since for them there
is nothing sacrosanct about doctrine. Indeed, the ancient heros of
faith are dead. The enemies no longer have to fear any sort of zeal
for God by which those people who trust them may be warned
against their false doctrine and syncretism. Now even young,
inexperienced men can raise themselves up unhindered above
their enlightened fathers, and create a more beautiful, open-
minded Church according to their own plans. With
condescending derision they look down upon those little
Lutherans who, according to their thinking, are so confined, so
isolationist, so prejudiced, who want to remain in their ancient
shackles. They feel so empowered – for the indifference and the
ruin of the whole human race now living stand in solidarity with
them. – . . . 

    In the last issue of our paper we had presented the reasons
from God’s Word forcing us to take a stand to renounce any
churchly union that claims to be united in faith and in doctrine but
that, as in this case, after having reached only a few important
points of doctrinal agreement, deems it acceptable that other
doctrines can at the same time be overlooked and ignored (so
that in these doctrines part of the new Church can still believe and
teach contrary to God’s Word). Now since the members of the
“Evangelical Church Union of the West” have even presented this
as their basis in the ‘Statutes of the Christian Church’ which they
published, and because, additionally, they will spare no effort to
establish this union, we regard it our duty to also speak out about
it and explain why our conscience is disturbed by the reasons
these men have given for their union. The first one being:

“In consideration of the promise of the Lord that a time should
come when there would be only one flock under one
Shepherd.”

    This initial statue, we must admit, has amazed us greatly. For
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isn’t it hard to believe that the people establishing this union could
play so fast and loose with Scriptures by taking this reckless first
step as their lead-in to establishing this union, that could be for the
benefit or harm of so many souls, in plain sight of the whole
Christian church and especially the church here in the West? Isn’t
it hard to accept that men to whom the holy preaching office is
entrusted should not have first carefully considered whether the
Words of our most beloved LORD and Savior, JESUS Christ, really
mean what they are alleging that they mean in this statute? – Yet
it’s quite obvious that the members of this union consistently give
a meaning to these Words of our LORD contrary to their real
meaning and, thus, only misuse them to their own ends. Now far
be it from us to judge the hearts of the members of the union. As
Christians we much rather have only the best hopes for them. But
obviously we can’t deny the truth for love’s sake! – We must
consider the passage in its context. We quote directly from John
10.16 as follows: “And I have still other sheep that are not of this
fold. And I must lead them here and they will hear my voice and
they will be one flock with one Shepherd.” It is certainly nothing
new for us to see these Words being rallied by those who hope for
a future thousand year kingdom on earth where Christ will rule
without opposition with his believers to support their peculiar
ideas. We know full well that all who support unionism see this
passage as their iron wall, just as Zwingli used those Words: “the
flesh avails nothing.”16 – but we ask the impartial reader: Is this
legitimate? Does the Savior even hint that he intends to say
anything like that with these Words? In no way. In the first place,
Christ is speaking to the Jews about other sheep that were not
from this flock (the Jewish Church). Most obviously Christ has in
mind here those who are not Jews, but Gentiles. Now he goes on
to say of them that he must bring them, that they will also hear his
voice, that is, they would receive his Word and, finally, the division
would be removed so one flock would be established under one
Shepherd. So what is this one flock under one Shepherd? It is
nothing other than Christianity, gathered in the New Testament
from Jews and Gentiles. So already from the moment that the
former dividing wall fell between the Jews and Gentiles and the
apostles with their Gospel turned also to the Gentiles, even right
then the promise of one flock under one Shepherd was being
fulfilled. St. Paul clearly interprets this prophecy of Christ that way
when he writes this to the Ephesians and others who had been
converted, having been Gentiles: “Remember that you had
formerly been Gentiles according to the flesh – that you up till that
time had been without Christ, foreigners and apart from the
citizens of Israel, – but now you who were formally apart are in
Christ, now you have drawn near through the blood of Christ. For
he is our peace, who has made one (one flock) out of the two and
has broken down the dividing wall. – So now you are no longer
guests and foreigners, but citizens with the saints and part of the
household of God.” (Eph. 2.11-19.) The holy apostle expresses the
same thing in Romans 10.12: “There is no distinction between Jew
and Greek (Gentile), for there is one Lord (Shepherd) of all.”
    Therefore when the members of the Evangelical Union say,
according to the promise of the LORD, that first now the time “shall
come when collective Christianity will be only one flock under
one Shepherd,” as they do in their founding principle, they err in
this. For the time should not first come now since it’s already
come. Even now there is only one Shepherd of Christians, JESUS

Christ, and only one flock, that is the holy Christian church that is
scattered over the face of the whole world, the invisible
communion of saints. So that means that the church is one body
and one Spirit and has one hope, one LORD, one faith, one
Baptism and one God and Father, who is there over all his
members, and through them all and in all. (Eph. 4.4-6.) This one
flock has existed now for 1800 years and even now maintains  her
unity, but the fleshly eyes of spiritually blind men can see nothing
in the church but a house of discord, when it sees such great

division among her teachers.”17 But whether or not it will ever
come to pass that amongst all who call themselves Christians all
discord and every divisive heresy would cease and a perfect
outward peace would ensue, that’s a question these Words of
Christ don’t address at all, for here he’s not even talking about
what should take place amongst Christians, but rather: That
Japheth would dwell in the tents of Shem (Gen. 9.27.), that is, that
Christ would also call the Gentiles (Acts 2.39) and would make
one flock of them and the people of the Old Covenant.
    Must the Evangelicals themselves not admit, if they stick with
the simple meaning of the Words of Christ, that by applying the
same to some anticipated union of all Christian religious parties,
that they must entangle themselves in insoluble difficulties? So
whom do they want to call “other sheep” who “are not from this
fold”, as Christ says? – Lutherans? – or the Reformed? So which of
the two, in their way of thinking, do not belong to the true church?
Which one of them have not heard the voice of Christ? Which of
them do not yet have Christ as their Shepherd? By this application
Evangelicals make of this passage, they obviously either reject one
party or the other. So don’t they contradict themselves, since they
claim they don’t want to do this in what they wrote? – Oh, how
necessary it is still to first rightly and carefully consider the Words
of JESUS Christ in their context before using them to prove one’s
own preconceived notions! It’s just as dangerous to explain it by
what he only seems to be saying, merely by one’s first impression!
It’s obviously true that if a friend of that union only lets his hearers
hear the words: “There should be one flock and one Shepherd,”
he can count on the fact that many people are unfamiliar with its
context in Scripture, and most of their hearers will heedlessly
accept that false interpretation of the words he presents them. But
God will demand an accounting from those who so misuse God’s
Word and thereby lead the naive into error.
    We see the hope that others invent, that in the latter days the
church would once more be set in a glorious, flowering condition,
when the whole world, Jews and Gentiles, would be converted
and the church would consist of only saints, as an enthusiastic
(schwaermerische) hope without any Scriptural foundation at all.
For the Bible much rather describes Christ’s kingdom on earth for
us as a kingdom of the cross. It describes the last days as the most
horrid of times. It teaches Christians to anticipate the dawning of
the last day every moment and consistently promises them peace
some day, in heaven and in eternal life. Therefore, far from our
making ourselves safe and secure with sweet thoughts about
some future day when the kingdom of God would bloom, we
should, therefore, not allow ourselves to be deceived by the “great
luminaries” of this last and fallen age, so we much rather rightly
pray to the LORD, that he would also now preserve his pure truth
to us at a time when, were it possible, even the elect would be
misled into heresy. However, we constantly bear in mind that a
time will come when the LORD’s actions will explain why we do
not take part in the (chiliastic) hopes of those who appear today
in greater numbers, and yet confess they believe God’s Word. . .
. .

We have illuminated the first reason given by
Evangelicals for their cause here in the West, and, we hope, have
conclusively proven that one flock under one Shepherd already
has been established and that Christ’s prophecy concerning it has
been fulfilled, the Gentiles’s being called into his kingdom and
thereby it will daily continue to be fulfilled unto the last day. So
now we come to the second reason the members of the
forementioned association have given as justification for their
plan. It is this:

“That according to the express admonition of the
apostle: “Let there be no divisions amongst you,” he
states the responsibility of all Christians together, but

16
That is, Zwingly asserted that the Words: “The flesh avails nothing” (John

6.63.), should refer to JESUS’ flesh in order to attack the LORD’s Supper, which is obviously a
horrible blasphemy, which must still occasionally be heard. Christ says of his flesh, “The bread
that I will give is my flesh, which I will give for the life of the world.” (John 6.51.) And should
that flesh, then, be so useless?

17
This judgement on the ruinous state of the unity of the Christian church that a

person must make when he lays eyes upon her can be appraised by the sad evidence given by
Mr. Oertel in his last issue of Friend of Truth. There he makes the following conclusion:
Because there are so many conflicts between their theologians, that church they confess then
lacks true unity! Yet a man who can write that way has no concept of the true church, of true
unity, of the real nature of the Kingdom of God on earth, etc.! Mt. 13.12.
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especially for the teachers and representatives of the
church, to reconcile the divisions arising in the same, in
accord with the magnitude of the difference, and, in
every way, to be on the path to a peaceful consensus,
and to once more reunite what is divided.”
If the Evangelicals are saying here that it is every

Christian’s duty to do his part to do  what he is able to do, so true
unity in truth would be established amongst all who were
previously separated from one another through heresy, then,
obviously, every reasonable person must only whole heartedly
agree. But that’s not what’s being done here. The Evangelicals
much rather want to prove here that the union, as they have
established it, is even commanded by God himself by this Word
of the apostle: “Let there not be divisions amongst you,” and that
therefore all those who dare to oppose their work are enemies of
unity and destroyers of peace and tranquility. But unfortunately
we must even here again also rebuke the Evangelicals for
misusing God’s Word. For even this apostolic admonition that
they quote, if we consider it in context, in no way supports them,
but is diametrically opposed to them, yes, it is truly a thundering
word against all such false union mongers. For it says this, to
quote it once more in its entirety for our readers: “But I admonish
you, dear brothers, in the Name of our LORD, JESUS Christ, that you
always use the same speech and do not allow divisions between
you, but hold fast to each other in one mind and with one
thought.” (1 Cor. 1.10.) So is a union being commanded here
which, as the evangelicals say, is brought about through man’s
“peaceful consensus”?  No! But much rather it consists of using
one way of talking and one meaning, that is not therefore “one”
by fleeting concessions in the articles of faith, but is made “one”
through strictly holding fast to the truth. Therefore if a Church is
not gathered through the one faith, one doctrine and one
confession of her members, and is not united upon this
foundation, but upon man’s compromise, then according to that
passage such a Church, thus resting on an un-Christian
foundation, is a human invention. It’s like a company of soldiers
who, indeed, all wear one and the same uniform, but who must
be forced to fight against those on his own side. A visible Church
is nothing but a gathering of people who have externally bound
themselves together because they regard as truth one and the
same doctrine in their hearts and confess it with their mouths. If
that’s not the case in just one article, a fellowship can no longer
lay claim on the name “Church.” She is then, in fact, an oxymoron
(Unding), not a union, but only uniformity.
    But does not even the apostle say clearly: “Let there be no
divisions among you.”? – He’s right to say this. Woe to those who
ever despise this apostolic and, therefore, this divine admonition
and introduce divisions and schisms in the Christian church! So
woe to all who destroy true peace in God’s house! But what does
it mean, then, to introduce divisions? – According to God’s Word
this is done in two ways. First off, when one invents a new, false
doctrine and thereby culls members of the rightly fashioned
church away from the same (Rom. 16.17.), or, secondly, when out
of lovelessness, personal hatred, pride, stubbornness, merely for
the sake of external ceremonies, or because of deficiencies in life
or the like, he separates himself from those in the church, with
whom he is united in pure Christian doctrine. It says in the holy
Scripture that the first is called a sect (heretical fellowship) and
the second is merely called a split or division (schism) (1 Cor.
11.18 compare with 1.11-13.). The first is created by a heretic, the
second by the schismatic.
    So what sort of division presently exists between Lutherans and
the Reformed? Obviously the first sort. For as all the world knows,
this division has arisen for no other reason than through disunity
in doctrine. It is obviously not enough merely to complain because
this division has happened. It has now, for over 300 years, brought
terrible, unnerving harm to the kingdom of God, but we ask
everyone who is even a little acquainted with the history of the
Reformation, who was the profane source of this split, and who
must therefore be accountable for it before God? Not Luther, but
Zwingli alone. For even though that destructive statue smasher,
Carlstadt, had already attacked the doctrine of the universal
Christian church of the LORD’s Supper in public writings before

Zwingli, yet that impious, enthusiastic spirit would not have been
able to cause any division, if the most venerable Zwingli had not
later taken up that same cause. Even the reformed Lavater
writes in his history of the sacramental controversy that the
Council in Zurich, where Zwingli resided, being shocked at the
new doctrine that originated in Carlstadt’s books, had
forbidden them to be sold. That is, in the first seven years,
from 1517 - 1524, when Luther and Zwingli bore witness
against the abominations of the papacy and established a true
Reformation of the church through the proclamation of the
pure doctrine of the Gospel, Luther and Zwingli were
completely united in doctrine. Even honest Reformed
Christians have conceded this. So among them F. A. Lanpe, a
Reformed professor in Utrecht, writes in his church history
(Ed. Ultraj. P. 332.): “As far as Zwingli’s doctrine on the LORD’s
Supper is concerned, he affirmed that in the beginning he had
been in agreement with Luther’s thinking.” We also find this
affirmed in Zwingli’s own writings. He even writes to Gerold
Seggen on the 9th of October, 1523: “According to his LORD’s
Supper, Christ has distributed his body and his blood,” and
in the same year Zwingli writes in his clear explanation of this
article that is in exact accord with the Words of the institution
of the holy sacrament: “These Words are clear and familiar to
all: This is my body. Is this not a pure, concise, sure Word
from God? How could God have spoken more bluntly or
precisely?” When he was attacked by being called a Lutheran,
Zwingli struck back by saying: “Luther is such a skilled
warrior of God as there has not been upon the earth in a
thousand years, with such a valiant and immoveable spirit
whereby he has attacked the pope in Rome, as has never been
so long as there has been a papacy. God be praised! Through
him an innumerably greater world of nations will be led to
God than by me or anyone else. That I, for all my days, have
never written a single letter to him must make it obvious to all
people that those of the Spirit of God speak unanimously, for
though we live so far from each other, yet we teach the
doctrine of Christ unanimously with no contention.” That’s
how Zwingli was still writing in 1523. But by the end of the
next year he suddenly radically changes his conviction about
the LORD’s Supper. He had come to the opinion that the
Words: “This is my body,” meant no more than: “This signifies
my body.” We find this opinion first enunciated by him in his
letter to Pastor Alberus in Reutlingen from November 16, 1524, in
which Zwingli still wanted his opinion kept secret, for he adds this
to it: In the Name of JESUS Christ, I demand that you not share this
letter with anyone, except for those whom you are sure are rightly
fashioned in this faith, which is that of our LORD.” So Zwingli was
still tremulous that his opinion would be made public even to
those who followed him, whose agreement he dared not yet hope
for. He knew full well what a divisive, horrible disturbance would
arise in the whole congregation thereby among those who had
previously been pastured and edified by one and the same
doctrine and had stood in the most glorious, most pleasing unity
of the Spirit and Confession against the anti-Christian papacy, a
portion of them from Zwingli and a portion from Luther. Yet
Zwingli soon became too clever. Though Luther had not offended
him by even a single word, Zwingli took the offensive in 1525 with
his book On the True and False Religion, where he called all who
believed in the substantial presence of the body and blood of
Christ “flesh eaters, and a stupid (dumb headed) class of people
whose doctrine is godless, foolish and monstrous, who should be
numbered with cannibals (people who eat humans). (See:
Comment. De vera et f. rel. p. 238.246.256.)
    As, shortly after that, Zwingli published another book, called
Subsidium S. Coronis de Euchar., he now called the Lutheran faith
the worship of idols and the Lutherans  cannibals.18 Yes, as Luther

18
What had made Zwingli so sure of his heresy he himself relates in the

afformentioned “Sudsidium.” Lit. Diii. That is, after he had reported therein that he had
publicly disputed with a certain State Secretary in Zurich on April 11 about the Mass, he
goes on to say: “But when April 13th arrived (and I am telling the truth and indeed it is so
true that if I should be silent about it my conscience would force me to reveal what the
LORD has granted me, even if I knew full well what scorn and ridicule I would be causing
myself by it) as, I say, the 13th day of April dawned, I was dreaming that I was once again
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then replies to defend himself, Zwingli writes this in his Exegesis
ad Lutherum, p. 59.: “Bucer had said for the sake of peace one
could think one way or the other in this matter without injuring his
faith. I am bound to disagree. Believing that eating the flesh of
Christ could strengthen the conscience is bound to be injurious to
faith.” – 
    So that being the case, shouldn’t all those be ashamed in their
hearts who henceforth write in everyone’s plain sight that Luther
bears responsibility for the split in the Protestant Church?
According to that isn’t it beyond dispute that Zwingli not only had
distanced himself from the ancient Christian faith by a new
doctrine that had been unheard of since the age of the apostles,
but that he even launched a strenuous attack when people would
not receive his new doctrine, whose faith they could then deny
salvation? Yet that strategy of the enthusiast, imposing on others
what they themselves invent and still daily invent, is as old as the
hills. Even Luther found in his pamphlet: “That these Words, ‘This
is my Body,’ Still Stand Fast” that he had to complain: “We are like
the sheep who came with the wolf to drink from the water. The
wolf steps into the water upstream from the sheep who’s
downstream. So the wolf accuses the sheep of muddying the
water. The sheep says, how can I stir up the water? Since you are
so much bigger than me, why do you imagine I’m doing it? In
short, the sheep must be excused even if the wolf  imagines the
sheep muddied the water. So also my enthusiasts. They lit the fire,
and they themselves revel in it, boasting it as a benefit, and now
they want to shift the blame to us for destroying unity. Who says
Dr. Carlstadt started this? Who says it was the writings of Zwingli
or Oecolampadius? Aren’t they doing it themselves? We would
have gladly had peace, and even now, but they won’t allow it. So
it’s our fault? – sure it is!” – But here many evangelicals might
perhaps say: according to that we must obviously concede that
Zwingli had been the culprit in this unwholesome sectarianism
and not Luther, but was it not in Luther’s power to restore peace
if he had not so rigidly and stubbornly stood by the Words: “This
is my body”? Didn’t Zwingli later, in 1529, at Marburg, vainly ask
with tears for Luther’s fraternal hand, saying, “There are no other
people on earth with whom we would rather be united than with
those in Wittenberg”? (L. Works, Halle, XVI, 2825) Wasn’t it
loveless of Luther to refuse this and every other invitation to unite
with the so-called Reformed with such iron clad obstinance?
Evangelicals will go on to say: Hasn’t it been just the Reformed for
the last 300 years who have always been making new overtures
to reconcile with the Lutherans, and whose efforts have routinely
failed because of those rigid and contentious Lutheran
theologians? So isn’t it clear that, indeed, the Reformed initiated
the split, but it’s Lutherans who have perpetuated it? Aren’t we 
most seriously and compellingly in all of Scripture admonished to
love, peace and unity? So how will you Lutherans give account for
yourselves to God for your having perpetuated this 300 year
disunity amongst Protestants, as sons of your loveless father, and
even now continue to maintain this offense in your papistic
stubbornness? – We respond: Whenever a split occurs because of
a dispute in doctrine, it’s not caused by those who maintain the
truth, but they are entirely to blame who maintain their heresy. So
as long as it can be proven that it was the Reformed and not
Lutherans who are in heresy in the points of contention, then the
Reformed are and remain the destroyers of the peace and the
tranquility from whom God will require the blood of all the souls
who become offended or are lost because of these coarse and

confusing dissensions.
    But why won’t you let love rule? We answer: We would gladly
show the Reformed nothing but love, as we also love even all
people from our hearts. We don’t even now judge them so harshly
as Luther must once have judged Zwingli. Further, we don’t want
to show ourselves as contentious, bitter, and condemnatory
toward them, but we cannot unite ourselves with them in a
churchly way and receive the holy LORD’s Supper in her
fellowship, much less could we entrust our sheep to their
shepherds so long as they maintain their departure from the clear
letter of God’s Word, whether they might now follow after the
misguided leadership of either a coarse Zwingli, or a fine,
politically adept Calvin. By such a union we would be denying the
truth, confessing a false doctrine that strengthens the heretical in
their heresy, causing orthodox Christians to err, offending the
weak, accusing our Church and opening the door and gate of
religious indifference and unbelief (Rationalism, Naturalism, and
Atheism) along with it.
    We, as Christians, should certainly be fervent in love, but the
Scriptures also say what constitutes true, God pleasing love. It
says: “Let us speak the truth in love” (Eph. 4.15); love “rejoices in
the truth” (1 Cor. 13.6). Scripture further says: “Love truth and
peace” (Prov. 8.19.): “We can do nothing against the truth, but
only for the truth.” (2 Cor. 13.8.) So what good does all this talk
about love, peace and unity do if it’s not considering legitimate
love and legitimate peace? A love that is preferred above the truth
is spiritual adultery, against which God’s Word warns us in many
places, and a peace that is not founded upon the truth is a false
peace, which, as the LORD explains through Ezekiel, misleads his
people and says: “Peace” when there is no peace. An author of
such a union is like an architect who offers the worthless hope of
fixing cracks in the foundation of a building by painting it over with
whitewash! But find and read for yourself, dear reader, what
Scripture predicts about such master builders in Ezekiel 13.10 –
16.
    So, according to that, there is no other way to establish a
legitimate union than that the truth be preached! What will not
allow itself to be bound by that bond of truth is not yet united, no
matter how you want to patch, bandage or glue it. St. Paul says
specifically: “There must be divisions among you, so the rightly
fashioned will be revealed among you.” (1 Cor. 11.19.). Christ goes
on to say: “I have not come to bring peace, but a sword.” (Mt. 10.
34.). So Christ and his disciples are obviously not wanting to say
that he wants to cause a disturbance, but that peace cannot
remain amongst people when the truth of his Gospel is preached
and it is held fast only by some of them. Therefore Luther says:
“Now a few little wise guys are beginning to go to work, wanting
to offer counsel and to boil the whole thing down to the necessity
of both sides giving some ground and making some concessions.
Of course, we’ll let them try and produce whatever they can, and
wish them well in their efforts but if they are able to make the
devil pious and to make him one with Christ, they will certainly be
the first. But I regard it just as what Sirach 22 says about such
patch work, as if they wanted to patch together shards of a
shattered pot. And indeed there have already been many of these
cobblers who tried to do this but ended up wasting their effort and
losing both their needle and thread.” (Exp. of the 110th Ps.)
    Yet we obviously have reason to fear that despite all of these
clear explanations many will say, we can see very well that you
only want to trouble Israel (1 Kings 18.17.), you have fleshly
compulsions, your Christianity lies merely in head knowledge, yes
in disputing and wrangling, and we won’t put up with it any
longer. You and your congregations need to be converted, which
is of prime importance, which you forget in all your wrangling.
Such people, who through these types of judgements want love
to  be evidenced only in deeds, as they never stop saying these
things, bring to mind an Arndt, Paul Gerhard and Spener. They will
be hard pressed to include these men with those who  pursue
orthodoxy (rightly believing) in a fleshly way and at the expense
of a Christianity in deeds! But we see what these men thought of
the matter from the fact that first Arndt, in order to surrender
nothing of the truth, in the year 1590, would rather have been put
out of office, than even to gain the favor of those who approved of

in heated debate against my opponent, the Secretary of State, and by doing so I had
become so unable to speak that I could not spit out what I knew full well to be true,
because my tongue refused its service. This impediment appeared to be beyond all
comprehension, as dreams in the deceptive night sometimes play such games with us (for
we explain what happens to us as no more than a dream even if it is nothing less than
what we have learned through the dream by God’s grace, to whose glory alone we are
reporting this.). Then all at once, a Counselor appeared to me (whether he had been
wearing black or white I cannot recall, for I am relating a dream). He said: You shrinking
violet, why don’t you answer him with what is written in Exodus 12: “it is the Passover”
which signifies the exodus of the LORD? As soon as I received that epiphany I awoke and
jumped out of bed. First now I considered the passage from the angle of how the Greek is
translated and then I explained it as well as I was able before the whole assembly. My
address dispelled every cloud for those who received it, who previously had been unsure
about it, as now they knew that he was only speaking in parables thereby (that is, “is”
was taken as “signifies”).” – So that means Zwingli’s doctrine is based on a dream.
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Reformation doctrine, who also wanted to allow the ceremony of
exorcism (the incantation) at the baptism, even as it had been
commanded him by his Duke, Georg of Anhalt. Arndt knew full
well that the exorcism was an optional rite, but he feared if he
would give in here, he would deny and endanger the Lutheran
truth.
    It is well known of that consecrated hymn writer Paul Gerhard
that he also would have preferred being put out of his office, as
Arch Deacon in Berlin in the year 1666, than obey the royal
command to no longer name those who were Reformed as he
opposed  Calvinistic errors, at least from the pulpit. Thereby he
also wanted nothing to do with even a hint of anything that would
give the impression he agreed with false doctrine nor budge even
an inch to please them. (Gal. 2.5). Along with this we see his
heart’s confidence from his glorious hymn: “Commit Whatever
Grieves Thee” etc, which he had written on his journey after he
was banished to comfort his wife. Finally, even Spener, who had
certainly never been seen by any party as a man  who had placed
less emphasis on living a Christian life than on pure doctrine, even
this man, who otherwise had only been a man of conciliation,
writes these words on the Christianity of the Reformed: “Even if I
keep no churchly fellowship in Communion and public worship
and the like with such people – for although for this person or that
among them, I cannot hope they have faith, and with some I’m
pretty sure they do have it, yet I can in no way justify their
churches nor stand in complete fellowship in them – yet I can still
boast of their kindness.” (Bedenken III, 203.) In another place he
says the same thing: “So I gladly also acknowledge that we have
to seek unity in every way possible. . . . I would even lay down my
life if such unity (I will only say between us and the Reformed, and
that much more so, if it would accomplish more), could be won
that way, yes, I could not spend it in any better way. But I think we
must give good attention in this unity and willingness for peace
that such things not violate the truth, not even in a single aspect,
and that we thus demonstrate in every way love and meekness to
those erring in religion from the bottom of our souls, but along
with that be very careful that by doing so we not become the
reason for either our putting ourselves in the danger before God
of ungratefully diminishing his truth, or dangerously retreating
from it, or affirming the other side in their heresy, as those things
would burden our conscience. So, as we would then be in the
camp of those who cause offense, who are to be altogether
avoided, and of those who are not in the household of faith,
whom we should sooner do good things towards rather than
causing them dangerous offense, and since we at the same time
would cause the kind of split amongst ourselves that we’re trying
to repair with the Reformed, we would be the cause of an even
wider and deeper split.” (Letzte Bdk. I, 434.) So witnesses Spener,
whom even evangelicals see as a man who is one of their own.
   Now if today many evangelicals and, with them, like minded
neo-Lutherans talk about those who still remain standing upon a
settled confession of the pure doctrine, as if those who do so are
dead, unconverted, wranglers over words, then we ask them,
must the theologians just mentioned also be seen as such people
because of their conscience-bound confession? . . . . .

    The third reason the Evangelicals of our Western territory have
stated for her brand of churchly fellowship is this:

“That this kind of pursuit has already been
applied in a great portion of our German fatherland
with such gloriously blessed results.”
Even if, according to that, we also wanted to believe that

the members in this association have good intentions in their
establishing this union, to thereby extend the kingdom of God, we
still cannot for that reason ever call their union a good thing. Our
good intentions don’t make our actions good, but acting according
to the rule of God’s Word. It is even written of the enemies of the
Gospel that they would think that they were doing God a service
by murdering the apostles (John 16.2). Even Saul was very sure as
he imagined himself totally justified when he chose to present to
the Lord what he was required to destroy, according to God’s
Word. But what did he have to hear from the prophet of the LORD

because of that? The prophet said: “Do you think the Lord desires

having an offering or burnt offering rather than obedience to the
voice of the LORD? Behold, obedience is better than sacrifice, and
attentiveness than the fat of rams. For disobedience is as the sin
of witchcraft, and rebellion as idolatry and the worship of idols. So
now, since you have rejected the Word of the LORD, he has also
rejected you.” (1 Sam. 15.) Therefore, though some people
constantly dream that people can loosen up on strictly
maintaining pure doctrine to thereby better enable the extension
of the kingdom of Christ, then even here, one must not follow
through on that good intention, but everyone must set his heart to
oppose that and remain obedient to the LORD’s Word. That is
better than any self-chosen sacrifice. Whoever surrenders the
least letter of the truth in order to benefit the church thereby
shows he does not believe that it’s God, but it’s man who must
preserve the church, and this closet unbelief is most assuredly
also the true, the actual root of every false effort towards union.
People despair of the power of the truth, and therefore they act on
human counsel and cleverness. They regard flesh as their strength
and thereby retreat in their hearts from God.
    Now if we would also go on to concede that, as the Evangelicals
assert, through the union in our homeland a few benefits have
been attained, we still could not thereby be bribed into letting
ourselves be part of it thereby, for God’s Word clearly says that we
must not say: “Let us do evil so that good may result.” Romans
13.8. A good goal in no way sanctifies an evil means, as the Jesuits
teach. God is obviously so gracious that he also grants the evil
good things, but their evil is not made good thereby. The sons of
Jacob were not justified because they betrayed their brother,
Joseph, which had to be carried out in the hand of the LORD, who
worked through all that to preserve the whole world. (Gen. 15.20.)
That act of violence committed against Joseph was still a
treacherous act. So heretics remain ravenous wolves (Acts 20.29),
and preachers without a call remain reprehensibly self-deceived,
even when they still preach a portion of God’s Word amongst
themselves so souls are converted, so this new union also
remains a sinister organization that opposes God, even should a
few benefits be extended thereby.
    Yet we must admit that probably no more unfortunate example
could be offered than the union that has now been established in
Germany, for what is the nature of those “gloriously blessed
results”? We do not deny that in the last three decades God has
finally once more aroused many sleepers from their sleep of
death and, against all hopes and expectations, has amazingly
caused hopeful movements in the Lutheran as well as the
Reformed Churches. But this has not taken place because of the
union. The union has much rather come about as an unhealthy
means of poisoning love for the divine truth that is arising again,
to inhibit its germination and to whither her recent new blooms.
Or has the union done anything to prevent Christians being put to
death again?  – We don’t think so. Must we call it “Christian love”
when the Evangelical Church in Prussia seized the property of
Lutherans who wanted to remain faithful in their Churches,
embroiled and imprisoned her shepherds and her children’s
teachers in expensive litigation, and plundered their Churches and
hunted them out of their lands, burdening their consciences
through all kinds of threats? Or have the number of parties at all
diminished through the Evangelical Church? – To the contrary,
there are innumerably more. For the parties of Lutherans and the
Reformed not only continue to exist, but new sects of Evangelicals
have splintered off again, both in Germany and America, into a
whole host of all kinds of churches who have nothing in common
with each other except that they all promote and pursue
indifference towards doctrinal purity, and they seek to defend that
amongst themselves.
    But we must bring this to a conclusion. The last reason used by
evangelicals here is this:

“That this kind of unification is not only highly
desirable in and of itself, but also has already actually
been established in many of our current congregations,
and therefore it certainly seems to be high time that this
unification also be publicly declared.”

    If Evangelicals are saying here that there are many
congregations here in the West whose members that assemble
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already belong to the union Church, then we would have to say
that’s doubtful. For it is our experience that the typical method
used by Evangelicals to bring union to congregations is this; that
for a long period of time they let Lutherans believe they are
Lutheran preachers, and the Reformed that they are Reformed.
But when they are brought into the light by rightly fashioned
Lutherans, or if after a while they have seen to it that even those
members of their congregations who at first were somewhat
conscientious about clinging to their mother church had become
indifferent to her, they then, finally, take off their mask and reveal
that they are really neither Lutheran nor Reformed, but rather
Evangelical. In just that way they act just as dishonestly and are as
duplicitous as the Methodists who also start out setting their trap
by pretending that they are actually real Lutherans.
    But apart from that we do not deny that generally the
Evangelicals find here no more promising a field than steadfast
Lutherans. Germans here, especially in the wild country are, for
the most part, so impoverished that when they want a preacher
they are sorely tempted, for the sake of the help they need, to give
in to this false union. Add to that the unbelievable dullness,
laziness and ignorance towards true doctrine which we must
bemoan as the fruits of rationalistic preachers in Germany
amongst our dear fellow countrymen. Therefore a faithful
Lutheran preacher here is in a most puzzling situation. The
obstacles he has to combat with those whom he wants to gather
and retain in a little congregation are unspeakable. Barely does he
assume his office when he will be judged and rejected as a man
who wants to be judgmental about everything and is closed
minded. No one but the LORD sees his tears or hears his sighs over
the peril he sees for those erring souls. So just because of his
extreme conscientious faithfulness he is rejected as fleshly and
stubborn. They resent his very presence. He has to look like
nothing but a road block. He must set himself against the spirit of
the times. In the eyes of the masses he can never brag of being
“relevant,” as do evangelicals, and he would have to utterly
despair if he did not have the comfort that the LORD knows his
heart, who seeks nothing of a steward, but that he be found
faithful.
    We conclude with this fervent wish: That the Savior who rules
hearts would add his blessing to this criticism of these statutes of
the Evangelical Union in the West, which we have drafted from
our love of the truth, that the members of this union not dismiss
our poor declaration out of hand, but rather receive it meekly and
therefore also test their work just one more time before God,
according to the holy norm of his Word, which alone is true, to
give God the glory and forsake it as something that does not pass
the test. May many other readers also be awakened thereby so as
not to become discouraged if they now must swim against the
tide, but to retain the Word that is sure and can instruct (Tit. 1.9.),
for God says: “If you remain with me, I will remain with you and
you shall remain my preacher. And if you teach the pious and
separate yourself from evil people, you shall thus be my teacher.
And so you shall not give way to them, so they must defer to you.
(Jer. 15.19.)
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   The city of Annaberg in the Saxon Ore Mountains is certainly not

unknown even outside the borders of Saxony. It was founded in

1496 for the sake of the rich silver mines in that region by the duke

of that time, George (the Bearded) of Saxony. It grew quickly and

boasted, right from her first years, of a very capable school.

In this school, as it seemed to become famous overnight, we

now meet, in the year 1510, a pious lad, by the name of Friedrich

Meku, or, as in the time he was living names tended to become

Latinized, he was more often called Friedericus Myconius. He was

the child of honorable and pious parents from Lichtenfels, a small

town in Franconia, born and bread in the year 1491 on St.

Stephans’, that is, the second day of Christmas. After he attended

school in his hometown for six whole years, when he was thirteen

years old, he went to the Latin School in Annaberg and remained

there for six more years. It can be seen, first and foremost that he

had not only taken his studies seriously, but also that the salvation

of his soul was also a concern he took to heart by his

confrontation in that same year, fifteen hundred and ten, with that

corrupt indulgence peddler, Tetzel, whose disgraceful conduct

opened the eyes of many, including, most famously, our own

Luther.

Myconius himself recounts this: “Around this same time, a

preaching monk named Johannes Tetzel made a great spectacle

of himself (as a huckster) as a commissioner and indulgence

preacher in Germania. He summoned huge sums of money in

Germany that he sent entirely to Rome, and especially at the new

mine operation, St. Annaberg, where I, Friedrich Mekum, heard

him myself for two years, as he was receiving amazingly huge

sums of money. He said even if a person had committed the most

grievous offense thinkable, if he only laid money into the pope’s

indulgence chest, the pope had the authority in heaven and earth

to be able to forgive. And if he would forgive it, then God would

have to also forgive it. Or if they acted quickly he would even

throw in a grace and indulgence to be issued so that all the

mountains around Annaberg would become a vein of pure, native

silver. Or as soon as only a Groschen would clang in the bucket

the soul for which it was given would ascend in that moment up

into heaven. His indulgence was a big hit. And when there were

master heretics who spoke a word against this, they were banned

and burned. The indulgence was so highly regarded that when the

commissioner entered into a city, the bull was born on a velvet or

golden cloth and all the priests, monks, the counsel,

schoolmaster, students, men, women, virgins and children would

meet it with banners and candles, with hymns in procession. Then

all the bells rang, the organs blared, accompanying him into the

church. He would erect a cross in the middle of the church where

the pope’s banner was hung, and, in short, God himself would

probably not have gotten a better reception.

Now after Tetzel had plied his craft for two whole years, about

Pentecost of that year, he started to threaten to remove the cross

and close those opened gates of heaven, and after that they would

never again get eternal life and forgiveness of sins so cheaply.

Everyone was warned to consider the salvation of their own soul

and the souls of their dead. Now was the acceptable time, now

the day of salvation. Letters were also nailed to the Church doors.

They stated that out of a special grace the letters of indulgence

would not be as expensive as before, but would be sold more

cheaply. And at the very end it stated: “for the sake of God, the

poor shall be given them free.” Reading that is why our Friedrich

came to meet with Tetzel.

His father had taught him the Ten Commandments, the Our

Father and the Apostle’s Creed and made sure they were prayed

diligently. He had also told him that everything came from God

and he would defend us, if we would diligently pray him for it.

Along with that, that Christ’s blood was the ransom paid for the

sins of the whole world, and every Christian must have this faith,

and one would be despising Christ’s blood if he doubted it.

Papistic letters of indulgence were nets to snare money from the

ignorant. In no way could eternal life and the forgiveness of sins

be bought with money, and the priests that taught that were

heretical. But now, since Myconius heard nothing but praise for

indulgences coming from the priests and learned nothing from

them about Christ’s service and satisfaction, he entertained the

thought that Christ’s death was only partial payment, so it had yet

to be purchased either with good works or money. So he

remained unsure whether to believe his father or the priests. Yet

he leaned towards the priests. But he couldn’t shake the thought

that if that’s so, then one couldn’t get forgiveness without paying

money, even if he were penniless. That’s why that passage at the

conclusion of the papal letter pleased him so much: “For the sake

of God, the poor shall be given them free.” And since, after three

days, that cross would be officially removed and the stairway to

heaven broken, he felt a strong compulsion in his spirit to go to

that commissioner and ask him for one. In the evening of the

second day he even went to Johann Pflock’s house, where Tetzel

and his entourage were staying and, using his Latin, he asked that,

as a poor man, he be granted a full, plenary forgiveness for his sins

as it was stated in the letter in no uncertain terms, and that he

might be given a papal writ of indulgence as guarantee. The

priests were amazed the young man could speak Latin, which

was pretty rare in those days, and immediately went in to Tetzel

to present this request to him and to put in a good word for him.

After a long discussion they appeared again with the decision.:

“No son, we have presented your request to the commissioner

and he says he would, indeed, genuinely like to grant it, but he

couldn’t even if he wanted to, for it would be granting something

completely invalid, and it would do you no good. That is, it

expressly states in the papal letter that only those can have a part

in this abundant indulgence who extend a helping hand, that is,

who pay money.” To this Myconius responded that it had certainly

been commanded in the letter from that same pope, nailed to the

doors of the Church that, for the sake of God, the indulgence

should be given to the poor for free, and it stated there ad

mandatum Domini Papae proprium, that is, at the pope’s own

command.” His subordinates then went once more in to the

proud monk and asked him if he might grant Myconius’ wish

since he was an eloquent, spiritual young man and was more

worthy than anyone else of this benefit. But they came back again

with their answer: “only the helping hand is fit to receive the

indulgence.” But Myconius did not give up with them: “You are

doing me, a poor man, an injustice. God and the pope don’t want

to exclude me from grace, but you’re turning me away for the

sake of a few pennies.” Now the suggestion was made that he

could at least give something, if only “the helping hand” might not

be completely empty, he might, at least, give one penny. Myconius

replied he didn’t have one. He was poor. Finally, he should only

pay six pennies, but he again stated he didn’t even have one. Then

they went off to the side and discussed it with each other. Their

concerns were two - fold. If they dismissed him without an

indulgence they must fear storm clouds would gather over their

heads if anyone got wind of the matter, since the letter admittedly
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contained the clause: pauperibus gratis, that is, free to the poor.

But, on the other hand, they thought he must still give something,

for if others heard that the letter of indulgence would be given for

free, a whole crowd of poor students and beggars would

stampede them, all wanting the same free indulgence. Therefore

they approached him once more and one of them asked him for

six pennies to give the commissioner. In this way he would help

to build St. Peter’s Church in Rome and to battle the Turk so he

could partake of the grace of Christ and the indulgence. Then it

was as if the Spirit had descended upon Friedrich Mekum and he

answered candidly: “If I wanted to purchase an indulgence, of

course, I could sell a book. But I want it free and for the sake of

God. Or you yourself may have to give account to God why you

have cast away a soul for the sake of a few pennies, whom both

God and the pope wanted to partake of the forgiveness of sins.”

Finally, they asked who had sent him. But he answered, as was,

in fact, true, that no one had counseled or put him up to it, but he,

of himself, had made this request, expecting the free forgiveness

promised in the letter. He was once more offered an indulgence

for six pennies, by which he should purchase one. But he wanted

those who, in the name of the pope, had authority to forgive him

freely, to give forgiveness of sins at no cost, so he departed.

He was quite sad about this, for he had not gotten what he

desired and, yet, he also cheered himself up again, “that there

was still a God in heaven who would forgive a penitent his sins

without money and for free.” Bathed in tears he came into his

lodging and into his little bedroom and took the crucifix that

always was set on the table, placed it on the bench and prostrated

himself on the ground before it.

But his prayer, put briefly, was that God might be his Father and

forgive him his sins, that he might make of him what he would,

but since those people would not be gracious to him because he

was poor, may he be a gracious God and Father to him. He felt

himself changed and became disgusted with all earthy things, yes,

he seemed weary of life itself. His sole desire was to live with God

and to please him. But who would teach him how to do that? The

Word, the life and light of men, was buried in the thickest

darkness by the foolish traditions of men all over the world. No

Word of Christ was heard, or he was portrayed as a strict judge

whom his mother and all the saints in heaven could barely mollify

with their bloody tears. Yet the Holy Ghost poured the hope into

his heart that God would be gracious to him. He spent a few days

thinking about what to do. Then he considered becoming a monk.

He had read about their great and humble sanctity and how they’d

withdrawn from all the world’s corruption, serving God day and

night, living temperate, righteous and disciplined lives, reading

Masses, singing Psalms, fasting and praying.

Now after he called on God for several days to rule on his

decision, he finally shared it with his teacher, the Rector Andreas

Staffelstein and asked his advice. The man immediately affirmed

this plan and advised him to enter the Franciscan cloister that had

just been built at that time, and he even immediately went with

him to the monks, praised his spirit and piety, and said he had

always had hopes for his becoming a truly pious man. Myconius

only wished first to tell his parents all about this, for he was their

only son. But the monks taught him from Jerome that one must

flee to the cross of Christ, even if his feet should take him away

from father and mother, and again, whoever puts his hand to the

plow and looks back is not fit for the kingdom of God. In many

other ways they misled his conscience and told him he could not

be eternally saved if he would not grasp hold of the grace being

offered to him from heaven, whereupon he promised to return

again within three days and begin his probationary period.

So then it came to pass that in the year of Christ, 1510, the day

after the Feast of the Division of the Apostles, which is the 15th of

July, at two o’clock in the afternoon, accompanied by his teacher,

a few of his fellows students, and a few pious women, he entered

the cloister. At the doors he declared to those with him his reason

for entering: He wanted to serve God, to please him in eternity, so

he’d do his best to renounce all sins and live in repentance. He

wished them a good life. In tears, they all wished him God’s

blessing. So he entered the cloister. In later years he could say of

these steps he’d taken: “You know, O God, that I spoke the truth,

that I neither wanted to lead an idle life nor serve my belly, nor

even to put on the appearance of a holy life, but to please you and

serve you in that time of my deepest darkness in my anxious

longing.” We will learn whether or not he found what he was

looking for in the cloister in the next chapter.. . . . . .

S e co n d  C h a p t e r
Myconius’ Dream and his Sad Monkery

As Myconius had been led into his cell on the first evening he

become a monk, he fell to his knees and in an hour of fervent

prayer he commended his plans to the LORD, and implored him

not to allow any of his endeavors to work against the glory of his

Name or his own soul’s salvation. Finally he laid down on his bed

and fell asleep.

Now, in this first night of his life in the cloister he had a most

remarkable dream in which the whole future course of his life

would be laid out as if looking in a mirror. He himself explicitly

recounts this dream, along with other important events of his life,

in a letter to Paul Eber shortly before his death. So we also, then,

will hear it from his own lips, though it is here somewhat

abbreviated:

“I dreamed I was in a vast wasteland, covered with as sharp

rocks and as densely covered with jagged boulders clustered

tightly together as portrayed under the cross of Christ or as seen

around Stolpen Castle. The whole world looked to me as if it were

nothing but a rocky desert where I was wandering without a

guide, with no one to follow. There wasn’t a single tree or bush,

nor grass nor plants. I sought a path to get out, crawled between

rocks, frantically climbing up and down, all in vain. Finally, already

completely spent, I saw a rock that towered above all the others.

I tried as hard as I could to climb it to see if I could find a trace of

smoke rising or of cultivated land, but I saw nothing but rocks and

an endless desert. Hunger and thirst were added to my weariness,

for it seemed to me I had already been wandering around for

several days and nights. I had nowhere to go and didn’t want to

stay. There I leaned under a rocky outcropping, lifted my hands

and eyes up to heaven and commended my spirit into the hands

of my God. So now I sat down and waited to see what God would

do, as behold, far away, I heard something like a man’s footsteps.

I eagerly waited to see who was coming. Then a man of medium

height with an uncovered but balding head walked up to me. His

long beard and hair were chestnut brown, dappled with grey. He

was dressed with a short green tunic over which was a red cloak,

bound in a knot upon his left shoulder. I recognized him

immediately as the apostle Paul. He was just as I’d seen him in a

painting. He asked me: ‘What are you doing?’ I replied: ‘I have

been led into this wilderness, by whom or how I don’t know, but

I do know one thing, I am so exhausted with my crawling and

searching, by weariness, pain, hunger and thirst, that I have given

up hope of getting out of this boundless desert. That’s why I have

sat myself down here in order to die and pray God that he would

be gracious to me, a sinner, and receive my soul.’ But he strode

up to me grasped my left hand with his right, hoisted me up and

said: ‘ G e t  u p  a n d  f o l l o w  m e ,  t h i n g s  w i l l  g e t  b e t t e r . ’

Oh my God and LORD, how glad I was. But my mortal body

trembled and I couldn’t move. Then he put his right arm around

me and carried me, so that my feet barely touched the ground,

and where the path was too narrow he carried me altogether. We

traveled just a little stretch when the path become a bit more

passable and pleasant, yet I could still see no trace of a human
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footprint. We strode a little further upon it and behold, there

opened up the loveliest valley and before me lay such a glorious

meadow that I could not imagine anything more lovely, pleasant

and refreshing. The grass was covered with dew drops and those

stars glistened in the sun with the most dazzling array of colors.

There were so many and various colors and textures of flowers

that it would have taken the whole day to count them. I was

refreshed by this abundance and wanted to rest here a while. But

my heavenly leader gave me the distinct impression that we must

push on. We came to the middle of the valley and it seemed to

me that it was the 11th or 12th hour of the day. Then I first heard the

murmuring of a stream and, all of a sudden, I saw living waters

that flowed not with a mighty roar, but rather with a gentle

murmur. I looked at it and, behold, it was crystal clear and

transparent to its bottom, upon which golden colored sand and

pebbles could be seen. Nothing impure grew on the banks of the

stream, but only flowers and green plants. I kneeled down, for I

thought my heavenly guide had brought me here to lead me to

this living water and was inviting me to draw water with my hands

in order to refresh my thirsty soul, weary unto death. ‘No, you

must drink from the fountain itself,’ he said, and he helped me up.

Now we went a bit further on and behold, there stood before us

a round, snow white marble stone, about one-and-a-half cubits

tall, and as we approached it I saw that it was perfectly round

without a flaw. Out of its round opening water was bubbling up

from within with some force. Here my guide told me to drink from

the fountain. I immediately fell down upon my knees and thanked

God as I straightened myself up in order to draw water  from the

fountain with my hands. But when I looked into the fountain,

instead of a fissure I saw the image of Christ. But it appeared to

me to be the living Christ and the cross on which he was raised

was fastened by its four ends to the recess of the rock, so that it

was solidly mounted. But it did not stand over and above the

water, but the water level was one and a half to two cubits above

the cross. Since now I wanted to draw with my hands, I saw that

the whole pool of water – for below it no bottom could be seen –

flowed out of the wounds of the Crucified, his hands, his feet, and

his side, at first with a red color, lighter than rubies, but quickly

turning clear as crystal. Since I’d seen this, I became awe struck

because of the divine presence in this fountain, so I considered

myself unworthy to disturb even a drop of this water that poured

out of the heart of the Son of God, like Peter when he said: LORD,

depart from me, for I am a sinful man. And for a second time I fell

down on my knees. Then with his right hand my leader took hold

of my right foot over which was set my left foot, and toppled me

into the fountain. LORD, my God, what that did to me! I came to

rest with my head on the breast of Christ, on the fountain of that

great wound on his side, with my hands and knees upon the body

of the Crucified, upon whom I was cast, so I did not sink. Into my

mouth, heart and head streamed the loveliest drink, giving me life,

inside and out. But as I lifted my head, being refreshed, I became

ashamed that such a great sinner should rest on such support and

be refreshed with this libation of which no angel nor any other

creature is worthy. Then my leader grabbed me and drew me out

of this fountain of salvation and asked me if I had drunk and was

refreshed. But I thanked my God, the Father of our LORD, JESUS

Christ for his grace to me, a sinner, I confessed I was unworthy of

such kindness, and I didn’t even consider reproving my leader for

having thrown me into the fountain upon the Crucified. ‘Now you

know,’ he said, ‘that you have drunk from out of the fountain, yes

out of the source himself.’ We rested for a while by the fountain.

Then he commanded me to gird myself and accompany him. I did

so and was ready to go, overwhelmingly refreshed by the

reception of the living Water. We went along the stream, unaware

of the time, though it seemed to be about an hour after noon. So

barely had we traveled for an hour when, behold, there lay before

us a great, wide, broad wheat field, again as if it were as wide as

all the world. ‘Here,’ said my leader, ‘is where we must labor and

harvest.’ I replied that I, indeed, was not afraid of any kind of

work, but I had never yet used a sickle or even only mowed hay.

But he said, “What you don’t yet know, you must learn.” As we

now had reached the edge of the field, there stood a man

mowing, his sickle wielded by such powerful arms, and engaging

the work with such zeal that he might complete the harvest of that

vast field all by himself. In just a day he had mowed down a great

tract of land. ‘I am also commending you to him,’ said my leader,

‘who must form and instruct you.’ As I now looked upon this

impressive man, he was so like my leader that I did not know if

they were one person or two different people. With no further

adieu he grasped his sickle and cut two or three hands full and

showed me that I must do the same. Now this mower also got up

and rejoiced at having received a helper and also showed me

how he grasped the wheat with his left hand and cut it with his

right. I grasped the sickle in the Name of the LORD JESUS Christ and

began slowly and laboriously to get to work, but through practice

I became capable. My leader stood alongside me and praised me

for having made such progress and advised me that I must not

build with hay and stubble, which the LORD has no use for, but

that I also should not leave any fruitful wheat remain standing. My

worthy predecessor stood most faithfully by me, whom I had been

given as his helper and coworker, and when he saw I was falling

behind he came to my side and helped me. Now when we had

come to the point where we had gotten quite a bit accomplished

with our labor, I stood up and looked around at the field and said

to my leader: Good God, when will we finish, how long will it take

us to bring in this immeasurable harvest? And behold, then I saw

people coming from afar, now just one, now in pairs, and they

began to harvest in other parts of the field. But it still seemed that

we were too few for the size of the field and the harvest.  So then

I labored with my worthy helper and master for what seemed to

be a period of many days until I notice how much work remained

but now it, indeed, seemed to be plausible that harvesting the

field might be possible. When we were tired, we went to the

stream and there was bread, fish and also roasted meat for us. We

were refreshed. Others came to labor with us from all over.  To

me this whole season of harvest was as if I were in heaven, it was

such a joy for me to be in this kind of fellowship. As on the first

evening, my leader would withdraw, whereto I knew not, I

imagined he was going to encourage progress in other parts of the

field. The LORD of the harvest granted a living wage and we were

wanting for nothing, and it didn’t even bother us that the harvest

was so great and there were so few in addition to us, and as we

noticed that divine author was returning, we were not worried

about not being able to bring it all in. Yet I finally found that my

spiritual and physical vigor was being exhausted by my constant

labor so I would either have to rest or sit down for a while in the

field. Yet the labor of my helpers gave me strength, primarily that

of the master teacher whom I had been given. So I kept at it, even

when exhausted, even if I had to take a break from working for a

while. I did what I could. But after several days I was taken to my

bed chamber, by whom I do not know, and I lay in my bed, tired

and sick. As I lay there struggling for every breath, I looked at my

chest and noticed that all my flesh was so drawn that nothing was

left of my whole body but bones, which my withered skin hung

stretched upon. But my spirit was comforted in all of this. I was

only troubled by this since some of the fruits of the good

householder might remain in the field and might not be able to be

harvested before the Winter. Now since I was darting between

this despair and hope, my savior from the wilderness, my faithful

leader stood by me again, and with him, also yet another man, of

apostolic appearance, as Andrew or Philip is portrayed. Then my

leader comforted me with eloquent words and a cheerful voice,

and while I attentively listened to him I saw the image of the

Crucified, upon whom I had been cast in the fountain, right over
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my bed, mounted on the wall, in the same form and yet

completely different. For in the fountain all of his flesh seemed to

glow, but here he was so withered in all his members that you

could count his bones and it was a totally miserable sight. I looked

again at my own chest as there was, also there, only skin and

bones, and I could barely draw breath in my infirmity. Then Paul,

my leader, thumped my chest with his finger and with his right

index finger pointed to Christ who stood above me and said: ‘You

must become like him.’ With this peace and these words I

awakened. It all vanished and only the memory remained in my

spirit along with a wonder as to what it all meant.”

But once more we hear from our Myconius about his fate in the

cloister and the meaning of his dream: “I didn’t want to say

anything about this to any of the other monks lest they use it as

reason to ridicule me. I could plainly see that this dream would

have some important significance. But, my God, the thoughts I

was entertaining about it were so foolish and twisted. I interpreted

that rocky desert as my previous life in the world, the way out of

the same being my entrance into the Franciscan order, the harvest

being the observance of the rules of the order. But I had to

question that since I had seen no monks nor anything like the

works they do as monks in my whole dream. Now, in the

meantime, I was becoming initiated into the monk’s life, being

presented with the rules of the order, explanations, exceptions, 

and the like. Now I was first entering the desert and would truly be

tempted and tortured by the devil, and I then discovered that

peace of conscience, forgiveness of sins, faith and the hope of

eternal life are to be found nowhere less than in the orders of

monks. I did more than was required in singing Psalms, hearing

Masses, praying, fasting, observing silence, etc., in order to make

up for my failures with good works by doing so. I chose for myself

new patrons, saints, martyrs, images and made them into

mediaries between Christ and me. But in this way, for seven long

years, I got nowhere. Since my diligent studies had not helped at

all, I learned to labor with my hands, illuminating manuscripts,

woodcarving, but was so disappointed with my Creator that he

had made me and yet wouldn’t let me become good. I don’t even

want to mention anything about my misgivings about this choice

I made that threw me into my deepest hell, so that when I begged

them for help and advice I dragged my father confessor and

fellow monks into despair with me, ‘til finally no one would listen

to me any more. But God then had mercy on me and my

contemporaries and in the year 1517, in my 27th year of life, he

sent the man whom I’d also foreseen, Dr. Martin Luther, who

wrote of true penance, forgiveness and satisfaction for our sins

and published his famous theses. I immediately remarked: That,

that is the man. He has been sent to me in my wilderness. Then

God immediately opened my eyes and ears, yes, he grabbed me

through him, led me to the fountain and threw me upon Christ. At

that same time, in the year 1517, I joined with him in confessing

the doctrine. Five times the monks placed me under the ban, for

a year and a half they watched me to make sure I neither spoke

with anyone nor was able to write or receive a single letter, yet

they threatened to hold me prisoner forever and to bury me alive

as they had John Hilton. For six whole years I confessed the

Gospel amongst the monks and whenever I could I preached

Christ and that the forgiveness of sins and eternal life can be

received solely through faith. Finally, after seven years of torture

among the monks, God freed me completely from their authority

even over my body, for he had already set my conscience free. In

the year 1524 I came to Zwickau, later to Gotha and was duly

brought to the field of the LORD. From then on I have been

laboring with my sainted predecessor, the worthy father Luther

from 1517 on until this year’s, 1546's, harvest and his grace in me,

an unworthy person and, in himself, a useless vessel, has not been

in vain.”

So then, along with the meaning of his dream our Myconius has

also given us a short appraisal of his whole life. But now we will

go back and become better acquainted with some of its details.

We might as well just call his life as a monk most tragic, for

even if, in the first half of the same, he had peace externally, there

was in him, on the other hand, an utter terror and torture of his

trembling soul as it was seeking salvation on a path whereby it

can’t be found. But as, in the second half of his life in the cloister,

he had found peace, since he found what he had sought for so

long, the certainty of the forgiveness of his sins, the grace of God

and of eternal life through faith on JESUS Christ, so now was

fulfilled for him the Word of his LORD: “in the world you will have

trouble,” and persecution broke over him in fullest measure

which, according to Paul’s passage, must be suffered by all who

want to live blessedly in Christ JESUS.”

It seems Myconius had only spent a short time in the

Franciscan cloister in Annaberg. He went from Annaberg to

Leipzig and Weimar, and we encounter him at the latter already

in the year 1512. Here he also received ordination as a priest and

read his first Mass, for which the elector and prince of Saxony

sponsored him and he preached to the same. Up to this time he

seems to be held in highest esteem by the cloistered community.

But no sooner did he voice his agreement with Luther’s doctrine

that so comforted him, than the storm clouds burst over his head.

It’s too bad that we have no accurate report about this period of

Myconius’ life. As a whole, it seems things were going badly

enough for him, though not everything, for the monks tolerated

him for the sake of the electoral prince who seemed to have

taken an interest in Myconius, else he might well have had to have

suffered the fate of the forementioned John Hilten. This Hilten, a

Franciscan monk in Eisenach, a kind and honorable grey haired

man was, of course, thrown into prison by his cloister brothers

because he had confronted a few most obvious abuses. Now

since he was possessed of great age or because of his long

imprisonment in a filthy jail, he became sick. So he had the

guardian of the cloister summoned so that he could see this. Yet

for the sake of his doctrine he treated him harshly. Then the man

forgot about his illness and said: “I endure this injustice with good

courage for the sake of Christ, even though I have never said or

written anything that has a trace of opposition to the monk’s

station in life, for I have only complained about obvious abuses.

But another will come in the year of our LORD 1516 and you will

not be able to resist him.” This happened in the year 1500.

Johann Voit, who lived together with Myconius in the

Franciscan cloister at Weimar, had also come to the knowledge

and love of Christ through Luther’s writings. As the monks took

notice of this, all associations with the other monks was forbidden

him and he was treated as if he were a pariah. When the others

ate he had to crawl on the ground and pick up their food scraps,

kiss the feet of the monks and endure the most savage scourges.

And his friend, Myconius, also had to suffer the same treatment.

Yet finally, in the year 1524, he was saved from the hands of his

torturers.. Against the will of Duke John of Saxony he was first sent

to Eisenach, but then to Leipzig and from there he was ordered to

go to Annaberg. Yet there he found that they had failed to keep

him imprisoned, so he ran away and went to the electoral prince’s

mayor of Buchholz, Matthaeus Busch, who was a zealous friend

of the Gospel, which is, then, also why those who resided in

Annaberg under Duke George of Saxony, who opposed the

Reformation, emigrated in great numbers to the neighboring

village of Buchholz just to hear the Gospel preached.. . . . . .

T h i r d  C h a p t e r
On Myconius’ Faithful Evangelical Labor

Once Myconius was freed from his persecutors, he

immediately began to publicly preach the One whom he had

already confessed in the cloister amidst so much persecution. He
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went from Buchholz to Zwickau, and of the few things we know

of him there, in the year 1524 he had written there a comforting

letter to the friends of the Gospel in Annaberg. Yes, in that very

same year, the LORD brought him to the workplace where he

would remain unto his end. At the request of the Council, the

congregation, of de Caus, of the patron and of the ruler, he would

be called by Duke John as preacher to Gotha. He arrived there on

the Feast of the Ascension of Mary (August 15). Now it was around

the city of Gotha, as well as the whole Thuringian territory, where

he rendered his greatest service through planting the Gospel

there. But, along with that, he had also served other regions and

lands with the gifts given him by the LORD and had taken an active

part in several important religious events, that we will briefly

mention here.

Some of his first works included applying the resources for the

parish that had previously been earmarked for the monks and

nuns f o r  t h e  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  o f  s c h o o l s  a n d  f o r  t h e

e n d o w m e n t  o f  p r e a c h i n g  s t a t i o n s .  This took no small

effort on his part, as he himself says: “to construct a house out of

the old, worn, sawn up wood,” so he had to bring order out of this

chaos in the midst of raging storms and as if snatching everything

out of a fire. But at the same time it was necessary to also oppose

those who, for the sake of a false understanding of evangelical

freedom, wanted to make much out of what was least. That is, in

1525 the infamous peasant’s rebellion erupted, which was led

especially in Thuringia and Franconia by Thomas Muenzer.

Primarily through the efforts and preaching of Myconius it came

about that rebellion was prevented in Gotha and its territory.

Likewise, on his advice, the gang of rebellious peasants in

Ichtershousen disbanded, who had wanted to  rase the castles of

Gleichen, Muehlberg and Wechsenburg and expel the noblemen.

In the time period following that, we also note that in the

following year (1526), following Luther’s example, Myconius

decided to marry and wedded the young daughter of a citizen of

Gotha, Bartholemew Jacken. She bore him nine children, of

which no more than four outlived him.

Further, in the year 1527, he had the opportunity to preach the

Gospel in many places it had never been heard before. The

electoral prince at that time, who would later be elector, and a

faithful martyr of the Gospel, traveled in the beginning of that year

into the Cleve in order to meet his bride, Cibyll, Daughter of Duke

Johann of Cleve. He took Myconius along in his entourage, who

daily had to preach to him. He did so in many cities and also in the

castle at Dusseldorf. There a Franciscan monk become indignant

and a dispute arouse between him and Myconius in which he

completely overwhelmed the monk according to 1 Peter 3.15-16,

as much through his gentleness as by his understanding of the

divine Word. Yet soon there were more important things to do at

home, for in that very same year the v i s i t a t i o n  o f  t h e

c h u r c h e s  a n d  s c h o o l s  began, which the elector had

sponsored and continued into the year 1529. Myconius was also

pressed into this service and conducted the visitation of Thuringia,

where the visitation was to begin, with Melanchthon and Justus

Jonas and the secular counselors Johann von Planitz, D. Jerome

Schurf and Erasmus von Haugwitz.  This visitation was repeated

once more in the year 1533, and Myconius was again involved

with Melanchthon, Justus Menius, Parson in Eisenach, Christoph

von Planitz, George von Wagenheim and Johann Cotta, the Mayor

of Eisenach. The greatest difficulty this visitation uncovered was

finding sufficient remuneration for preachers; for the common

people, even if they had been freed of every burden and concern

for indigent monks, were unwilling to give up much to support

their preachers, and many among the nobility had taken the

Churches’ properties as their own and had to be forced to give

them back again. Yet Myconius, with his helpers, “with great care,

effort and labor” accomplished this, so that now every parish had

her teacher and a budgeted income, every city had her school and

church property. “Oh dear God – sighed the pious man with this

account – you have granted this good outcome; grant that it will

also remain and be well maintained.”

It would take us too far afield to recount every single report of

what Myconius had helped to accomplish in his laborious and

blessed time in the church. So let us merely choose this one facet,

that he was present at the Peace of  Nuremberg (in the year

1532?) and the Treaty of Frankfurt (in the year 1539); likewise that

he attended the Marburg colloquy between Luther and Zwingli (in

the year 1529) and the meeting that led to the adoption of the

Wittenberg Concord (in the year 1536). We will only be able to

mention two of his chief accomplishments in the later years of his

life.

The first one appeared very prestigious and important but

ended in disappointment. King Henry VIII of England, at first such

an ardent supporter of the papacy that he himself wrote a paper

in support of the same, later placed himself on the side of the

Gospel, entered into alliance with the Protestant princes and, at

his repeated requests, representatives were sent to England in the

year 1538. Included were Franz Burckhard, Vice Chancelor of the

Elector of Saxony, George von Boyneburg, a Hessian nobleman,

both of them doctors of Law, and once again, our Friedrich

Myconius. King Henry appointed three bishops and four Doctors

of Theology. The representatives met with them the whole

Summer through to discuss the Augsburg Confession, without a

single article being criticized, “so that all of England held a

universal hope that Christ would receive his rightful place.” The

king also commanded that the Gospel be preached purely but, no

less, that the sacrifice of the Mass, Communion in one kind,

auricular confession and reverence of the priesthood be retained.

The representatives departed with high hopes, but “since it was

apparent – recounts Myconius –  that this Henry would only act to

promote his making a profit from what is spiritual: He would

break to pieces  silver and gold coffins, the most expensive jewels

in the world, St. Thomas’ Canterbury grave, or even the Shrine of

Mary de Vara of Thalassa; he would take the spiritual yearning of

his country as his own, put it through a strainer, and every year

siphon off some of their many hundred thousand guldens. That’s

the Gospel he seeks.” Yes, later the king would rage against the

confessors and teachers of the Gospel, burn and decapitate many

faithful teachers and bishops, “In summary,” says Myconius yet

again, “Herod had never been so tyrannical against Christ nor

Nero against the apostles, as his kingdom has been well drenched

and fertilized by the blood of Christians.”

Much more encouraging was another event that took place the

following year, 1539. Duke George of Saxony died, of course, in

this year and now, under his successor, Henry, the Reformation

commenced in the region of Meissen. Then our Myconius, just

returning from a meeting at Frankfurt with the elector, had the

great pleasure of  publicly stepping up and preaching the Gospel

in Annaberg, where, as a poor student, he had that encounter with

Tetzel, where, in the tribulations of his soul, he had entered the

cloister, where there were so many souls longing for salvation,

whom he could only previously comfort in his writings, yes so he

could even now first establish that Gospel in their midst. It was on

Cantate Sunday, on May 4, that Duke Henry’s court preacher,

Lindemann, preached in the morning, but Myconius in the

afternoon, before a crowd of unbelieving hearers in Annaberg.

On Pentecost Myconius moved on with the elector and several

other theologians to Leipzig and stayed there with the Wittenberg

theologian, Professor Creuziger, as the others continued on. Here

he then acted in complete faithfulness to God’s Word and

established good Christian order, so that Dr. Justus Jonas bears

this witness of him: “Myconius is the true apostle to Leipzig, yes,

the Bishop of Meissen, who has brought about more that is useful

than anything that’s ever before happened in this province.” Most

of their opposition came from the university, until Myconius and
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Creuziger carried out a glorious victory with God’s Word even

there. On Friday, the 21st of June, they disputed in the morning and

afternoon a good eight or eight and a half hours against adherents

of papistic doctrine, who were supported by a Dr. Matthaeus from

Halle, in the presence of the whole university and a great crowd

of people, and God granted grace, “that the devil with all his

adherents, lay in disgrace, and Christ with his Word and

sacraments stands in all his glory like gold drawn through the fire.

He has retained the victory.” There the pope and the devil who

rides him - says Myconius in his blunt way of speaking,- fell right

into the muck. The sophist, Dr. Melchior Klinge walked away, the

preacher monk Licentiat Balthasar retreated from Wuerzburg, Dr.

Ochsenfurt died thereafter. To sum it up, the flowers on the roof

wilted in the bright heat of the Sun of God’s Word.”

The Magistrate of Leipzig requested of the elector that

Myconius might remain there for a year or two, since he was

much beloved and respected by the citizens, so by his remaining

they might hope for good things in the city. The elector granted

this. Indeed, the people of Gotha complained about this and put

pressure on the elector to let their preacher return. At this the

pious ruler answered them: “He might well be inclined to return

their pastor who tended their souls (Seelsorger) to them and have

him remain in Gotha, but since he was being so useful in the work

of spreading God’s holy Word, to whom be glory and praise, and

has been of such a service to the salvation of many through God’s

grace, then perhaps they could be patient for a little while longer

so the pure doctrine of the Gospel and Christian ceremonies

might be planted and instituted also among and in the midst of

their neighbors. But, in the meantime, they might give and pay

good attention to make sure preaching and administration of the

holy precious sacraments nor anything else go amiss.” And so

Myconius remained for another eighteen months in Leipzig,

except that in the month of June, 1540, he traveled to a meeting

in Hagenau. By the end of the year 1540 he finally returned home

to Gotha. . . . . . . 

F o u r t h  C h a p t e r
On Myconius’ Illness and his Blessed Departure from this Age

It was time for Myconius to return home. It seemed his hard

work in Leipzig cost him the last of this strength. He soon returned

to Gotha much frailer in health and his case of consumption got

worse and worse so that his strength was spent and he despaired

of all hopes of living.

It was just at this time when Luther wrote to his friend that

famous, heroic letter, that we would most heartily desire to

reproduce here, if there were room.  We will hear at least a few

of the most important parts.  After he said in his introduction that

he was very glad to see Myconius facing death so comforted and

unafraid, he goes on to say:

“Yet I begged and pleaded with the LORD JESUS, who is our life,

salvation and health, that I would not meet with such calamity as

to have to survive while I watch you or a few others of our people

pass on before me, pressing and ripping through the curtain unto

peace, as you leave me here behind in this angry, wayward world,

left in the midst of  devils, so I must remain standing out behind

you, to be plagued and martyred, which I have suffered and

endured enough for 20 some years now, and so I have well-

deserved (which would also have served the world very well) that

I should go before you all to fall asleep in the LORD.  So I yearn and

I implored our dear God that he would let me be ill in your place

and call me to set aside my tent, that is now spent in work and

has served to the point of running out of energy and, therefore, is

so unfit, that even I can see that I’m no good to anybody. 

Therefore I seriously ask and admonish you to pray the dear LORD

with us that he would go right on preserving you in life to the

service and improvement of his church, and to mock and

discourage the devil. “And in conclusion he says yet again:

“May you be well, my dear and venerable Friedrich, the LORD

grant that as long as I live I not hear you have died, but see to it

that you outlive me.  This is my earnest prayer, and also my true

desire, and I would like my will to be done in this matter.  Amen.

For this desire of mine seeks the glory of God’s Name, not my

glory nor desire. This is most certainly true.  But may you be well

in the LORD.  This is our hearty prayer for you as your illness

disturbs and troubles us greatly. Issued on the Sunday after

Epiphany, 1541 A.D.”

And, indeed, it happened as Luther had prayed. Myconius

revived, at least to the extent that he was still able to be active in

the congregation entrusted to him and for the church of Christ at

large.  Thus, for example, he accompanied the elector to the

council at Speyer in the year 1542 and made himself very useful,

primarily in the preservation and the right administration of the

spiritual treasures.  But most of the time, he had to deal with his

voice, that was failing him. “I’m always having –he wrote to Luther

in February, 1544 –to put up with my illness, but even when I am

unable to cry out, I never stop croaking against Satan and

engaging those opposing the LORD who can speak clearly and are

always prepared to battle. I have even resolved, God willing,

before I die, to visit Wittenberg and personally bid you adieu,

before we see each other in the midst and surrounded by another

Light.” Luther answered: “I am obviously glad to learn you are

better, but as you say that you are having trouble speaking, I pray

that you would take care of your health, and restrain yourself a bit

from overdoing it. It is better that you live, even with half a voice,

than to die with an angel’s voice. Even half dead you can still help

the church with your counsel and insight.  You also have seen

how useful are the older warriors for Christ, through whom the

youth and even the tender children are strengthened, who

someday shall take our place. Even if the Holy Ghost can do

everything without us, yet he has not called us into our office for

any other reason but to be his instruments.” 

Yet before he departed for eternity, Myconius still had to live

through a period of great trial with his Gotha-ites, as on the 31st of

October, 1545, most of the city was destroyed by fire.

Melanchthon wrote Myconius a beautiful, encouraging letter and

sent 100 Guldens on behalf of the University in Wittenberg. But

soon thereafter our Myconius again was seized by another wave

of his illness. As he himself had said, he had been practically

awakened from the dead by the venerable Luther’s command,

prayer and letter in the year 1541, had now lived six years in his

frailty, practically at death’s door, and  he carried on like any other

vibrant person as much as he could, but he laid aside all the

activities of his office after the 4th Sunday of Advent of the year

1545. On that day he admonished the congregation with great

fervor since he noted that his illness had returned, as the voice of

a preacher in the wilderness, that they might prepare the way of

the LORD and make straight his highway and remove every

obstacle from their hearts, so they would be prepared to receive

the salvation of God and our Judge, who would declare the last

sentence for us and against the godless and Satan, the prince of

this world, that would soon be carried out. Just then he became

ill.

But even upon his sick bed and in the midst of his pain, the

church of God lay heavily upon his heart, as we shall see from the

following. In the year 1546 a Diet was to be held in R e g e n s b u r g ,

but first a religious d i s c u s s i o n  was to be held between the

Catholics and evangelicals. In accord with the wishes of the

elector, our Myconius was also to participate. But before this

invitation arrived he had a remarkable dream that we cannot help

sharing with our readers, as little as we otherwise pay attention to

dreams, for this dream, just like the one he had when he first

entered the cloister, if nothing else, serves as a certain witness of

a mind that is spiritually oriented, that his thought and ideas were
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set on nothing more than the salvation of his own and others’

souls and for the glory of God and support of his kingdom. So

Myconius himself may also recount this dream to us:

“I dreamed I was called to the castle of the elector of Saxony

and, as I entered therein, there was a room that I’d never seen

before, neither in Torgau nor Gotha. Only I found everything in

great turmoil. Someone came and told me the elector was so faint

they feared he was ill. I was summoned and came and saw he

was not physically ill, but so emotionally ill that it also endangered

his physical well being. So I employed medicines and comforts

from the medicine cabinet of Christ and especially from the

Psalms: “Why are you cast down, my soul, and why are you

disquieted? Hope in the LORD, for I will yet thank him for the help

of his countenance.” (Ps. 42.12) The prince, in order to find a

more peaceful place, was constantly moving from room to room,

and he ordered me to a room constructed entirely of stone on

every side, even the floor and the ceiling and, in the midst of it,

was the empty tomb of Christ from which he had emerged, at

least that’s what it looked like to me. Everything here was pleasant

enough, only there were no benches or seats, so you had to stand

or pace. There was open entrance from every side with no doors

or partitions whatever there. In this sanctuary I saw such a

beautiful yearling lamb, with a snow white fleece and two horns,

curved and sharp. I waited for the prince and his entourage so that

we might encourage each other with the divine Word. But as he

was delayed, I saw a great, vicious dog approaching, covered with

shaggy hair, like that of an old goat. His color was a cross between

yellow and ashen grey, his eyes flashing in rage, and drool dripped

from his mouth, yet I heard no bellowing from him. He trotted

directly into this open chapel where I was with the lamb. I was

quite frightened and feared as much for the lamb as for myself, for

I had no weapon to fend him off. There was nothing to keep him

from tearing apart the lamb or biting me, so I grabbed a piece of

wood that was laying right there and now waited to see what he

would do. But as he looked at the dog the lamb was not

frightened at all, but became even more lively and I saw his eyes

were bright like a glowing coal. It charged and struck the dog in

his side so that he tried to flee while making a great racket,

howling and bellowing. But the lamb attacked him a second time

and cast him down, struck dumb to the ground. Then I saw in a

corner of the chapel a deep, dark hole revealing steps leading

down. The lamb shoved the hound of hell towards this and

pushed him in with such force that I could hear how, even in his

stupor, this vicious and dangerous beast was casting about with

howls and beating against the walls of the abyss. But the lamb

returned back to me meekly as if he were telling me I had nothing

to fear, the victory was won and there would be nothing to do but

hold the triumph. – So I awakened and was very puzzled as to

what this vision in the chapel of the grave of the LORD and this

battle of the Lamb with this hell-hound might mean.”

Myconius related his dream to P a n c r a t i u s  S u e s s b a c h ,

rector of the gymnasium at Gotha and at the same time said he

was very anxious for what report would come from the castle.

And behold, three days later, upon his bed, he received a letter

from the castle inviting him to attend the religious colloquy in

Regensburg. “Oh, if I were only as strong in my body – this man,

happy in faith, wrote to Dr. M a t t h a e u s  R a t z e n b e r g e r , the

medical doctor of the elector – as I feel in my spirit! Why would I

not be glad to see the grip of the Lamb upon the head and the

side of this hound of hell. I know that the One who is in us is

stronger than the one who is in the world, and it would be lovely

for me to play with the child of the virgin at the hole of that snake

and dragon. – – If I live I will write you again. But if I am gathered

to our fathers, I will still cry along with you unto God that he would

not forever be patient but that he would deliver us from evil. Sure,

the Lamb has already freed us, to him alone be the power and the

victory, salvation and honor. Amen. Now I am going to return to

my bed and await the will of God’s being done, the good, fatherly

will of God, of whom it is written: His desire is for life! Live well,

my dear Ratzenberger, and strengthen the most gracious princes

and all the fathers in Christ. Time is running out and they will see

the One by whom they stand, whose legs they have never broken.

F o r  h e  m u s t  t r e a d  u p o n  t h em  a n d  w i l l  n e e d  n o

c r u t c h e s . LORD JESUS, come soon and deliver us from evil.

Amen. From Gotha on the day of Epiphany, 1546.”

Even so, let us take a look into the heart of this departing

servant of the LORD, given and comforted in the LORD, in a letter

sent to M. R o e r e r , preacher in Wittenberg, as we could not resist

the necessity of sharing some portion of this letter with our

readers.”I ask – he writes – the venerable father Luther, whose

command and letter detained my departure, that he would

dismiss me with his blessing, nevertheless not as I will, but as God

wills. Everything depends on his will. Whether being sick, getting

sick or infirm, his will is for my good. Yet, if it would now displease

God, how much more would I rather be freed to be at home with

Christ, than to be a useless, silent burden on earth any longer. I

ask you, my dear Roerer, secure for me a response from the lord

doctor. For my throat hurts so badly, I can barely take any food or

drink. But I renew myself with the heavenly manna and upon my

bed I am now reading the (second) Psalm: Why do the heathen

rage, etc., and worship the Son who has been given us. Praise be

to God, who so enlivens me in these pains of mine, that I

practically forget that I’m sick. O LORD JESUS, how could we

appraise this infinite benefit of you and your faithful and wise

servant (Luther), whom you have placed over your servants,

whom he has cared for so well? So we thank you, since otherwise

we could do nothing and you desire nothing else. Live well, my

Roerer, and if you hear that I’ve been buried in my grave, then

know that nothing but bones and skin, sins and disobedience, and

only the man of rebellion is in that grave, that he is now perfectly

free from the venom of the devil, sins and death. For the inner

man is renewed from day to day. He lives in Christ, who loved me

and gave himself for me. My life is hidden in him in God, that as he

lives so also we shall live. This man does not die and will not be

buried, but he rather lives in peace and quiet, but the raging

heathen, kings and people with their aggressions will never be at

peace. – – Write me back and don’t let anything stop you, for this

illness will not even hinder me, but against its will I have arisen

from my bed and have written this. Now I will return to my bed.

The illness and pain can only accomplish what God commands.

Even if they might be powerful, yet I know that God is merciful in

the midst of his wrath. Again, live well. From Gotha on the day

when the scales fell from Paul’s eyes (i.e. Jan. 15) 1546.

We don’t know if L u t h e r  had yet issued a reply to his

Myconius, but his death, that followed on the 18th of February,

sufficed as his answer. It happened as Luther had previously

foretold, since Luther entered first into his rest. His death might

well have frightened the otherwise unflappable man, yet he

thought: “What more could even Luther still hope to do in this

hardened, ungrateful world?” He thanked God that he had send

this Elijah into this last age, and only this wish remained: “That the

LORD grant me a good little hour that I may soon follow him.

Amen.”

Yet even if Luther were no longer among the living, there were

still always souls wise enough to value faithful servants as was

Myconius, and who came to renew him on his sick bed, if not

personally, at least through their love and comfort and soothing

application of God’s Word. From Wittenberg K a s p a r

Cr e u t z i g e r  and M e la n c h t h o n ,  among others, did just this. Of

course the latter wrote: “If you are called out of this poor life

before me, so much as I am able, I will faithfully take care of your

children.”

Even his elector assured him of this. Myconius had taken leave

of his gracious lord in a moving letter and he even comforted his
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elector, most troubled by Luther’s death, that Luther had by no

means died, but now his spirit was first truly coming alive, “and

just as after the ascension of Christ into heaven, God also had

given apostles, teachers and finally also this Elijah, so he has also

in all of Christianity awakened throughout Christianity many

glorious, prominent teachers, disciples of this great prophet,

through whose saving service and diligence he will preserve his

Word and his church, when they call fervently upon him for pure

doctrine and to send forth his laborers.” – The elector responded

to him in kind as follows: “He had received what he wrote and

took note of his Christian admonition. If he also should be born

into death along with Luther, yet he would still be assured of his

comfort in God that the pure orthodox doctrine and the solid

foundation of his divine Word would be graciously preserved and

increased. In his heart he bore with Myconius in his weakness and

suffering, yet hoped that God should yet preserve his life a bit

longer in order that he go on to serve the church and his Word in

his office. But if it were God’s will to take him out of this valley of

sorrows, then in his place he would order a pious Christian man

as parson and Superintendent, who would also be received by the

schools in and around Gotha.” One Zeddel also arose to literally

say: “We are also graciously determined, if it turns out to be God’s

will in this case to bear you away, that you must depart from this

valley of suffering, to take your wife and children into our

benefice. We would not want you to think we would forget you.”

So, by this, the LORD in return refreshed his servant who had

loved him so deeply through the love of these true members of

the body of the LORD, among whom was numbered even his pious

elector. Soon his wish was granted. Before two months had

passed he followed after Luther.

But his end was edifying, and, as in his life, the comforting faith

he had won after such difficult battles and which turned his sick

bed into a bed of victory did not forsake him even in his last hours.

On the 7th of April, 1546, he sent for his friend, Rector Suessbach,

 to come quickly, who also then noted the circumstances of his

final state. Therefore he took with him the Deacon, Heinrich Thilo,

Myconius’ co-worker in the Gospel and father confessor, and also

sent for a few other close friends, including a prominent citizen,

Johann Portunus. Otherwise only family were at the dying man’s

side. First, at his request, he received the absolution from the

servant of the divine Word and then turned immediately to God in

prayer: “Father in heaven, into your hands I commend my spirit.

You have redeemed me, LORD, you faithful God!” and he repeated

this groan, later, two more times. When he had received the

absolution, he began – as this was about 12 o’clock, noon – to

take his leave, by laying down his confession of faith, mixed in

with many important passages of the holy Scripture about the

forgiveness of sins through the tender mercies of the heavenly

Father, of the victory over death through the resurrection of Christ,

of the hope of eternal glory with the Father in heaven through the

exodus from this miserable life, of which he was truly weary. This

discourse lasted from noon to 3 o’clock in the afternoon. He

rested for a while, but then he went on to add to this discourse.

Between 3 and 4 o’clock his voice started to give out. In the

meantime a few more of the people he’d befriended arrived. They

all saw that the venerable man, just like a Simeon (whose hymn

of praise he so clearly spoke, though he enunciated every syllable

of every word much more slowly than otherwise), thanked God

for his redemption. And so he fell asleep at the age of 55 years, 3

months, and even preached by his death to those surrounding him

that Christ is the resurrection and the life.

On the following day, amidst many tears,  he was carried to his

grave. The often mentioned rector, Pancratius Suessbach,

delivered his funeral address in Latin in the school and D r .

J u s t u s  M e n i u s , Superintendent at Eisenach, preached at his

funeral.

May the LORD never allow his church on earth to be without

such faithful servants as was this, our Myconius. Certainly, even

among our readers, his name will continue to be ever blessed. 

M e u r e r .
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That We Find More Again in Bethlehem Than We Had

Lost Back in Paradise

a Sermon by C.F.W. Walther (Festklaenge, p. 68)
Treasury of C.F.W. Walther. Vol. 1 p. 94

   O dear God, is it possible? Is what today is leaping from millions

of lips really possible: God became man, a babbling infant,

wrapped in swaddling clothes and lying in a manger? Aren’t you

the One who dwells in the praise of the angels and who says:

“Heaven is my throne and earth is my footstool?” And you alone,

the blessed, almighty LORD of heaven and earth, should you have

become a groaning dweller of dust? Aren’t you the One who

witnesses of himself: “Behold the heavens, and the heaven of

heavens cannot contain me”? And you, the great God beyond

measuring, who fills all things, should you have become an infant,

wrapped in swaddling clothes and lying in a manger? Are you not

the holy, high, exalted one, who dwells in unapproachable light,

who says: “You shall be holy, for I, the LORD your God am holy”?

And you, Most High, you pure, flawless, eternal light, you, the

destroying fire of all sins, should you not only have come down to

us sinners, but also become our friend, our blood relative, our

brother? It that possible? – Yes, yes, it is possible, for you are not

only the One who alone is blessed, the almighty, the infinite and

holy, you are also – Love! And because you are love, you have also

sought out the neediest, the most miserable, the most

undeserving among all of your creatures who lack blessedness,

man who is dust and ashes, who is a vile sinner, who had become

your enemy, in order to reveal to him the greatness of your love.

O you eternal, incarnate love, without beginning and without end!

The heavenly host look upon you and rejoice in rapture at your

throne this day, while hell which despises you remembers this day

and trembles – Oh then help us, that we, to whom you will today

be preached and proclaimed, believe on you and receive you as

a blessed foretaste until we also see you, and there perfectly

acknowledge and experience, and love, and praise you, and be

blessed thereby from eternity to eternity. Amen.

Hearers, most beloved of God!

As God planned in eternity to create the visible world and man,

he then decided, above all, to reveal to us men the greatness of

his love he would share with us. Therefore, he decided not to give

men a short, temporal existence as other creatures, and to let him

sample thereby just a drop of his kindness and blessing. He

decided to raise us people infinitely higher than all the other

visible creatures and to let us enjoy the entire fullness of his

kindness without limit or end, from the first moment of our

creation, even unto the always of eternity.

So before God called man into existence, first he made the

world, constructed it to be a kingdom of his glory for man,

supplied it with Paradise as a royal castle for him, made him most

nobly according to his own image after everything had been

prepared, and, thus, solemnly introduced him to this new

creation, gleaming as a new day, as its coronated ruler. So there

the man stood, newly created, enlightened in his understanding

by the innate, bright light of perfect wisdom and knowledge,

equipped in his will with perfect holiness and righteousness, his

heart filled with desires that were immediately prepared to carry

out the duties of an enlightened understanding and a holy will,

adorned in a youthful, beautiful, powerful, immortal body. A great

kingdom was at his feet, inside, peace and blessedness, and

above him a loving God and Father and a wide opened heaven,

where, after a short period of testing, he would be crowned with

the victor’s wreath of eternal honor and glory. He would walk

about upon the earth, the fortunate king and lord of the earth.

Joyfully, the host of angels flew around the earth as the vestibule

of their heaven, and God himself looked down upon man, as upon

his glorious image, with every desire of his heart.

Yet, what happened? – In jealousy, an angel who had already

fallen from God and was cast out of heaven drew near, proposed

to man, adorned in the robe of the divine image, that if he would

free himself from God’s rule he would become even more

glorious and would become as God. And behold! man allowed

himself this desire for greater glory that was reflected to him,

freed himself from obedience to God and let himself be tempted

into sin. But oh! Instead of receiving greater power and glory, he

immediately and precipitously plunged himself and the whole

human race that would descend from him from out of the heights

into the abyss, out of light into darkness, out of royal freedom in

God into languishing slavery to sins, out of God’s grace, his

greatest good, into his wrath, from blessedness into damnation,

out of life into death. Driven out of Paradise which would now be

closed to him forever, now beleaguered by the curse, he had to go

out upon the earth, now transformed into a valley of tears, of

sadness, and distress. All the good angels fled the fallen world in

horror. Now man’s heart was filled with distress and anxiety

instead of peace, a slavish fear replaced his childlike trust, despair

and doubt replaced his hope. Above him he now saw heaven

closed, under him, hell, its hungry jaws opened wide. The plan of

eternal love was now foiled, the glorious works of divine hands

ruined. The fallen spirits in hell now laughed in scorn, and all

creatures that once gladly obeyed man as their captain now

groaned in frustration, following his footsteps on his sinful paths.

But, our poor heart cries out, didn’t God know beforehand,

from eternity, that we would fall into sins and misery? Why did he

ever decide to create us?

So now, my precious hearers, if God should now respond to

this question and say to us: “Man, who are you to want to judge

God? Does the pot say to the potter, ‘Why did you make me this

way?’ Does not a potter have the authority to make out of one

lump of clay a vessel of honor and  another a vessel for dishonor?”

then what could we dare say to God? Would we not have to cry

out to God: “LORD, you are just, but we can only be ashamed of

ourselves!”

Yet – God be praised forever and ever! – to this question: Why

did God ever make us if he knew before hand that we would fall

into sins and misery, God doesn’t give us the kind of answer that

avoids our question or demands our silence. In response to this

question he does not lead us to the dark abyss of his secret,

inscrutable and absolute will. No, to this question God gives us an

answer which quickly dispels every cloud, even the least doubt,

yes, an answer that allows us not only to see into God’s heart and

eternal plan, as if it were as clear as day, but that also fills our

heart with light, peace, joy, jubilation, and exaltation.

And what is God’s answer to our question? – It is this. God

created us even though he knew beforehand that we would fall

because, at the same time, he had decided to bring something

good out of that evil, because he had decided to restore us again

from our fall, because he had decided, just when we would be

laid in our misery, to, right then, reveal his love and mercy to us

even more gloriously, even more wondrously; not only to rebuild

his ruined workmanship anew, but to establish it in greater glory

than it had before, to raise up a new, more beautiful world once
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more, a new more beautiful earth, a new more beautiful heaven,

out of the ashes of the first, to restore to us more than we had lost,

to transfigure us into an even more gloriously image of God than

we bore in Paradise, to raise us up to an even higher honor than

we formerly enjoyed, and to lead us to an even greater, eternal

pleasure and blessedness, than we had squandered through the

fall.

And behold! Today is the day this sun dawned on us. So get up

and come, come with me to Bethlehem. Listen with me to what

is being preached there today and look with me at what God’s

love is doing for us there on this day, so enraptured,  you will cry

out with me: Yes, yes, he’s here in Bethlehem, in the dark stable,

in that rough manger, there I  find again, I find even more than

what I lost in Paradise! Yet, my beloved, before we now walk on

to Bethlehem. let us first pray God for his guiding star upon our

way, after we have also awakened our hearts by our singing the

2nd verse of hymn 27.

Text: Luke 2. 1 – 14.

It seems, my beloved, according to the text just read, that today

in Bethlehem we find only poverty and need. For what do we find

there? An infant wrapped in a pauper’s swaddling clothes, lying in

a manger in a dark stable. What? Is that the occasion giving rise to

the Christmas celebration that is echoing this day through every

land? Yes, but let us not delude ourselves. Let us go out upon the

fields of Bethlehem. Don’t you see the heavens opening above us

and the night lit up as at midday? Don’t you hear the angel

preaching and the skies filled out there with heavenly anthems?

Look out there, upon the fields of Bethlehem, God has built

himself a gate that leads to Bethlehem surrounded by the glory of

his throne and by the jubilation of the whole multitude of the

heavenly host.  So God is telling us to enter into Bethlehem

through this gate. And what is written upon it? In gleaming letters

we read the Words: “Fear not, O man, rejoice, here you find again

more than you lost back in Paradise.” Well then, that is also what

I want to consider with you now, that is:

That We Find More Again in Bethlehem Than We Had

Lost Back in Paradise

and indeed,

1.  a greater glory and

2. an easier, more blessed path.

As, my beloved, after the destruction of the first temple of

Solomon, a second one was being founded, Ezra writes that the

people shouted out loud at that time with joy. The grey haired

fathers, on the other hand, who had seen the first temple, broke

out sobbing at the sight of the new one for compared to the first

temple the new one was just a beggar’s shack. But that is not how

it is, my precious, when, in comparison, we consider the people

in Paradise with now, after the redemption established by God.

For divine love it was not enough only to restore us fallen people,

but as the sin and misery of man had become so mighty, so grace

now became that much mightier. Certainly man was a glorious

temple before the fall, the apple of God’s eye, a wonder to the

angels, an occasion that humiliated all of the fallen spirits; but, O

love of God! God has not only rebuilt that temple which we

wantonly destroyed, but he decided already in eternity to  rebuild

it in inexpressibly greater glory. And Bethlehem is just where we

again find more than we once had lost in Paradise. Let’s just

compare them one to the other.

So tell me, what kind of man do we find in the manger in

Bethlehem, as a newborn, naked infant? It cannot be a child like

any other child. In the cold of winter it lies upon rough straw and

hay in a manger. It has no crib, no rocking cradle, but behold! it

does not cry, it laughs, as if it were lying on silk or velvet. No sinful

dissatisfaction dwells in his tender heart. Its as though he were a

child born from Adam and Eve while they were still in their state

of innocence. Yet still, what more does our text say about him? It

says as soon as he was born the angel of the LORD appeared, with

the glory of the LORD shining all around him, and announced his

birth to the shepherds. So it was not that angel’s glory in which

this heavenly herald appeared that day. The LORD’s glory shown

around him, so the glory of the great God himself, that glory of the

divine majesty by which the Most Holy One alone flames in

heaven where God reveals himself to his angels who worship

him. Yet look! Barely had the archangel ended his announcement

of the birth of the baby in Bethlehem, when suddenly heaven

opens, all the angels come down through the opened gate of

heaven, rejoicing and jubilant. Heaven is emptied, all of its citizens

now assemble over the astonished earth and sing in an

innumerably voiced heavenly choir, in sweet heavenly harmonies:

“Glory to God in the highest, and peace on earth, to men good

will.” Oh, what kind of infant must this be, that heaven is drawn

down to earth and earth transformed into heaven? What kind of

child must this be, to whom the servants of the throne of God

himself sing songs of praise, that all the angels of God worship? –

Yet, we need not ask. The angel of the LORD himself tells us, when

he cries out to the shepherds: “which is Christ, the LORD.” O

wondrous proclamation! So it is the LORD of lords, Jehovah of

Sabaoth, the LORD of the heavenly host, the LORD of the world, the

Creator of heaven and earth, it is the God over everything, most

worthy of praise eternally, who has been born a human being in

a manger. O wonder of all wonders, O mystery of all mysteries.

So? Should God himself be born a man? Yes, the wonder that

no man and no angel can explain, the wonder that no human or

angel’s heart could imagine or grasp – it has happened! Countless

angels fell of their own free choice and God let them go, but as

man fell, misled by the fallen angel, there God decided according

to his eternal plan not only to save him and lead him back again,

but also to perform a miracle of love for him that would rivet the

attention of every creature in eternal wonder, obligate all the

redeemed to eternal thanks and praise, and awaken them to

eternal jubilation, that would ignite and inflame all the angels to

eternal hymns of praise, and should transform heaven into the

eternal scene of an ungraspable, inscrutable, unfathomable

wonder of love and mercy. And this miracle that God brought to

fruition back then on this day is: God became a man!

Now you tell me yourselves, my beloved, what was all the

glory we people possessed back in Paradise compared to the

glory that became ours back on this day in Bethlehem? – What

a shadow is to the thing itself, what a little ray of sunlight is to

the blazing sun, what the highest glory of a creature is to the

glory of God himself, that’s what our original glory was in

Paradise compared to our new glory that shines in Bethlehem.

In Paradise man bore the image of God. In Bethlehem we

see God bearing the image of man. In Paradise we see man

created in the likeness of God, yet such that he could also lose

this likeness again. In Bethlehem we see God himself bound

and united with man in one person eternally, inseparable. In

Paradise we see man exalted above everything created on

earth. In Bethlehem we see him raised above all angels and

archangels, for there we see a man who sits with God the

Father, equally great, almighty and glorious, at his right hand

upon his throne, LORD over heaven and earth, over what is

visible and invisible, over thrones and rulers, over the

principalities and powers. In Paradise we see man as the

single creature that knows God, as the single one that

worships him. In Bethlehem we observe a man whom all the

angels of God must worship, to whom is given a Name that is

above all names, that at his Name every knee shall bow in

heaven and on earth and under the earth, and whom every

tongue must confess as LORD, to the glory of God the Father.
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In Paradise man bore in himself as perfect a wisdom,

righteousness and holiness as a creature can possess, in

Bethlehem we observe a man in whom lies hidden every

treasury of wisdom and of knowledge, a man beaming of the

holiness and righteousness that is proper to God himself. In

Paradise we see man related with God through that spark of

divine wisdom that shone in his understanding, and through

that divine nobility of divine thought that his heart and will

had possessed. But in Bethlehem we see a man walking in an

eternal, intimate relationship with God, where we see him

partaking of the divine nature as we see this man related with

God through the most intimate bond, more closely related

than is even possible for men to be related to each other, that

is, – Oh, that I could express it adequately in words! – even

through being related by blood! A human has become God’s

mother, and all men God’s brothers and sisters, not just in the

sense of a figure of speech, but really and truly. God has

become a man. O you miracle, O you mystery, O you deep, O

you infinite, divine love! Through his letting himself be misled

by Satan, man fell, not letting himself be satisfied with his

glory, wanting to become like God. And what does God do in

order to save his creature from this terrible fall?  Would he

now throw him out of the heaven of his love according to his

righteousness like the fallen angels? No, he keeps on loving

him.  And does he now just forgive him and make him all over

again into his image? No, not even that was enough for that

eternally loving God. If Satan had planned to make man evil

by tempting him, so, on the other hand, God intended to turn

that into something good. And what did he do? God grants

him the glory after which man had snatched with his thieving

hand, by he himself becoming a man, so that truly man would

be like him, the great God!

So what have we lost? What we lost has not only been

restored, but now the loss has been changed into

inexpressible gain. Before the fall we were beggars before

God, but as we fell into irreconcilable debt, behold, God not

only paid all our debt, but now also used the debt to turn us,

who had been beggars, into kings and lords of heaven. Before

the fall we were God’s servants and maids, but, as we rebelled

against our LORD, behold, God then not only forgave us for

our unfaithfulness and sins, but used our rebellion against

him to turn his former servants and maids into his friends,

into his brothers and sisters, yes, to wed himself to our souls

as with his bride. Before the fall we were God’s dearly loved

ones upon earth, but as we despised this love, behold!, God

not only kept on loving us, but even used our rejection of his

love to serve to demonstrate to us now an even greater love

and to raise us up to be his dear loved ones, even in heaven.

Before the fall, God was so close to us that he visited us as a

friend and spoke with us and dwelt in our hearts as a guest,

but when we shut the doors of our heart to him, behold!, he

not only did not withdraw from us, but now he himself

became a man, a gentle, affable infant, so that we still might

now receive him among us and find our joy, and salvation and

glory on him and with him and in him, forever and ever.

Oh, my beloved, tell me yourselves, with all this, is it now any

wonder that the ancient teacher, Gregory, in view of this miracle

in Bethlehem had penned that wise saying: “O blessed sin which

has led to us having this kind of, and so great, a Redeemer!”?

What can we add to that? We can do nothing here, but fall to our

knees and cry out in tears of joy: “LORD, who is man that you

receive him, and the son of man that you should consider him?”

O eternal love, is it possible? Is it possible that you can so love? –

Yes, it is possible, how could we deny it? Your heavenly heralds

proclaim it to us, irrefutably attested through heavenly glory in

which you robed them in their proclamation. And there in the

manger in Bethlehem you yourself are lying before our eyes as a

human child, flesh of our flesh, blood of our blood, as our brother!

So we cannot deny it, you have loved us from eternity and you

desired to love us in eternity. You have certainly restored to us

inexpressibly more than we lost in Paradise, even raising us up

upon the throne of your deity. Therefore, hallelujah! Hallelujah to

you, eternal love, here in time, and there, forever and ever.

II.

Still, my beloved, I’m not yet finished praising what we find

today in Bethlehem. For we not only find greater glory there than

we lost back then, but also, finally, in the second place, an easier

path.

In considering the honor bestowed upon mankind through the

incarnation of God, many among us might well now be thinking

in their hearts: This honor that has come upon the fallen race of

man is certainly great, far surpassing everything that any creature

in heaven or on earth could ever imagine or wish or think, but

what kind of comfort is that for me, since I still always remain a

fallen person, a sinner, as I still always remain without the image

of God, for which I was created back then, since I am still always

stained by sins, that still accuse me before God? – And it is true,

my beloved, if there were no easy, secure path upon which we

sinners could also become partakers of this glory for ourselves,

then what good would this glory bestowed upon our fallen nature

do us? Then the thought of this glory, bound to the name

“human,” could only infinitely intensify our eternal misery.

But, God be praised both here and in eternity, as he lets us

discover again in Bethlehem a greater glory than we lost back in

Paradise, he also lets us find an easier, more blessed path by

which we receive this proffered glory.

The path which once kept us in Paradise and should be taken

to the greater Paradise in heaven was the path of obedience

towards God’s holy law and commandment, thus, the path of our

own works, the path of our own righteousness. We did not take

that path. We forsook it, and, by that, plunged ourselves into death

and corruption. So what did God do? Did he then establish for us

a more blessed and higher goal, now prescribing for us a longer,

steeper, more difficult path? O no! He himself became a man,

who was tempted as we are in every way, so he knows our frame,

he remembers that we are dust, he has felt our need, he knows

our weakness and has endured it. He has therefore closed forever

the path to heaven by our own works and our own righteousness,

which we were not able to take, and has constructed a new,

beautiful, loving, blessed, easy path for us. He has built us a bridge

upon the unshakeable pillars of his love, faithfulness and mercy,

and this path, this bridge, is he, himself, the incarnate God. “I am

the Way, the Truth and the Life, “ he says, “no one comes to the

Father but by me.” As the eagle does not let her young fly beside

her, but takes it upon her own wings and bears it over the clouds,

so now God wants to bear us upon the wings of his own grace

and bear us without our works and service into the glories of

heaven. As a child’s path is in the arms and on the heart that beats

with his mother’s love, so now our path must be upon a motherly

heart and in the arms of divine love and mercy.

As God once had made man in his own image and had led him

into the garden of Paradise, God the LORD showed him the path

he must walk by the Words: “From the Tree of the Knowledge of

Good and Evil you shall not eat. For on the day that you eat of it,

you will certainly die.” Now what does the voice of God say from

heaven over the manger in Bethlehem? Does God also say there:

“Thou shalt, thou shalt”? No. There we don’t hear a thing about a

single law. There God much rather says by the mouth of the

archangel: “Fear not. For behold, I bring you great joy which shall

be to all people. For unto you is born this day a Savior.” And all the

heavenly host join in saying what this brings: “Glory to God in the
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highest, and on earth peace, to men good will.” See, no work, no

self-righteousness, but joy, great joy and good pleasure at the birth

of Christ, that and that alone is the path God has now prescribed

for us. He says from heaven to us: “To you, to you a Savior is

born!” and we must now only joyously respond from the bottom

of our hearts: “Yes, he has also been born for me. He is also my

Savior. His birth is mine, yes, he himself is mine, hallelujah! – and

so we must be saved.

But here perhaps many will say: Oh really? Don’t we hear in

other places that God still requires one other thing from us?

Doesn’t he require faith of us? I reply: Yes. But, dear man, look,

faith is not a work we must do. Even faith is nothing but that joy

kindled in us through the sight of Christ and his grace, and that

good will established through faith in him, whenever the heavenly

proclamation that is preached and sung to us today awakens us

to say to Christ: “You are mine.”

Now you tell me yourselves, isn’t that an easier, more blessed

path to heaven than that path of works which we would have had

to have walked in Paradise? What easier or more blessed path

could God have shown us?

Get up then, arise my beloved, fellow fallen and fellow

redeemed brothers and sisters, so we don’t let the angel cry out

to us in vain: “Fear not, for behold, I proclaim to you great joy

which shall be to all people.” So let us lay aside all fear, all care,

all of our worries, let us not complain and whine over what we

lost in Paradise through our sin. Let us much rather rejoice that

we have a Savior, who has restored everything to us, yes,

overwhelmingly more than we lost back then. Let no one still

think: But my sins are too many, my fall too deep, my guilt too

great! Even if your fall were so deep as the abyss of hell, and if

your guilt were so great that it reaches up to heaven, and if your

sins were as numerous as the stars in the sky, all this compared

to the immensity, glory, value and power of the redeeming

incarnation of God is nothing, but as a blade of straw compared

to the immeasurable sea of fire glowing throughout our entire

universe. Therefore come, O come all of you, and all of you

rejoice over the newborn Savior. Let him be your pleasure, take

 him up in your hands of faith. Thus, before the bright beams of

the Sun of Grace dawning this day in Bethlehem, all our sins will

vanish as fog and disappear like clouds.

But someone else may well be saying, but that’s just what I’m

missing. I can’t rejoice, I can’t believe. My heart is weighed down

by distress and doubt, as by the waves of the sea. So what can I

do? If you are saying that, you must learn this: Since you are

complaining you cannot rejoice and you cannot believe, then this

is certain; the beginning of true Christmas joy, true, good pleasure

in Christ, and of true faith is already taking place in you. Would

you be troubled over your lack of faith in him if you were in

disbelief rejecting the preaching of his incarnation that is so rich

in grace? Most certainly not! So take heart. Your joy and your faith

is a divine spark that’s already glowing deep in your soul. Only

reverently present yourself at the manger, and only listen over and

over again to what the angel is preaching and singing about him,

so that little spark of your joy and your faith will finally break out

into bright flames, and, upon your groaning after joy and faith,

pure jubilation and exultation will finally follow. For this infant

Christ is like a magnet to which iron clings when it is only

perturbed by the point of a needle, so a person clings to the infant

Christ and derives grace, light, power, comfort and life from him,

who also is perturbed by only a believing sigh, and he will finally

be pulled by him up into heaven.

So? Isn’t that an easier and more blessed path to perfect

renewal, to eternal and inexpressible glory? Oh, let us joyfully go

to him, then, so we will also finally look upon what we have here

believed, yes, in rapture look upon him and experience that we,

indeed, lost God’s image in Paradise, but in Bethlehem we have,

in place of that image, found God himself. And as once, at the

conclusion of creation, the morning stars praised God and all the

children of God rejoiced to him, so we will some day at the

conclusion of redemption, and being united again with the choir

of all the angels at the throne of the incarnate God, begin a song

of praise that shall sound through all of heaven from eternity to

eternity without end. Amen! Amen!
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The Glory of the Pentecost Revelation of the New Testament Over

that of the Old Covenant

a Sermon by C.F.W. Walther (Festklaenge, p. 353)
Treasury of C.F.W. Walther. Vol. 3 p. 90

   O God the Holy Ghost, we appear today in your holy presence, on your

festival with honor, praise, thanks and great joy. You are also our God

and LORD, you also redeem and sanctify us. For what good would it have

done us had the Father given us his Son and the Son had redeemed us,

had you, the Spirit of the Father and of the Son, not received us? Certainly

God is already truly reconciled to us all, our sins are truly taken away and

righteousness, life and salvation is truly won for us. But without your

revelation we couldn’t know it, without your working we couldn’t believe

it, without your power we couldn’t hold fast to it in the troubles and trials

of our hearts and consciences, without your protection, we couldn’t

persevere in the faith until the end, and, thus, without you we couldn’t

attain the end of faith, the salvation of our souls. But behold, what we

couldn’t do, you can. And you have done it, calling us through the

Gospel, enlightening us with your gifts, sanctifying and keeping us in the

true faith.

O, LORD God, the Holy Ghost, so also don’t stop desiring, in all of us,

in whom you have already begun a good work, to carry it through unto

completion until the day of JESUS Christ. But in all those among us who

are still not your temples, begin today your saving work of grace. Oh, you

have certainly promised that your Word would not return to you void, but

should do what pleases you, and accomplish the purpose for which you

send it. Break, then, what is still hardened among us, and bind up what’s

wounded. Let there be light where hearts are in darkness amongst us, and

where you have given light grant also confidence and strength to

overcome. O Spirit of grace and prayer, we wait upon you, visit our

hearts. We hope in you, let us never be put to shame. Amen.

Text: Acts of the Apostles 2. 1 – 13.

So then, we have once more begun, my friends, the last, high feast of

the Church year, holy Pentecost, the festival of the Holy Ghost. It does not

commemorate his mysterious person, but his most gracious office and

work in the hearts of men. Oh that we all may have entered into its widely

opened gates with joy and a fervent yearning after the blessings of this

feast! Oh that we all today might have come into the house of the LORD

as thirsty people to an overflowing fountain, as those famished to a

luxurious meal, as lost sons to the open arms of their father, as beggars to

well endowed charities, as those sitting in darkness to warm, inviting

lights, as convicted felons to the throne of grace! We would then partake

of such overwhelming blessings this day! For this high festival which

Christianity observes, is a time of great visitation of grace, a time when

God has extended his gracious hand to all who appear in his sanctuary,

and he is ready to give them food, not food that spoils but living bread

from heaven, that whoever eats of it shall live eternally.

And my friends, just this feast of Pentecost we are now beginning, is,

above all the others, a real feast of blessing. While we hear at the

Christmas and Easter festivals that God the Father and the Son have

opened the fountains of blessing for all people, we hear on the feast of

Pentecost how these fountains finally burst forth, through the working of

the Holy Ghost, in order to now gush out across the entire face of the

globe as with rivers of blessing until the last day. While Christmas and

Easter are the feasts of the miraculous winning of the treasure of

salvation, so

Pentecost is the feast of its distribution, the feast celebrating that after the

toilsome labor, finally, a joyful harvest follows. Indeed, already the

church of the Old Covenant observed her Pentecost, and already there she

heard the cry: “And you shall be joyous before God, your LORD, you and

your son and your daughter, your  servant and your maid, and the Levite

who is at your gate, the stranger, the orphan and the widow, who are

among you,” but, my friends, this applies to thousands upon thousands

more people on this Pentecost of the New Covenant. Here it cries to

everyone: “Rejoice in the LORD all the world. Serve the LORD with

gladness, come before his presence with rejoicing. This is the day the

LORD has made, let us rejoice and be glad in it.” So then,

that is what I will present to you today by God’s grace and aid, that is:

The Glory of the Pentecost Revelation of the New Testament Over

that of the Old Covenant

That is, its precedence consists of three parts,

1. the Pentecost revelation of the Old Covenant proclaimed what man

must do, that of the New Testament, on the other hand, what God had

done for them,

2. that of the Old Covenant made people sinners before God, that of

the New Testament, on the other hand, made them justified before

God, and, finally,

3. that of the Old Covenant put them to death, that of the New

Testament made them live. 

I.

When it says, my friends, at the beginning of our text: “And as the day

of Pentecost was accomplished, they were altogether of one mind,” we see

that the miraculous outpouring of the Holy Ghost upon the disciples of

the LORD took place back then right on the day when the Jewish nation

was also observing their Pentecost, which, of course, among other things

commemorated that the revelation of divine law was handed down from

Mount Sinai back on the fiftieth day after their exodus out of Egypt.

Certainly this Old Testament Pentecost revelation was an event

that was obviously, of all things, most worth remembering on an ongoing

basis by a special, annual festival. For isn’t it great, that the great God

himself came down from heaven and with his own mouth declared his

holy law above the ears of hundreds of thousands, and wrote them with

his own finger upon two stone tablets? Bear in mind that God had already

written his law on the hearts of man at creation, but through man’s fall

into sin the law in his heart became a faded, illegible script. So wasn’t it

inexpressibly gracious of God not to let man depart from him in his

selfchosen, innate blindness, but to yet again write the divine law book,

which man had as much as ripped to shreds? Yes, truly, in all eternity

man can never thank God enough for this great benefit.

Only, as glorious as this Pentecost revelation was that the Jewish

church observed, the one we observe today is incomparably more

glorious. For what was happening when, back on this day, the Holy Ghost

had been poured out by the LORD upon the disciples, when he “gave

t h e m  u t t e r a n c e ” ? 

Astounded and most joyously, those who were gathered from all the

lands of the earth at that time bear witness to us of this utterance when

they say unanimously: “We hear them declaring the great deeds of God

in our tongues.”

See, above all, the gloriousness of our New Testament Pentecost

revelation above that of the Old Covenant consists in this: That the

Old Testament event proclaimed what man must do, while, on the

other hand, that of the New Testament proclaimed what God has

done for man.

The Old Testament’s Pentecost revelation goes like this: “Thou

shalt love the LORD your God with all your heart, and all your soul,

and all your mind, and all your strength, and your neighbor as

yourself” and, on the other hand, the New Testament’s: “God has so

loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whoever

believes on him should not be lost, but have eternal life. God is love,

and whoever remains in love” that is, in the love of God to him,
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“remains in God and God in him. This is love, not that we have loved

God, but that he loved us and sent his Son as the

reconciliation for our sins.” The Old Testament’s Pentecost goes on

this way: “Keep all my statutes and retain and carry out all my

judgements, for I am the LORD.” But the New Testament’s says:

“That which the law could not do, God did, and sent his Son.” The

Old Testament’s Pentecost revelation said: “Do this and you shall

live.” On the other hand the New Testament’s said: “Life has been

manifested. And this is the witness that God has given us, eternal life,

and this life is in his Son.” The Old Testament’s revelation says:

“Thou shalt be holy, for I, the LORD, your God am holy,” the New

Testament’s says the opposite: “I sanctify myself for you, so that you

will be sanctified in the truth.” The Old Testament’s Pentecost

revelation demands that a man become and be like God, but the New

Testament’s proclaims that God has become like man, yes, that God

himself became a man, like him in every way, only without sins.

Since that’s true, you tell me yourselves, my friends, isn’t our New

Testament’s Pentecost indescribably more glorious than that of the

Old Covenant? Is it not more pleasant to hear about God’s great

deeds for us than of our little works for him? Isn’t it much more

comforting when God says to us: “This is what I’ve done for you!”

than if he cries out to us: “What are you doing for me?”

II.

Yet, my friends, indeed, what good would it do us if today the

sermon were only about God’s great deeds, but if we knew those great

deed from sermons preached us in the festivals of other seasons, if it is

still preached to us and demanded us that we must earn our salvation

through our own works? But we are so blessed! The gloriousness of the

New Testament’s Pentecost revelation above that of the Old Covenant

also consists, secondly, in that the Pentecost of the Old Covenant made

people sinners, but, on the other hand, the New Testament’s justifies them

before God.

It is true, my friends, the Old Testament’s Pentecost revelation also

revealed to man a way to righteousness before God and, thus, to

blessedness. But as surely as this way would lead the man who walks

upon it to the goal, yet no person can walk this path. For even if the law

also promises eternal life, it still only promises it to those who do what it

commands him in his thoughts, words and deeds, while, on the other

hand, it declares God’s wrath, death and damnation to all who transgress

it. “Cursed be whoever does not fulfill all the Words of this law, that he

act according to it. And let all the people say: Amen,” thus says the

fearful epitome of what took place back then in the Old Testament’s

Pentecost revelation for fallen man. And there every nation hears and sees

that God is not joking in his declaration, but serious in his holiness, the

mountain of the law giver belching smoke like a fiery furnace as God is

crying out his law, and it’s shaking from its foundation, lightning flashing

and thunder rolling above its head and a heart piercing sound was heard,

like the sound of trumpets on judgement day. That’s a far cry from

anyone’s being justified before God through the Old Testament’s

Pentecost revelation, for there all people were being placed under

judgement as sinners by God himself.

So woe to us people were there no other Pentecost revelation! But

praise be to God in eternity! The old Pentecost of the law has been

removed and a new one, a Pentecost of the Gospel, has taken its place this

day. What David had once desired and prophetically foretold with those

Words: “Sing to the LORD a new song,” what Isaiah had foretold with

those Words: “Comfort, comfort ye my people, says your God. Speak

kindly to Jerusalem, and preach to her, that her sentence is over, for her

transgression is forgiven,” what, finally, Zephaniah had previously

foretold with the Words: “Then I will have preached with gentle lips

something else to the nations;” all this was fulfilled most gloriously back

on this day of the first Christian feast of Pentecost.

The miraculous outpouring of the Holy Ghost upon the holy apostles

was the glorious last Word of God for the sanctification of fallen

humanity. As Christ had already won the whole treasure of salvation and

had stocked it in the pantry of the church, so their distribution began at

that time. God’s law revealed from up on Sinai was already perfectly

fulfilled for men by the Son of God himself through his holy, vicarious

acting and suffering. So now the Holy Ghost flowed over the disciples of

the LORD, so they would proclaim to all the world that they now would

be free of the curse of the law, and the gracious year of the LORD had

arrived. The ransom for the people languishing in the prison of sins was

already paid. So now is the time when all the prisoners should hear the

cry: “Go. You are free! Christ has already paid the debts of all who owed

God, to the last dollar.”

So now the hour has struck, and from now on all these debtors must

be notified of this payment being made and should be handed the perfect

receipt for its full payment. The wedding reception of perfect grace has

already been prepared through Christ’s life, suffering, death and glorious

resurrection and ascension. So the blessed moment had arrived when from

now on to the end of days, all sinners are invited and should hear the cry:

“Come, for all is prepared, come to the wedding banquet!” God has been

reconciled, perfectly reconciled, with all people who had been his

enemies. So then, it would be by the Spirit of God himself that this

reconciliation would be preached and directed, so that now, in every place

sinners dwell, the blessed Word should resound: “O men, God is

reconciled to you! Now you be reconciled to God!” In short, the world

was redeemed, purchased and won, from all sins, from death and from the

power of the devil through Christ. So now, this joyous news should be

brought forth to all people.

See here, my friends, the Old Testament’s Pentecost revelation was the

exact opposite of the New Covenant’s. That one revealed the terrifying

law, this the revelation of the comforting Gospel. That was the public and

official judgement on all people, this the public and official acquittal of

the same. That a mirror of God’s wrath over all people, this one a mirror

of divine grace unto all. That one declared the curse of God over all, this

one calls his blessing down upon all. That one opened hell to all people,

this one opens heaven. Down from smoking Sinai, all people hear: “Woe

to you, you are a sinner!” But, on the other hand, from out of Zion now

sounds the sweet voice: “Blessed are you, for you are righteous!” In short,

on the Feast of Pentecost all the grace and all the joys of the festivals of

Christmas and Easter flow together into one great sea of grace and joy.

So if we must marvel that even a single person could experience joy

on the feast of the Old Testament’s Pentecost, so, on the other hand, it’s

hard to fathom that even a single person could be left devoid of joy on the

New Testament’s feast of Pentecost.

III.

Yet my friends, only hypocrites yearn for just comfort, in order lift

their spirits. But rightly fashioned Christians can only rightfully rejoice

when they not only receive comfort against their sins, but also the power

to live a new, godly life. Comfort against their sins, without power to

become free of their sins is like bland food without seasoning, without

salt. But blessed are we, our Pentecost cheer also has this seasoning, this

salt. The  gloriousness of the New Testament’s Pentecost revelation,

above that of the Old Covenant consists, of course, finally, and thirdly, in

that the other

one slew men, but the New Testament’s brought him back to life again.

Many obviously imagine that man, by nature, must have a free will,

even in spiritual matters, and that he must be good by nature. If that’s so,

then it’s only necessary that people be faithfully taught the

Commandments of God and be shown the path of the fear of God and

virtue from his youth on, so that he can, wants to and will also walk upon

that path. But that’s a huge, offensive heresy. Man is not free and,

certainly, the law of God says what a person should do, but it can’t make

him free or give him the ability to do it. Certainly the Holy Ghost also

works through the law, but he will not be given to a person through the

law. Obviously, so long as a person merely considers the law as a pharisee

considers it, that is, as long as he imagines that the law only demands that

one abstain from coarse offenses and walk externally respectably before

men, only then can a person remain in the delusion that it would be

enough that he merely know the law for him to do it. But the law is

spiritual, that means, it applies to the spirit, to the heart.

It therefore demands of a perfectly holy man a pure heart and godly

desires. Therefore, if a person becomes acquainted with this deep, actual,

true meaning of the law, then far from the law bringing him his life, it

much rather slays him, that means, it only makes him aware of his

experience of his own corruption, his utter impotence, yes, the enmity that
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dwells in him against God and God’s strict and holy will. Therefore if the

law properly carries out its office on a man, he finally comes to the point

that he will

only consider the holy God with hatred and a contrary will, so that he

might wish there were no such God, and that he, therefore, would remove

God from his throne if only he could.

Therefore, my friends, if there were only that Pentecost revelation of

the Old Covenant, we people would be lost. For in vain God calls down

to the whole world from Mt. Sinai, “Thou shalt! Thou shalt!” This “thou

shalt” has no power to transform itself in the hearts of its hearers into a

joyous, “LORD, we want to!” But rather, like thunder and lightning from

heaven that “thou shalt” strikes a person ten times to the ground, throws

him into death and despair, and squeezes his response out of him:

“LORD,

I can’t, and I won’t!” Oh, on the other hand, the New Testament’s

Pentecost revelation, the revelation of the Gospel, has such an utterly

different power! This revelation not only has power to comfort a person

who is terrified because of his sins, but also it transforms his heart and

fills it with love for God and for his neighbor, makes him desirous and

happy to do and to suffer everything that is God’s will. Without laying a

law upon him and saying “Thou shalt” it writes the law with living letters

of fire into his heart, by which his heart now says: “LORD, I want to and

I can, yes, I can do all things through him who gives me might,

Christ.”“For,” says Paul, “that letter,” that is, the law, “puts to death, but

 the Spirit,” that is, the Gospel, “brings to life.”

Yes, my friends, when the New Testament’s Pentecost revelation is

received by hearts, it works the miracle of miracles. The hearts of men,

which are innately cold, are ignited by burning love and those who were

dwelling places of sin are made into a holy temple in the LORD. It makes

those seeking fame humble, the ill tempered, gentle, the immoral chaste,

the drunkard sober, the glutton moderate, the greedy heavenly minded, the

skin flint generous, the standoffish partakers, those grabbing for life glad

in death. It makes men into people who renounce the world from their

hearts, who do not want to be rich, who look more to other people’s needs

than their own, who have more fear over a single little sin than before a

great loss of money, who would rather lose anything, yes, even rather die,

then intentionally sin or ever get involved in some dubious affair, who

even maintain a sweet heart towards their enemies, who from their hearts

are prepared even to suffer, should it be God’s will. In short, the New

Testament’s Pentecost revelation turns men into people who no longer

live to themselves, but unto him who died for them and rose again. 

Well then, my friends, I have now introduced you to the greater glory

of the New Testament’s Pentecost revelation over that of the Old

Covenant. Oh that you might also now all experience this glory in your

hearts! For Christmas and Easter are useless to a person unless, finally, it

becomes Pentecost in his heart. So to this end may the Father and the Son

through his Holy Ghost grant us his aid. Amen. 
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We are No Longer What We Were!

a Sermon for a Day of Repentance by C.F.W. Walther (Casual -Predigten und -Reden, p. 172)
Treasury of C.F.W. Walther. Vol. 5,  p. 56

   God, holy and just God! You are not a God who is pleased with

wicked ways. The evil cannot stand in your presence. You are a mighty,

zealous God, who visits the iniquity of the sins of the fathers unto the

third and fourth generations of the children of those who hate you. You

are a righteous judge and a God who is immanent every day. If one

refuses to be converted, you have sharpened your sword and strung your

bow and taken aim and have fitted a lethal arrow. You have taken deadly

aim. Oh! You great and frightening God, in deep shame we prostrate our

souls in your presence. We must lament and confess to you: We are no

longer what we were! We have fallen! We have sinned against heaven and

before you and are no longer worthy to be called your children, to be

called your church. Alas! Where can we turn now in this trouble because

of our sins? Where? No creature in heaven or on earth can protect us

against your just wrath. LORD, you holy One; you yourself, the God

whom we have offended and angered, are the only sanctuary to whom we

may flee. Though we are no longer worthy to be called your children, you

are and still remain our Father. Especially today, on our appointed day of

congregational repentance, you personally call to us: “Turn again,

apostate Israel, and I will not hide my countenance from you. For I am

merciful and will not be angry with you forever.” Oh, you God of grace,

you do not desire the death of a sinner but that he repent and live. So

bless the preaching of your Word of repentance this day through the

mighty working of your Holy Ghost in all our hearts. 

Make this day the day of our church’s return and reconciliation with

you. Grant that there be none among us who hardens and sets his heart

against the reproof of your Word. Grant that we all give you the glory and

admit we have fallen, acknowledge it and confess it before you with

contrite hearts and seek out and in faith cling to your grace. Hear us,

LORD, hear us, for the sake of JESUS Christ, your only begotten Son, our

Savior, advocate and eternal intercessor. Amen.

Text: Galatians 5.7

You were running well. Who has impeded you so that you do not heed

the truth?

The Galatian churches, being addressed in the text just read, are, my

beloved brothers and sisters in the LORD, one of the most alarming

examples from the apostolic age which we must carefully note. They were

not only founded by the great apostle to the Gentiles, Paul, himself, but

they also had been founded from the beginning in such glorious and

fruitful circumstances above most of the other apostolic churches. When

Paul initially came to the Galatians and portrayed Christ before their eyes,

upon hearing this proclamation from heaven their hearts immediately

welled up with indescribable joy. Paul himself bears witness of this: “You

received me as if I were an angel of God, yes, even as Christ JESUS. I

bear witness of you that were it possible you would have torn out your

own eyes and given them to me.” At that time no trial or persecution

could have impeded these dear Galatians in their irrepressible joy over the

Gospel. Reminding them of their first love Paul beckons them much

more: “Why were you then so blessed?” We see from our text that this

blessed joy was no mere arousal of feelings but the fruit of true faith in

their hearts, for the apostle also testifies of them: “You were running

well.” They had also made known their faith by their walk. They had been

a church in the pattern of the apostles. They were a light in the midst of

the godless heathen surrounding them, untainted by the world; a light for

their world.

But, what happened? – False doctrine snuck in amongst them with a

great and holy appearance. It made them mistrust the doctrine that faith

alone saved them and that faith alone made them righteous before God.

These sneaks deluded them into thinking that the doctrine they were

adding would raise them to a higher level of Christianity. So they wanted

to lead the Galatians from faith back to works and from the Gospel back

to the law. And how tragic! The miserable Galatians were not vigilant.

They let themselves backslide; they fell. The apostle heard of this with

great sorrow. He cried out to them in his letter: “Oh, you undiscerning

Galatians, who has bewitched you to no longer heed the truth? Christ was

portrayed before your eyes and now he is being crucified amongst you

again. I fear for you that I have labored among you in vain. You have lost

Christ, you who would be made righteous by the law. You have fallen

from grace.” – See that this is an example of a once budding church

completely falling. – But you might say, what has this example to do with

us today? Have we also fallen from the Gospel? I answer: It is true that we

have not yet fallen in doctrine as had the Galatians. It is true that the

LORD has not removed the lamp of his Word from its lamp stand among

us. It is true, moreover, that the pure Gospel of justification and salvation

through faith alone in JESUS Christ still resounds from every pulpit in

our Churches – but nevertheless, how can I not say this to you today? A

fall has, nevertheless, taken place also among us. We are no longer what

we were! What the holy apostle proclaims in our text to the fallen

Galatians: “You ran well. Who has impeded you?” must be asked of us.

So then, this is my proclamation to you today, on our annual day of

repentance in the church, in the Name of the LORD:

We are No Longer What We Were!

Let me include three parts in presenting this to you:

1. what change has occurred among us;

2. what the reason for it is; and, finally

3. what this present circumstance demands of us.

I.

“We are no longer what we were!” That is what I would truly proclaim

deeply into your hearts today, my precious brothers and sisters, on this

our day of repentance. By it I would awaken you, to return again to

sincere love; to sincere, burning love through God’s grace.

When I proclaim to you today: “We are no longer what we were!” I am

not reminding you that we have become a great crowd when we were once

but a few; that from a once poor congregation we have become well off;

that we have, at least to some extent, become a fellowship which the

world has noticed, as formerly we were a despised little flock; that we

now have more and larger, ornate churches, more and larger successful

schools; that we have grown in many ways in our clarity of Christian

knowledge and have made progress in all manners of good church order.

No, those are not the conditions that we must consider on a day of

repentance, but, perhaps, to be celebrated on a day of thanksgiving. All

of those just make it apparent to us that even today we must cry out: “It

is because of the kindness of the LORD that we are not completely lost.

His mercy is without end, but is new every morning and his justice

endures forever.”

But my proclamation: “We are no longer what we were!” must be a

call to repentance. For, how terrible! Our church has not only undergone

welcomed changes, for which we have the LORD to thank, but she has

also undergone a thoroughly discouraging change which must make us

weep and lament in urgent repentance.

Or is it not so? – Surely, you must all agree with me: The question as

to whether a church has progressed or gone backwards is determined, first

of all, in view of the condition of her faith in God and secondly, in view

of how she stands in love for her neighbor. Just as only faith and love

make a Christian a true Christian, so these two parts alone make a church

a true church.

So I ask you, beloved brothers and sisters, you who now, for nearly

thirty-two years, have been charter members of this congregation: How

did we stand then and in those first few years in regard to our faith in

God? It is true that concerning true knowledge we were in poor shape.

Many dangerous errors were still causing a drought for our souls. But

must we not also confess to God’s glory that, nevertheless, faith in God
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was living and powerful at that time and was considered our greatest

wealth and jewel? Hadn’t we become immigrants only for the sake of our

faith? Hadn’t we left behind house, home, homeland and many whom we

loved most upon this earth only for the sake of faith? And what were we

looking for here? Were we, like most immigrants, seeking mountains of

gold, a good easy life, honor and respectability? No, our single real goal

was the salvation of our souls; to live our faith here; to maintain pure, true

worship of God (Gottesdienst) and a true Christian school for our

children. We were dirt poor, but that did not stop us from streaming into

sanctuaries opened to us by foreign believers every Sunday and feast day,

even at the most inconvenient hours of the day, or from gladly offering

even our last penny for the founding, support and furtherance of the

church and school. Although forsaken and covered with our great offense

we still did not curry the world’s favor. Rather, we were anxiously

concerned that we not be contaminated by the world, lest we be cheated

out of our heavenly kingdom. At that time with what zeal we published

our humble, pure “The Lutheran” magazine while we detested and would

not even allow newspapers that derided religion into our homes, let alone

desecrate our precious time with lewd entertainments. Our tireless goal

was to be grounded in true doctrine. Our favorite entertainments were

occasions of divine teaching and the kingdom of God. At that time, an

outpouring from God’s Word concerning matters of faith or life was

considered a mighty and precious godsend. Piety prevailed in our

assemblies.

But where do we stand now compared to then, first, in view of our

faith to God? Do our churches still have the form of a church where the

care of souls is of highest concern, where God’s pure Word is regarded as

the greatest jewel in this life, the greatest treasure we have upon the earth?

Oh, what liars before God and man we would be if we would assert that.

For in the last years have we not gotten used to getting rid of one feast day

after another, if a festival day happened to fall upon a week day? When

money could be earned by doing business that day, were not most of our

churches empty? Are not most of our members running and chasing after

earthly wealth, expanding their businesses, running after friendship, glory

and stature in the eyes of the world or after a good, quiet, carefree,

pleasure-filled life instead of passionately mining for the gold of truth in

the Holy Scriptures and in other good writings? It is true that our religious

periodicals are still received and subscribed to, for that is still considered

the least we can do to support a good cause. But who reads them? Who

studies them? Who delights in their contents?

For too many, just the opposite is the case. Religious periodicals are

considered dry and no one has time for them. But secular papers are a

must read. They provide for the daily impoverishment of our immortal

souls. The paltry fate of the kingdoms of this world holds the interest of

many. But for all too many of us, interest in the kingdom of God has just

vanished. And it is good when something is done to patronize our

Christian schools, but for many the furthering of worldly knowledge is the

main reason for it. So the foundational motivation in God’s Word for

having the school is displaced and becomes a secondary issue. Finally,

isn’t what takes place in our Christian meetings all done for wholly

unchristian reasons?

Furthermore, I ask you older, founding members of our congregation:

In the second place, how did we stand thirty-two years ago and in the

years just following with our love for the brethren? Inwardly, were we not

bound together as if we were a single family? Did we not value even the

poorest church member even more highly than any unbeliever, even more

than some famous citizen of this world! How gladly one would help the

other in his temporal need and circumstances. What a desire we had then

to bring others along with us to hear God’s Word and what joy was ours

if even one soul were won, even some poor man who chopped wood for

a living. How powerfully brotherly correction was commonly practiced

so that as soon as a brother wanted to take a heretical path many would

immediately get up to warn and save him? How long did it take before the

issue of the first excommunication was necessary? 

How do we stand now in comparison to then in our brotherly love?

Surely, that old intimacy no longer obtains among all the members in our

ever-growing assembly. But does not indifference reveal itself all too

painfully among many, yes, even a coolness towards those who are known

to be brothers and belong to the church? Is it not all too apparent that

many of the popular children of the world are valued and given higher

respect than our own brother or sister? Often, how difficult it is to make

a small loan for a poor person in our congregation, which has become so

well off! Is not our zeal to win souls all but gone? Haven’t we almost

completely abandoned our practice of fraternal correction? In all our

corporate practices have not “rumor and backbiting” taken over as the

rule? I think that these few indicators are already enough to convince us,

if we had not thought so before, that we are no longer what we once were!

Back in those first years of our congregation we certainly had many faults

which we had needs to confess with tears before God in our days of

repentance; but how sad!

The evil that once was only the exception has now practically become

the rule. What once were only blemishes in our church have now

practically covered us and become our form. What the holy apostle says

concerning the doctrine of the Galatian church: “You were running well,

but who has hindered you that you do not heed the truth?”, now applies

to our church in connection with our faith and love.

II.

Yet, my brothers, now that we have realized a few of the tides of

change for the worse our church has experienced let us, secondly, look

into the cause. Since it seems, my beloved, almost inexplicable that this

Galatian church, once so very vibrant and having been founded by an

apostle, could so suddenly be led into apostasy through false doctrine,

even the apostle himself is astounded and cries out: “Who has bewitched

you?” It is just as inexplicable that our church, apparently, has gone

backwards instead of forwards, even though it has not only retained the

pure, orthodox doctrine but with every passing year she has become more

abundant in doctrine, knowledge and all kinds of wonderful gifts.

Wouldn’t you think that now our church, which, thanks to divine mercy,

once was saved so wondrously by God from such great spiritual troubles

and now, after nearly thirty two years, has been showered with spiritual

treasures and gifts more than countless other churches in the whole of

Christianity, would necessarily have had to have become the foremost

church in all of Christianity? Wouldn’t you think that all of our members

should be so strong in faith, so burning with love, so courageous in

confession, so freed from love for the world, its treasures, joys and

honors, so zealous to live only for God; in short, so truly sanctified as

have barely any other Christians in all the world? So now tell me, what is

the reason that our church has not grown in every way into a true church

of God, but, instead, has lost more and more year after year?

Oh, my brothers, the reason for this is no secret. It is only too clear and

apparent. Shall I name it for you? It is, in simple words, obviously this

and nothing else: As it was by their letting the Gospel be denied and taken

from them that the Galatian church fell, so our church has fallen by this:

We have retained the Gospel, but have perverted it by our

misunderstanding and abusing it. For the condition of this church

depends on nothing else, but solely on its connection with the Gospel, that

is, whether or not the church has it; and then, if the church, indeed, has

it, how it understands and uses the same.

So, for more than thirty years the sweet Gospel of the free grace of God

in Christ JESUS and of justification and salvation without any merit of

works, but only through faith, has been preached to us every Sunday and

feast day. All the fountains of comfort are opened to us in the Word and

the Sacrament. Every heavenly treasure of the complete salvation and

atonement of Christ, in its whole rich measure, has been as much as

poured out in our laps. And what has happened? It is apparent that we

have become used to this comfort and become carnally secure. Finally,

more and more, the thought has stolen in upon us: Well then, if it is

pure grace, why torture ourselves so with repentance? If it all

depends on faith, why still work out our salvation with fear and

trembling? If Christ has already atoned for all of our sins and earned

forgiveness for them, what need is there for me to take those sins so

seriously? If Christ has already fought and overcome the devil and

the world, why then should a person, himself, still seriously guard

himself against his flesh, the world and devil and why does he need

to battle against them? The thought has snuck in among us: I surely

believe, so I am righteous and will be saved, even if I am not

converted [a changed man] to God. And I remain a saved Christian
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even if I do not also live in daily contrition and repentance. By this

false comfort, girded around us as if it were an iron suit of armor, we

come into the church. Now the sharp arrows of serious condemnation

and law-preaching may ever sound forth from the pulpit, but those

arrows no longer penetrate the armor of our false comfort. We think

we can know some secret means of being saved without having to

seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness. So then, those

among us who were once zealous Christians become lazy, idle and

lapse back into the world and its cares, treasures and joys and,

finally, fall into spiritual sleep, impotence and death and the rest,

who never were really converted Christians, remain so, without

repentance.

This, this misunderstanding and this abuse of the Gospel and none

other is the reason that we are no longer what we were, even though

the true, holy and saving Gospel is constantly preached and heard by

us. This heavenly seed either falls among us upon the beaten path and

Satan takes it from us; or on the rocky field and therefore it does not take

root in us; or among thorns and thistles and is, therefore, choked out of

us. For if we would receive this heavenly seed in a repentant heart, as on

good soil, we would also bring forth in patience thirty, fifty, yes one

hundred-fold fruits of a new life. Through misunderstanding and abuse

of the Gospel, already in the early church and in the churches at the time

of the Reformation, countless flourishing churches faded and finally

became wastelands again. In the same way our church will be buried if

she does not turn around.

III.

This implicitly raises the question: What then do present

circumstances demand of us? Let me briefly answer with a few points

concerning this most important and decisive question.

The first thing our situation demands of us is that we not deny, but

admit this before God and man in deepest humility. The most frightful

condition in God’s kingdom of grace upon the earth is certainly not sins,

weakness, and falling away, but denial of the sins, excusing and

approving of the same, self-justification, a hardened and stubborn

persistence in sins. The most horrifying thing in our own situation would

be if we compared ourselves to other churches and took comfort that

many other churches are even worse than us. Such thoughts would make

our contrition profane. We must, rather, readily admit that in our own

case “to whom much is given, much is demanded.” Oh, therefore, let us

today appear in the presence of all, before the saints of God, as a fallen

church in appropriate contrition and repentance. Let no one deflect the

guilt to others. Let no one exclude himself from this guilt. Let everyone

approach God today as a guilty member of a guilt-laden church. Yes, le

t us, as one person, say to God: “Lord we have sinned and done evil in

your sight. We have willfully despised your grace. We have fallen.” Oh,

my brothers, remember, today our church is like a besieged city

surrounded already by God’s retribution, approaching like an army

demanding our surrender because of our unfaithfulness. Oh, let us not

defy God by some insane blindness, but rather let God be our conqueror

and let us surrender to him as his prisoners. 

Yet, my brothers, we may not yield to God as if he were a wrath-crazed

King, thirsting for revenge, as if our fate were unsure. No! With the

LORD there is forgiveness that he may be feared. Therefore, in the second

case, we must also surrender to him firmly believing only in his grace.

God has made it known for more than just the past thirty years that he has

thoughts of peace for our church, and it is his desire to be merciful to her,

yes to adorn and to crown her both here and yonder. If we have been

unfaithful to him, he still remains faithful to us. He does not desire to

abandon the good work that he has begun in us, but to proceed and see it

through to completion unto the day of JESUS Christ. Therefore, today let

us also say to him confidently: LORD, shred our list of sins and begin

again your rule of grace among us.

Oh, if today we will, as one man, so turn back to God in repentance

and faith, then this very day will be the day of a new birth for our church,

a time of a renewed divine visitation of grace. and new and great

blessings will break forth for it.

The history of the church reveals clearly, as Luther often says, that the

flowering of the blessing of a church seldom lasts any longer than a man’s

life span.

Yet history also shows that there were churches which, though they

repeatedly had cycles of backsliding, also repeatedly turned back to their

first love, always returning again to blossom for generations thereafter.

Yes, for centuries they were God’s water towers and remained sources of

water for the great garden of God both near and far. We want to and shall

also retain this hope today in God’s presence for our precious church in

St. Louis. Nothing will take that hope from us.

Get up, then, arise, all you brothers and sisters, husbands and wives,

young and old, aged and children, misters and mistresses, boys and girls,

teachers and students, preachers and hearers! Arise and let us now as one

man approach the LORD with broken spirit and believing souls, not only

bending the knees of our bodies but also the bowing our hearts before him

and, as one man, cry out to him today as a church that is turning back in

the name of Jesus out of the depths of our sinful desperation for grace and

help, so the LORD will hear us and raise us up again. We do this in the

appointed, ancient prayer of the church which has already been heard a

thousandfold times for all of her needs and the needs the whole world:

“Kyrie! Eleison! – Our Father, etc. Amen.
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Does Old Lutheranism Lead to Rome?

by C.F.W. Walther
DL Vol. 3, pp. 20f, 27f, 33f, 39f, 45f, 60f, 77f, 79f, 130f

“God be praised! I have become so certain, that I would go so far as to say that if a pastor (Seelsorger) does not see himself as diametrically opposed to the pope, the bishops and their

human doctrine and commands with everything in his power, and set himself against them, whether it means his dying or remaining alive, there is no way that he can be saved.” Luther

to Nic. Hausmann in the year 1521. (See L.W. Halle, X. 1880.)

   We live in an age that calls itself the enlightenment, but in

which such astonishing ignorance dominates in the area of

religion. This can even be said of those who call themselves

Lutheran. For example, these days if a Lutheran is asked what sort

of difference exists between Lutherans and the Reformed, what

is the usual answer given? Most say, as far as they know, the

difference consists in that Lutherans pray, “Father ours” and the

Reformed, “Our Father,” that the former use hosts in the holy

LORD’s Supper and the latter use plain bread. So naturally few are

also able to explain these day how so many Lutherans can

possibly not desire to unite with the Reformed or want anything

to do with the union movement taking place everywhere. For if

there were truly no great differences between Lutherans and the

Reformed, and most people, in their ignorance, think that way,

then obviously  people would have to be crazy to want to break

fellowship for such insignificant reasons. But the differences

between the Lutherans and the Reformed have nothing to do with

those reasons, that is, it involves the most holy sacraments,

Baptism and the LORD’s Supper, the Office of the Keys, the person

of JESUS Christ, the Decree of God unto Salvation, etc., which

means, as every Lutheran can see, even from his Small

Catechism, it involves “Chief Parts” of the Christian religion. But

since these Churches are both at odds over this, true unification

between them is impossible so long as the Reformed won’t

acknowledge their heresies that mitigate against God’s Word.

When, despite this, pastors establish an external unification with

them (only in order to substantially increase their membership),

they are, first of all, sinning greatly against God, whose truth they

are denying, and also against those whom they are thereby

strengthening in their heresy. Yet we have already spoken of this

elsewhere and will come back to address it again if we have an

opportunity to do so.

Another proof to show the extent of the ignorance among

Lutherans is this: If many people now hear the doctrine of the Old

Lutheran Church preached by a few pastors, that has been

silenced for so long, and observe external worship conducted as

it was done in the Old Lutheran Church, many then say: “Oh,

that’s half - Catholic!” Yes, in America that’s gone so far that even

Lutherans who call themselves pastors and newspaper writers are

so ignorant that they preach and write this: Old Lutheranism leads

to Rome, which means, whoever accepts the Old Lutheran

doctrine and the Old Lutheran ceremonies must be on the road

to becoming a subject of the pope in Rome, to becoming a so-

called Catholic or papist.

In previous ages Luther and Lutherans were not so easily

dismissed since everyone knew that it had just been by Luther

that God had uncovered the mystery of lawlessness to those

groaning in Christendom, of course, revealing to them the

Antichrist in Rome and leading them out of the Roman Babel (cf.

1 Thess. 2.1-12 and Rev. 14. 6-11). It’s certainly true that all the

heretics and enthusiasts who founded Protestant sects asserted

the Lutheran Church was still clinging to remnants of the papacy,

so God had not called Luther, but them as the true reformers to

foundationally reform the church. Among others was Dr. Andreas

Carlstadt. That is, as Luther was absent from Wittenberg for a

whole year in 1521-22 and had to hole up at the Wartburg,

Carlstadt incited a terrible tumult there, declaring that everything

that arose under the papacy was godless and must be destroyed,

and the Reformation was going too slowly. That’s why he had

images and the alters in the Churches smashed and discarded,

abolished private confession, commanded that the bread and the

cup in Communion be taken in the hand, disdained those who

had become doctors and magistrates and those who were

educated in general, and, therefore, consorted with the

uneducated, simple laborers and asked them to explain difficult

Scriptural passages. (Now when these people objected: How can

a learned doctor seek instruction from simple, unschooled

laymen, he replied that it had to be that way, for Christ said: God

has hidden his mysteries from the wise and intelligent and

revealed them to the babes. Mt. 11.25.) This enthusiasm spread to

many students who now abandoned study as a fleshly disgrace.

The university precipitously declined. Yet, upon Carlstadt’s

counsel, the boy’s school there was completely disbanded and its

structures made into counters for the baker. Thereupon Carlstadt

stormed into the country to stir up farmers and wouldn’t let them

address him as anything but “neighbor Andreas.”

This crazy Carlstadt was the first to charge Lutherans as being

semi-papists because they retained ceremonies and, later, also

because of doctrine, that in the holy LORD’s Supper the body and

blood of JESUS Christ were truly present and that through the

reception of the same one was given the seal of the forgiveness of

sins.19 Luther mentions this in his last confession of the LORD’s

Supper from 1544, where one of the things he writes is that

Carlstadt had chided the Wittenbergers for the sake of the

elevation, that means, since they still lifted the host up high with

the consecration, according to the ancient custom, as “neo-

papists.” We also find this in Carlstadt’s extant writings. Among

other things, Carstadt writes in his Explanation of the Words of

Christ: This is my Body, from the year 1525, the Lutherans and

their pastors are “doubly neo-papists, who act like unreasoning

asses and horses.” But he called Luther and his retention of

images and the crucifix and the like “a patron of idolatry,” and, for

the sake of the doctrine of the holy LORD’s Supper, a “neo-papist

sophist, a kissing cousin of the Anti-Christ, a sign maker just like

the devil who directs people to walk on glare ice,” etc. Already the

year before Carlstadt had written in his paper On the Anti-Christian

Abuse of the LORD’s Bread and Cup: “if there are some who seek

forgiveness in the sacrament, probably ranting and raging as do

those papistic parsons...those who have the expectation of

receiving Christ with the sacrament would be better off munching

on figs.” By the way, when Carlstadt later got into big trouble, he

recanted and wrote: “If he had known the great perils of the times

he would never have published a book with his likeness pressed

in it, and he would have to pass away in misery because of it.” Yet

he fell again into his heresy and finally died in Basel in fear and

19
It is worth noting that Carlstadt states that he had arrived at his doctrine on

the LORD’s Supper in a similar manner as did Zwingli (See The Lutheran V.1 # 13. P. 3, note).
That is, Calstadt writes the following in his Dialog on the horrid idolatrous abuse of the most
worthy Sacrament of JESUS Christ, from the year 1524: “He learned it from a voice he heard,
but had not seen nor known if the voice had come from him or to him.” – Already a year before
this Carlstadt had written the following by what manner the truth is to be sought and found in
his pamphlet: How should it be read? ”A well read person must also read the holy Scripture, but
not learn it according to the letter, etc. If one not understand something, he must listen intently,
desiring its meaning from God, what God wants to tell him, so sudden  ideas will occur to him
and he must defend these thoughts with the witness of the Holy Ghost.” – Isn’t that what all our
present enthusiasts (Schwaermer) do as they seek and find the truth? Whatever suddenly pops
into their heads from their prayer they regard as God’s revelation, and then to confirm it they
grab Scripture by the hair to force it to say just that.
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terror as the plague gripped the city in 1541.

There’s the first impious enthusiast who wanted to

foundationally reform the church and accused the Lutheran

Church of being a holdover of the papacy. The Anabaptists, the so

called heavenly prophets, Nic. Storch, Marcus Thomae, Marcus

Stuebner, Martin Callarius and Thomas Muenzer  followed him in

this, the latter becoming the leader of the Peasant’s rebellion in

Schwabia. As Luther did not let himself be blinded by the great

brilliance of holiness they were constantly putting out but, much

rather, removed their mask, declaring as inspired by the devil

what they were asserting to be divine revelations and having no

desire to join them in their rejection of infant Baptism. These

enthusiastic spirits also slandered the work of the Lutheran

reformation and asserted that by Luther’s “insisting upon the

external, literal meaning of the Word” he was introducing “a new

papacy” as they called it. – Now, finally, included also among

those heretics who were critical of the Lutheran Church, is

Zwingli, who, just as in the case of Carlstadt, was opposed to the

Lutheran retention of innocent ceremonies, the crucifix, the sign

of the cross, images, altars, priestly vestments and the like, as well

as the doctrine of the presence of Christ in the holy LORD’s Supper,

declaring them all to be remnants of the papacy. In order to quote

just one witness of this, among many, Zwingli issued these words

as a caveat to his presentation to the Emperor of his disagreement

with the Augsburg Confession: “The Lutherans were looking back

to the flesh pots of Egypt.”20 Therefore this is also one of those

points of contention which has been leveled for over three

hundred years by the Reformed Church against the Lutherans,

even though the Lutheran Church has freedom to retain her

ceremonies, though she had to abolish them if they were at all

related to the Anti-Christian nature of the Roman, papistic Church.

For example in the Reformed Heidelburg Catechism, to question

98: “But may images not be tolerated in the Churches for the

instruction of the laity?” the following answer is stated: “No. For

we must not be wiser than God who wants to have his Christianity

instructed by the lively preaching of his Word, not by dumb idols.”

By this statement the Reformed assert the images that we

Lutherans retain in our Churches are idolatrous images. They

hereby deny us our freedom to use them and, therefore, judge us

as having the same idolatrous worship as the papists.

From this historical overview, which we felt we had to give

before responding to the above question, the attentive reader will

observe what sort of people are making this charge, that Old

Lutheranism has remnants of the papacy even today, that’s being

raised everywhere, of course, by our enemies. . . . .

In the previous issue we saw who has been accusing Lutherans

of what for three hundred years now, namely,  that she still has

many papistic hold overs, being charged in part by enthusiasts

who are obviously people with corrupt minds (2 Tim. 3.5-9), as by

a Carlstadt, Muenzer and the whole army of the so-called

heavenly prophets; in part by stubborn heretics as a Zwingli; and

even by sworn enemies of the Lutheran Church and doctrine, as

by the Reformed, etc. So then, first of all, this must at least raise

suspicion that there is noting to this charge, since no one has

made any great progress in our highly enlightened age to uncover

the flaws in the Lutheran Church that the Old Lutherans had not

recognized in their naivete. Further, it’s clear enough from all of

this what to think about people who renew this accusation these

days, yes, who even go beyond all bounds and assert that Old

Lutheranism leads directly back to Rome again and who still want

to be considered good Lutherans! Namely, that is just what Mr.

Weyl, the publisher of the so-called “Lutheran Shepherd’s Voice”

in Baltimore does. The same writes the following in that paper of

his:

“But it is proven that this sect (the Old Lutherans) leads back to

Rome 1. by the liturgy received by Pastor Wyneken in Baltimore

from Pastor Loehe in Bavaria, since it gives i n s t r u c t i o n s  t o

e m p l o y  c a t h o l ic  c u s t o m s  for example: the making of the

three fold cross over the baptized child, calling upon Mary at the

consecration of the hosts, erecting a crucifix in the Church, and

burning wax candles on the altar in the light of day at the time of

holy Communion, etc. etc. Doesn’t that reek of Rome? We are not

saying that these things are explicitly commanded in this liturgy,

but they have made their appearance in one Church where these

have been introduced as what is American had been suppressed.

The time for child’s play is past and worship of God in spirit and

truth have been ordained to us. And who can still remain  in doubt

where this sect will end up when we remember that Pusey,

Newman and Consorten ended up even singing their thesis, “We

eat flesh and drink blood in the LORD’s Supper”? And where are

these men now? They have converted back to the papacy. It

doesn’t matter where you start, as that saying goes, whoever

remains on this path and follows it must inevitably arrive at the

same goal. We’re giving fair warning.”

This method and line that Mr. Weyl is pursuing here is sad proof

of the depth to which a man can finally sink if he stubbornly

opposes the witness of the Holy Ghost in the Word of God, which

he still has to acknowledge as God’s Word. He ultimately sinks to

the level of being a common liar and into pure hypocrisy.

That is, Mr. Weyl here makes himself a common liar when he

writes that in Loehe’s agenda an instruction is given to “call upon

Mary at the consecration of the hosts.” Here Mr. Weyl obviously is

following the maxim (principle) of all master liars: “Calumnaire

audacter, semper aliquid haeret; etsi enim canctur vulus, manet

tamen cicatrix, that is, in slander, just get to it, something will

always stick, for even the wounds (when your lies are exposed)

will heal, and all that’s left is a scar.” – Yet, let’s see what the

words in Loehe’s agenda say that Mr. Weyl refers to in this

accusation that it demands calling upon Mary. Only one prayer in

the whole Order of Holy Communion contains the name of Mary,

that is, according to said agenda the following verse should be

sung by the congregation immediately before the chanting of the

Words of Institution, according to the ancient usage of the so-

called Sanctus, which says:

“Holy, Holy, Holy LORD God of Sabaoth,

Heaven and earth are full of your glory,

Hosanna in the highest,

Blessed be
{ Mary’s Son              } who comes in the

{the Passover Lamb } Name of the LORD.

Hosanna in the highest.

So now who is being blessed here, or whom are the people

here invoking? – Whom has this lying spirit not so blinded to the

point that he can no longer properly explain this most simple of all

sentences (perceiving the consistency of these words)? Hopefully

he will at least acknowledge that it’s clear enough that not Mary,

but Mary’s Son is being called upon, as in, for example, that hymn:

“We all Believe in One True God,” which says: “Born of the virgin

Mary, Word made flesh,” which, of course, is not saying that we

believe in the holy virgin, but that we believe in the One she bore

in Bethlehem, Christ. Of course the ancients, by common custom,

often also expressly called the Son of God the Son of Mary, since

there had been heretics who either directly denied that the Son of

God had received a true human nature or who still asserted that

he had not received the same from Mary but had brought it with

him from heaven, or even that Mary had only given birth to a man

20
We see how far this truly crazy and ridiculous Zwingli’s zeal for reformation

usually took him with respect to churchly ceremonies as he did everything in his power to ban
singing hymns in Church. In order to do so, he prepared a petition for the city counsel in Basel
that he did not read, but sang, in their presence. As the counsel expressed  astonishment as to
why he would bring his request to them in that way, Zwingli responded that he did it to witness
by his actions how distasteful it must be to God when people sing to him and petition him in that
way. That just goes to show how low one can sink when he goes with the first impressions of his
ruined heart without testing it.
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and not the Son of God, so therefore Mary was certainly the

mother of the man JESUS, but that she could not be or be called

the mother of God. The latter were called Nestorians. Now since

the Loehe agenda gives instructions to call upon Christ and to

confess with the ancient church that he who is blessed and

worshiped by angels as the Son of God, is also Mary’s Son, Mr.

Weyl uses this to spread the rumor that the so-called Old

Lutherans commit what is regarded by all Lutherans to be the

most despicable idolatry, as they, like the papists, call upon the

holy virgin. Therefore we hereby declare in the presence of the

whole Lutheran Church in America that so long as he has not

retracted this, Mr. Weyl is a liar who blasphemes God, who has

entirely lost his credibility with every honorable person (to say

nothing of every Christian).21

Yet Mr. Weyl not only reveals himself here to be a bald faced

liar, but also, as said, proves he’s a hypocrite. He promises here to

prove that the so-called Old Lutherans are a new sect that leads

to Rome, so what does he do? – He takes the field against the

ancient, true Lutheran Church. That is, he accuses the so-called

Old Lutherans of observing, or at least justifying, ceremonies

(except for their prescribed invocation) and confessing and

defending doctrines which Luther and all orthodox Lutherans

have observed, or at least justified, and have confessed and

defended for three hundred years! Now what does this mean that

Mr. Weyl has now just flatly stated that he considers the Lutheran

Church, with her doctrine and ceremonies, to be the vestibule of

the pope’s Church and a bridge that leads out of Protestantism to

the kingdom of the Anti-Christ? The reason for this remarkable

game that Mr. Weyl is playing is easy to see. Namely, Mr. Weyl

does not want to lose the appearance that he is amiable to the

Lutheran Church, yes, that he is much rather one of the true

watchmen for the same. We see that Mr. Weyl really wants to

wear this mask not only by the title of his article, but he also

explicitly asserts this in said issue of the same where he writes:

“They (the Old Lutherans) are not people who hold fast to the

purified doctrine of Luther from the Reformation of the 16th

century, for we, also along with the whole Lutheran Church, yes,

the Protestant (!?) Churches of America and Germany also have

that honor.” Yes, in what follows Mr. W. writes that the Old

Lutherans cause division, “and everything that is best for us in the

names Lutheran and Old Lutheran are most dear to us. . .that we

take to heart as what is honorable and good for the whole

Lutheran Church in America . . . that’s why we’re sounding the

warning. Or should we not, as watchmen, sound the alarm?”

Truly one doesn’t know if he should laugh or weep about

what this man’s doing. We ask, can a person act as a more blatant

hypocrite than this show he’s put on? First he writes: The

doctrines of the Gospel were only taught in the Augsburg

Confession “in a general purity” (For it taught specific doctrines

impurely that must be excluded, see: Shepherd’s Voice IV, 21.).

The ceremonies of the Lutheran Church and her doctrine of the

presence of Christ in the holy LORD’s Supper lead back into the

papacy (see above). In holy Baptism a person is in no way born

again as the Lutheran Church teaches in the Small Catechism,

only dedicated (see issue 18 of the Shepherd’s Voice). “It is high

time that no evangelically minded Christian ever again say, ‘I am

of Apollo, I am of Paul, I am of Luther,’ etc. (see the same V, 4.)

and the like. Yes, first Mr. Weyl declares that those who would

rather lose everything than intentionally seek to depart from a

single letter of Lutheran doctrine as the greatest enemies of the

church, and calls them, because of their holding fast to the Old

Lutheran Confession, a new “dangerous sect” – and then – he,

with Pilate, washes his hands in innocence, seizes us and says he

also has the honor of being a good Lutheran, that he certainly

preserves the doctrine of Luther and the reformation of the 16th

century like everyone else, that the names Lutheran and Old

Lutheran are such a “beautiful and dear name” that he would

never surrender it. In sum, everyone will have to bear witness of

him that he is a true watchman on the bulwarks of the Lutheran

Zion, who is obviously gazing with the eyes of a falcon so that

nothing un-Lutheran in doctrine or in ceremonies will invade. – 

So we ask once more, can anyone play the hypocrite more

unabashedly than does Mr. Weyl here?

Oh! How has Lutheranism in America come to this, that a

man who blasphemes the characteristic doctrines and practices

of the Lutheran Church as papistic, and who wants to publicly

brand as Puseyites, which means, as crypto- Catholics, those who

still want to faithfully preserve this Church with her doctrine and

her confessional ceremonies, even in these last times of apostasy

and, for that, horribly slanders and persecutes them as founders

of fanaticism and destroyers of the Church, who thus reveals

himself as an (albeit impotent) enemy of the Lutheran Church –

how, as we’ve said, has it happened that such a man with no

shame at all, while still publicly calling himself a Lutheran, can try

to assert that he steadfastly preserves the doctrine of Luther and

the reformation, and act according his calling as if he had the right

to do all that by the office of watchman entrusted to him?! Does

not Pastor Weyl have to believe that all the Lutherans in America

have either utterly lost their minds and their understanding, so

they won’t notice how he has blasphemed it under the new,

infamous name, “Old Lutheran,” as he was hypocritically praising

the ancient name of Lutheranism, or that those who are now still

called Lutheran in America only act unanimously out of hypocrisy,

even as he does?22 O you Lutherans, if you still want to remain

with the faith of your fathers, you’d better open your eyes! For if

you still let yourselves be duped by wolves that are no longer

wearing their sheep’s clothing, but rather have openly appeared

in their wolf’s skin and who are mocking both God and you by

crying out: Are we not faithful shepherds? Aren’t we not vigilant

watchmen? – but you – with men like Mr. Weyl at your lead – who

have, up until now, called yourselves Lutheran, yes, have insisted

upon that name, while they have at heart and in words rejected

the doctrine of the Lutheran Church as laid out in her confessions,

how can you want to continue to stand before the eyes of all

reasonable and honorable men in such despicable hypocricy?

Won’t you just once remember how God, who is a God of truth,

has threatened hypocrites and liars in his Word? Do you want to

know the fate that you will meet if you do not repent, then open

to what is written in Job 8.13-14, Ps. 5.5-7, Jer. 23.15, Rev. 22.15. If

that applies to you then at least be honorable men and lay the

name aside, and just flatly announce that you don’t want to be a

Lutheran and that you have only wanted to defraud the people

with that name, and beg both God and man to forgive you for it.

That’s the path you must follow should you want to become

respectable men again. Then call yourselves what you want, and

21
In this situation Mr. Nast has started in a more clever way. That is, in his

apologetic to Pr. Wyneken he refers to “a calling upon, or naming of the blessed virgin Mary.”
By the addition: “or naming of” he assured himself of a way out if someone caught him in the
lie. So now if it comes up in conversation Mr. Nast can say: I didn’t mean any harm by using the
word “call upon” as it may sound, for this addition shows that I only was thinking of her “being
named” in that. The latter is actually what I was accusing Pr. Wyneken of. A child once burned
fears the fire!

22Even the Reformed in our present country are beginning to become ashamed of
this category of Lutherans, even as the latter would be all too glad to become one Church with
the former. One of the things a Reformed theologian writes in the Chambersburg Christian
Paper of the German Reformed Church is the following: “It can’t be denied that the Protestant
Church departed completely in this (in holy Communion) from the doctrine of the Reformer. In
Europe this happened through rationalism (faith in reason). But this took place no less in
America. T his  is  espec ia lly co nsp icuo us  in  t he  Lu t her an Chur ch o f t ha t  land .
Here (that is, in a book of that excellent Reformed Theologian, Dr. Nevin) striking passages are
produced from the so-called Lutheran Observer (a periodical in English, like the Shepherd’s
Voice in the German language) from most recent issues that all too clearly expose the shame of
this most lamentable spiritual and creedal laxity. O Luther! You man of God, full of power and
might, t he  bas t ards  a r e  making  t hemse lves  fa t  o n yo ur  name!” – Thus writes one
of the Reformed about the so-called American Lutheran Church, and, indeed, based upon
undeniable truth. – Oh, Shame! – Why? You Lutherans, isn’t it high time we learn to be
ashamed and finally turn round?
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to us Lutherans it’s none of our business. You see already that you

may not be allowed to call yourselves Reformed since these

already have as much as told you “no thanks” to fellowship with

you. Just recently we heard of a huge “World - Convention” that

will be on the rise in modernism. We think perhaps if you knock

at that door, you’ll be welcomed. But if you persist in continuing

to wear your mask of hypocrisy and to name yourself after Luther,

then we want you to know we’ll also continue to witness against

you to uncover your hypocrisy to the poor misled people and day

and night cry out to God in heaven for help against your lies, so

long as our tongues work! What good will that do? God will see

and  your reward will be disgrace! Cf. Ps. 12.

But now enough of this! – We had to publish this, primarily to

protect even our readers from this misunderstanding, as if we

were promoting some newly established sect when we advocate

for certain doctrines and practices that are now disparaged as

remnants of the papacy. Hopefully, by what has already been

stated, it will be clear to every reader that it’s not a matter of

whether a new, so-called “Lutheranism” leads to Rome, but if it’s

ancient, true Lutheranism, which Mr. Weyl really has in mind. We

will now go on to answer that question.

First, in regard to the c er e m o n i e s  of the Lutheran Church,

for which it is charged that she is related to the Roman Church

and has inclinations towards the same, every reasonable person

must admit that if the Lutheran Church has a few things that are

also found in the Catholic Church, this, in and of itself, could not

prove that the former has inclinations towards the latter. For, if

that were so, this charge would apply to every Christian

denomination. For don’t all parties in Christianity also have the

same Bible, the same Apostles’, Nicene, and Athanasian Creeds,

the same Baptism, the same preaching office, the same Sabbath

observance, etc., as the Romanists? Don’t even other so-called

Protestants also have church buildings with steeples on them,

bells, organs, the custom of folding hands, kneeling, uncovering

the head when praying, and the like? Who would charge the

Reformed, the Methodists, the Evangelicals, etc. with Catholic

tendencies for those things? Certainly no one. Whoever regards

the mere acceptance of certain innocent ceremonies (even if he

perhaps like Mr. Weyl considers them monkey play) as papism

cannot possibly know what papism actually is and no one would

be happier with that than the papists themselves, as they would

be asserting that the mystery of lawlessness of the Anti-Christ

consists in the use of wax candles, in priestly vestments and in the

priest standing behind the altar and the like? . . . . 

In previous issues we have remembered, and every impartial

reader will agree, that the Old Lutheran Church, indeed, has a few

ceremonies in common with the Roman Church, but that a

certain uniformity of these Churches in a few external ceremonies

can exist without them necessarily having a direct inward

relationship with each other.

This raises a question: In what cases would it be right to draw

the conclusion that those specific ceremonies in the Old Lutheran

Church would lead to Rome? Our answer: 1. If the Luth. Church,

along with the churchly ceremony, had also accepted the false

doctrine of the Roman Church regarding it, and 2. if the Luth.

Church also has retained the ceremonies of the Roman Church

that, in and of themselves, are against God’s Word, and, indeed,

just those that embrace any of the unique character of the Roman

Church that are unique to the very essence of the papacy and

have been introduced to win their favor and to undergird them. By

applying a detailed examination and comparison, please see for

yourself that the Luth. Church teaches something much different

in her ceremonies than does Rome, the one, the truth, the other

a lie. Test for yourself that Lutheranism has only retained the

good, salutary ceremonies of the Roman Church according to 1

Thess. 5.21, which are completely free of any tie to the papacy,

that actually predate the papacy, having been used during the best

age of the church. So also prove for yourself that the charge is

obviously false that through her ceremonies Lutheranism leads to

Rome, but it only goes to show that the Lutheran Church at the

time of the Reformation had not hastily acted in ignorance, or as

we Germans say, she did not throw the baby out with the bath

water. This all is proved in the examination we will now present.

What does the Roman, the so-called Catholic Church teach

about her human institutions, ceremonies, or Church customs?

We find this clearly and plainly stated in her public, universally

acknowledged symbols or churchly confessional writings. Among

other things, it says this in the resolutions of the council held in

Trent: “Whoever wants to say that the received and approved

ceremonies of the Catholic Church, which are observed with the

celebration of the sacrament, may either be arbitrarily

discontinued without sinning by the servants of the Church or that

they can be replaced by each parson by new ones: Let him be

condemned.” (Council. Trid. Sess. 7 Can. 13.) In another passage

in that same confession it says: “The holy synod has decided that

the bishops. . . shall defend, through written orders and with

predetermined punishments, the priests’ retaining no other hours

for the Mass than those appointed (debitis), not employing other

rites or other ceremonies and prayers during the conduct of the

Mass than those the Church has examined and have been

accepted through frequent and official use. (Sess. XXII Decret. De

obs. Et evit. Etc.) It goes on to say: “The Church has accepted the

same ceremonies into usage as silent declarations of blessing,

candles, incense, vestments, and many similar things, according

to apostolic order and tradition (summary).” (Sess. XXII. Sacr.

Miss. Ch. 5) Finally, it says: “Even though Christ the LORD has

instituted and entrusted to the apostles the most holy sacrament

under the forms of bread and wine,. . . yet she (the Church) has

approved and decided to communicate by this tradition (to give

the laity only the bread in the LORD’s Supper), so that this is to be

retained as a law which no one is allowed to reject or to change

arbitrarily without the full authorization of the Church herself.

(Sess. XXI. Doctr. de comm. ch. 1.2.)

It is clear to see from these resolutions that in the Roman

Church consciences are bound to their ceremonies, the

discontinuance or changing of the least bit of the same being

made a sin and connected with punishments, and the human

Church orders with respect to ceremonies are in many ways

placed in the same status as divine commandments, yes, even

placed above them. That is also why anyone who converts to the

papacy must pledge themselves to the whole lot of the Romish

ceremonies. For it says this in the Professio fidei, or the Roman

Catholic Oath: “I also steadfastly receive the apostolic and

churchly traditions and the other remaining customs and orders

of the Church. I also accept and submit to the received and

approved rites of the Catholic Church with the public conduct of

all (seven) of the sacraments.”

Now does the Lutheran Church agree unanimously with the

Romanists in this doctrine of ceremonies? Far from it! Much rather

our Church most strictly distinguishes between human and divine

commandments, and stands guard over her jewel of Christian

freedom, with a faithfulness that many seek in vain in other

Churches, and declares that just this doctrine of the Roman

Church on ceremonies is a most horrid abomination.

Among other things she says in the 7th Article of the Augsburg

Confession: “For it is sufficient for the true unity of the Christian

church that the Gospel be preached unanimously according to a

pure understanding, and the sacraments be administered

according to the divine Word. And i t  i s  n o t  n e c e s s a r y  f o r

t h e  t r u e  u n i t y  o f  t h e  c h u r c h  t h a t  c e r e m o n i e s

i n s t i t u t e d  b y  m a n  b e  r e t a in e d  ev e r y w h e r e  i n  t h e

s a m e f o r m , as Paul says in Eph. 4: One body, one Spirit, as you

were called to one hope of your calling, one LORD, one faith, one
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Baptism.”

It goes on to say in the 15th Article of that confession: “On

Church orders made by men, it is taught that they should be

retained so long as they can be retained without sin, and serve for

peace and good order in the church, as certain feasts, holidays

and the like. Yet instruction should be given in this so that t h e

c o n s c i e n c e  n o t  b e  b u r d e n e d  t h e r e b y , as if such things

were necessary for salvation.”

It goes on to say in the 26th Article: “Also of these aspects

many ceremonies and traditions will be retained, like the order of

the Mass23 and other chants, feast days, etc., which also serve for

the preservation of order in the church. But, along with that, the

people are instructed that such outward worship does not make

them pious before God and that they should be retained without

making it a burden on the conscience s o  t h a t  o n e  c o u l d

o m i t  i t  w i t h o u t  c a u s i n g  o f f e n s e ,  a n d  w o u l d  n o t  s i n

b y  d o i n g  s o .  The ancient fathers had also retained this freedom

in external ceremonies, for in the Orient (in the Eastern Church)

the Easter celebration was held at a different date than in Rome.

And when some wanted this disparity to be regarded as a schism

in the church, others admonished them that it is not necessary to

retain uniformity in such traditions. And Irenaeus says this:

Differences in festivals do not divide the unity of faith. As also

Distinct. 12 describes such dissimilarities in human orders as not

violating the unity of Christendom. And Tripartia hist. Lib. 9. draws

together many variegated church customs and adds to it this

useful Christian saying: It was not the apostles’ intention to

establish feast days, but rather to teach faith and love.

It goes on to say in Article 28: “Instituting human laws, even

doing so against God’s Word, since they invent sins in food, in

days and similar things, and thus encumber Christianity with

servitude to the law...that it should be a mortal sin if one does

some work of labor on a holiday, even without causing others

offense.” – This same article goes on to say: “So then how should

Sunday and other similar church orders and ceremonies be

regarded? To this our people give this answer, that the bishops

and parish priests may create orders so that the Churches are kept

orderly, not thereby to receive God’s grace, and also not thereby

to make satisfaction for sins, n o r  t o  b i n d  c o n s c i e n c e s  t o

t h e m ,  to regard them as necessary worship, and to consider that

t h e y  a r e  s in n in g  i f  t h e y ,  w i t h o u t  c a u s i n g  o f f e n s e  t o

o t h e r s ,  b r e a k  t h e m .  So St. Paul has ordered the Corinthians,

as such, that women in the assembly should cover their heads,

etc. It was incumbent upon the Christian’s assembly to keep this

order for the sake of love and peace and to be obedient24 to the

bishops and parsons in this matter, and to retain the same so as

not to offend one another, so the Church would not be disorderly

or in disarray.”

The A p o l o g y  says on this: “For this unity (of the church) we

are now saying that it is not necessary that human institutions, be

they Universales (universal) or Particulares (one introduced in

individual provinces), be everywhere alike. For the righteousness

that avails before God, that comes through faith, is not bound to

external ceremonies or human institutions. For faith is a light in

the heart that renews the heart and makes it alive. External

institutions or ceremonies are not enough to aid in this, whether

they are universal or particular.” (Art. 7)

The Apology goes on to say in the 15th Art.:

“Therefore it is the apostles’ intention that this freedom should

remain in the church, that no ceremonies, neither the law of

Moses, nor any other institutions, should be valued as necessary

worship.”

Finally, the F o r m u l a  o f  C o n c o r d  expresses the following

on this subject: “We unanimously believe, teach and confess that

ceremonies and church rites which are neither commanded nor

forbidden in God’s Word, but are only established for the sake of

tranquility and good order are, in and of themselves, not worship,

and are no part of the same, Mt. 15. ‘They worship me with the

commandments of men.’ We believe, teach and confess that t h e

c o n g r eg a t io n  o f  G o d  i n  ev e r y  p l a c e  a n d  i n  e v e r y

t im e , according to the situation of the same, h a s  t h e

a u t h o r i t y  t o  c h a n g e  s u c h  c e r e m o n i e s , as may be most

useful and edifying for that congregation of God.” (Brief Summary.

Art. 10) – – 

That’s how the Lutheran Church talks about ceremonies. Now

whoever compares this with what the Roman Church teaches

about the same will unanimously say with us that the Lutheran

Church’s evaluation of ceremonies, – far, far from leading to

Rome, has raised a permanent wall and an eternal fence dividing

the Lutheran and the Roman Churches. For in the Lutheran

Church all human institutions in the church, or ceremonies, are

aspects of Christian freedom which are retained as thought best

or can be changed or removed by each congregation in every

time and place. But in the Roman Church the conscience of the

Christian is bound in this, as it is bound to those things as if

commanded by God himself, which therefore can neither be

discontinued nor changed without sinning.

Perhaps here some might say: But isn’t it quite obvious that

you Old Lutherans act against this principle of the Old Lutheran

Church since you place such a weighty importance on some

ceremonies, some of you rejecting certain ones and some clinging

tenaciously to certain others, so that you accuse each other of

being schismatic for the sake of certain ceremonies? We will

answer this question in the next issue. . . . .

We demonstrated from the symbols of the Lutheran Church

in the previous issue how definitely and decisively these teach that

ceremonies that are neither commanded nor forbidden by God,

but have rather been introduced by men, are matters of Christian

freedom; that, therefore, no conscience should be bound to them

as if it were sinful in of itself to use them or not to use them, and

as if a Church could not be a true Church if they lacked just these

ceremonies.25

As already mentioned, many think that we ourselves have

here positioned ourselves with those who are now called Old

Lutherans and have proven that Old Lutherans, then, cannot be

true Lutherans. Many will now say to us: Don’t you Old Lutherans

obviously depart from the 7th Article of the Augsburg Confession?

That is, from that foundational principle that: “for the true unity of

the Christian church it is not necessary that ceremonies invented

by men be universally retained”? Don’t you seek to preserve,

introduce or to universally introduce the Old Lutheran service,

with all its ancient ceremonies?  Sure, don’t you also, at the same

time, rebuke some Lutheran preachers as traitors when, for no

reason, they serve common bread instead of hosts or they break

the bread like the Reformed do, or give the bread and the cup into

the hand of the communicants, or hand out the consecrated

elements with some innovative formula and the like at the

administration of the holy LORD’s Supper, as if the Lutheran

Church and truth were being violated? So aren’t you thereby, most

23
As in many writings at the time of the Reformation, mass here means the same

as the ho ly LOR D ’s  Supper .

24
Read on below to see the remarks shared about this passage.

25
May the dear readers of The Lutheran not become upset with us for going

into such depth on this subject. We have noticed that even among those totally committed to the
Lutheran Church and truth confusion dominates about this matter, and, for this reason, many
here are divided amongst themselves who ought to extend a fraternal hand to each other and
work together for their common goal. We might, therefore, like to add something here to learn
to come to a common understanding with those who oppose us and – bring peace. We therefore
most fervently plead that each and every reader not ignore the importance of this matter but 
take this matter up for their careful consideration.
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obviously, to some extent turning the discontinuance or the use

of certain practices into sins, which the ancient Lutheran Church

in her public confessions has declared matters of freedom

(adiaphora)? So aren’t you thereby raising human institutions to

the level of divine commands, like the papists? Aren’t you hereby

denying the pure Lutheran doctrine of Christian freedom?

This charge, actually being leveled against us from various

sides, is no minor issue. Woe to us if they are well founded! For

the heresy with which we are here charged is an earth quake that

certainly must topple the pure doctrine of justification. Yet we

shall see – it is quickly shown which side can be charged with

heresy, whether it is those being charged or those making the

allegations.

Before anything else we must state: Whoever thinks that,

according to this same doctrine, the use or rejection of

ceremonies that are neither commanded nor forbidden by God is

always totally indifferent or a matter of personal whim, since they

are grey areas, really have a poor understanding of the doctrine of

Christian freedom. Even reason tells us that even innocuous

matters can become most sinful under certain circumstances.

Even that famous heathen, Seneca, writes this (Lib. IV. controv.

25.): “Quaedam, quae licent, tempore et loco mutato, non licent,”

which means in English: “Much that’s allowed is not allowed in a

different context of time or place.” So, of course, situations can

always arise where ceremonies that are, in themselves,

indifferent, stop being indifferent, situations in which great sin can

be committed by either accepting or rejecting the same. That’s the

doctrine of the Word of God and, therefore, the doctrine of our ev.

Luth. Church. It’s certainly true, in his conscience a Christian must

always assert his freedom in all matters neither commanded nor

forbidden by God and suffer absolutely no diminution of the same.

The Christian is never allowed to let a single person, or even the

whole Christian church rule through human commandments.

Therefore, for example, the apostle admonished the Corinthians

not to eat of the sacrifices to idols: but he also adds “but not for

conscience’s sake”: “But I do not say this for the sake of

conscience but for the sake of others. For why should I let my

freedom be judged by another man’s conscience?” 1 Cor. 10, 28,

29. But shortly before this passage the holy apostle establishes this

important rule: “I indeed have authority  to do everything,

but not every thing is good.” v. 23. By these Words it’s

abundantly clear that even  within the bounds of Christian

freedom some limitations are drawn that no one who wants to be

a Christian may be allowed to transgress. For whenever our use

of our Christian freedom does not result in what is good,

according to this apostolic passage, we are always then

responsible to voluntarily forgo the use of our freedom, lest by not

doing so we commit terrible sin. Therefore Luther also treats it this

way in his glorious sermon, On the Freedom of the Christian Man

under the paradoxical (seemingly contradictory) themes: “1. A

Christian man is a free lord over all, and 2. A Christian man is a

submissive servant of all.”

Now the question arises: In what cases can even a Christian

not act as he pleases in regards to ceremonies nor appeal to his

freedom? We answer:

1. The individual is bound to observe the ceremonies and to

abide by all human orders which have been introduced in an

orderly way through the majority of the congregation to which he

belongs. This is based upon all the passages of the holy Scripture

according to which things taking place in a Christian congregation

are to be done in peace, good order and honorably, and all should

be subject to one another, especially the young to those who are

elder. Cf. 1 Cor.14. 33,40; 1 Peter 5.5. This divine law, the

fulfillment of which is immediately binding on the conscience of

every Christian, makes every churchly institution binding for the

individual in a way that is, indeed, mediate but yet true. Therefore

an independently minded person has no right to say: He won’t

abide by any congregational order, he will not observe this or that

ceremony the congregation has accepted, for human laws are not

binding on the conscience and ceremonies are obviously free and

indifferent, whose rejection must not be allowed to be considered

sinful, and the like. Certainly it is true that if it is demanded of a

Christian that he consider a human commandment to be a

command of God, he must then  rather die than submit to it. But,

on the other hand, if he is required to keep a human institution

f o r  t h e  s a k e  o f  l o v e ,  f o r  t h e  s a k e  o f  p e a c e ,  f o r  t h e

s a k e  o f  g o o d  o r d e r , then he can in no way presumptuously

appeal to his freedom, for his conscience is mediately bound to

it, for by overstepping that churchly institution he would be

overstepping the divine command: “Let everything take place

honorably and in good order. Everyone should be subject one to

another.” Here applies the already mentioned passage of the

Augsburg Confession: “Such orders are incumbent upon the

Christian assembly for the sake of love and peace, and the

bishops and parsons are to be obeyed in these cases, so that

people not offend each other, so there will be no disorder or wild

behavior.” (Art. 28) Luther writes about this in his sermon on good

works: “The second work stemming from this (the Fourth)

Commandment is honoring and obeying our spiritual mother, the

holy Christian church, that we conduct ourselves according to her

spiritual authority, what she commands, forbids, institutes,

assigns, bans, frees, even as we honor, fear and love our physical

parents, so also we grant the spiritual authority26 their rights in all

things that are not in violation of the first three Commandments.”

(L.W. X. 1649.) Since it is not uncommon that there are members

in congregations who believe it is a violation of their freedom that

they should be ruled by the majority in matters that are indifferent

and not sinful, then let us go on to see what a few witnesses of

pure doctrine say on this point. First, Luther goes on to write in his

book On Councils and the Church: “Concerning such external

signs and holy things (sacraments) the church has a number of

external rites by which and through which they are not sanctified

in either body or soul, and are not commanded and instituted by

God, but rather. . .these have an external usefulness or utility and

are perfectly good and proper. For instance, a few holidays are

observed for preaching and prayer, a few prayer hours, as

morning and afternoon, churches are built, or a building is used,

an  altar, a pulpit, baptismal font, lamps and candles, bells,

vestments and the like. Christians would be able to be and remain

sanctified without such things, . . . but these are fine things for the

children and for simple people, and provide them with fine order

so that they have a definite time, place and hour which they can

count on, as St. Paul says in 1 Cor. 14.: Let everything be done

decently and in good order. And no one should – as also no

Christian does – out of pure stubbornness and with no reason, act

alone against this in disorder, and ignore it, but act in good faith

towards the flock, retain their good order nor even disturb or

hinder it. For they would violate love and hospitality.” (Luth. W.

XVI. 2814. 15.) Luther goes on to write: “Between you, as a

person, and God there is nothing but pure and perfect freedom,

so that before him you will not put up with being forced to do

those things he has not commanded. In this, heaven and earth are

filled with his freedom, as heaven and earth cannot yet contain it.

26
“Spiritual authority” does not only mean the so-called spiritual estate, but also

not only the congregation of the laity, but the whole church or congregation, as consisting of
both teachers and hearers, and either consisting of all adult males, or, in some circumstances, a
smaller number of representatives. Therefore Luther writes in the appendix to the Smalcald
Aritcles: “Christ gives the final and highest judgement to the church when he says: Tell it to the
church.” (On the Power and Primacy of the Pope) In the Apology it says: “What the bishops
and parsons resolve is not also immediately the church’s decision.” In the so called Wittenberg
Reformation of 1545 Luther expresses himself even more clearly when he writes: “When our
Savior, Christ, says: ‘Tell it to the church.’ with these Words he is commanding that the church
must be the highest judge, so it follows that not just one station, that is, the bishops, but also
others educated in the fear of God of all other stations, are to sit as judge and have the voces
decisivas (deciding voice).” (L.W. XVII. 1754.)
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But between you and your neighbor, or those in authority over

you, this freedom does not extend except insofar as it does not

harm your neighbor. Yes wherever it can be to his benefit and

support, such freedom must not want to be free, but rather give

way and be of service to our neighbor.” (L.W. XIX. 1671.) Finally,

Heinrich Mueller writes in the appendix to his Enlivening Hour:

“One is not bound by the institution of the confessional chair to

deny a person Communion as a bad thing if he has not first

appeared for confession, especially such people who had come

from evangelical places where (private) confession had not been

practiced, and thus, as he was being raised as a member of the

church in this way, he could not yet be prepared to do this, for

then such an institution would turn the confessional chair into a

compulsion of conscience, even when private confession itself

does not have a divine but a human institution and is not

universally instituted, but only in part of the church. Even so,

thoughtful people, in order to prevent offending in any way the

untaught and the weak, are also showing kindness by also being

prepared to admonish such people so that they first attend to the

confessional chair. For wherever private confession is practiced

and is confirmed through church law, it is also binding on a

person who comes there from a foreign place, insofar as he

desires to be received in good standing as a member in fellowship

with that Church, for these incidental, local, officially adapted

rules of the church are no less binding on the conscience than any

other laws, to be conformed with, and what Augustine writes in

Epist. 86 therefore applies here: “In those things that have not

been firmly established in the holy Scripture, the customs of the

people of God or the institutions of the ancient church are to be

regarded as law.” We would also add what the church father,

A u g u s t i n e , offers in regard to this point in another place, when

one of the things he writes to Jannarius is: “When my mother

followed me to Milan, she found that the congregation did not fast

on the Sabbath. She began to be disturbed by this and was

confused as to what she should do. Indeed, this did not bother

me, but for her sake I asked Ambrose, of blessed memory, for

some counsel about this, who told me: Whenever I go to Rome,

I fast on the Sabbath. When I return here I don’t. So in whatever

congregation you enter, you should observe their customs if you

don’t want to offend anyone and what they do should not then be

regarded offensive by you.”

2.)  A second case in which indifferent matters cease to be

indifferent or remain matters of freedom is this, when through the

use or through the discontinuation of the same the weak would

be offended. St. Paul not only expressly writes about this to the

Romans (Ch. 14.13 – 22) and to the Corinthians (1, Ch. 8. 9 – 13),

but this worthy apostle also shows us this by his example of how

a Christian should behave in this case. That is, Paul once wanted

to take young Timothy along on his apostolic journey, but since his

father had been a Gentile Timothy had not received circumcision.

Now since Paul feared this would be taken by the Jews as

offensive and thus would hinder the Gospel being brought among

them if he would preach the same in association with someone

who was uncircumcised, so, as a concession to the weakness of

his brothers according to the flesh, he had Timothy circumcised,

even though not long before that the decision had been adopted

by the whole Council in Jerusalem that the Gentiles, who would

become Christians, would not first have to become circumcised.

Cf. Acts 16. 1 – 4. Being directed by this doctrine and this example

of the apostle, it therefore says explicitly in our symbols: “Our

people also teach clearly and plainly that Christian freedom must

be exercised in these matters so as not to offend the weak or the

uninstructed, and that no one, in any way, abuse freedom so that

the weak are frightened away from the Gospel, but rather for the

sake of peace and unity customs must be retained that can be

retained without sinning and without burdening the conscience.”

(Apol. Art. 15) But as, by these words, the Apology first warns

against offending the weak by d o i n g  a w a y  w i t h  the ancient

ceremonies that had been used before, so the Formula of

Concord just as seriously warns against i n t r o d u c i n g

ceremonies from the false believing Churches for the sake of

causing offense with the following words: “So also through such

concessions and similitude in these external matters, o n e  i s

f i r s t  u n i t i n g  i n  t h e i r  d o c t r i n e  w h i c h  i s  n o t  C h r i s t i a n ,

strengthening the idolaters in their idolatry, disturbing and

offending those who rightly believe, and weakening their faith, for

both of which every Christian will be responsible to give an

account upon his soul’s welfare and salvation, as it is written: Woe

to the world for the sake of offense. Or: Whoever has offended the

least one who believes in me, it would be better for him that a

millstone be hung around his neck and he be drowned in the sea,

where it is the deepest.” (Formula of Concord, Solid Declaration

Art. 10) Oh that these preemptive woes had been taken to heart

by those who wanted to be servants of the Lutheran Church but

who, without ever thinking about their offending the weak, set out

to abolish practically every ancient Lutheran practice, and have

received in their place the ceremonies of Reformed Churches.

They will someday have to give an account before God for that, as

through such misleading they cause many Lutherans to wander

from their old mother church and have strengthened those who

are Reformed minded in their dream that the ancient Lutheran

Church had been semi-Catholic and that the Reformed are the

truly cleansed and purified Church. Preachers who mislead

people like that obviously actually think they’re the ones acting

thereby on behalf of the weak, but they err badly by thinking so,

so it becomes all too clear that there is a third case when we are

not free with respect to ceremonies to act as if they were arbitrary.

3.) That is, ceremonies cease to be free matters of

indifference when they are either demanded of us as n e ce s s a r y

or m a d e  i n t o  a  s i n  in our conscience. For in this case it is not

being treated at all as an indifferent ceremony (over which mature

Christians would be ashamed to debate), but then it must be

considered as nothing less than  asserting a denial of what is true,

especially a denial of that important doctrine of Christian freedom.

In this case, before a Christian should make the least concession,

especially to manifest enemies of the truth or even to false

brothers, even in matters that would otherwise be innocuous and

insignificant, he must rather suffer any consequence to himself.

The holy Scriptures teach us this through Word and example.

Thus St. Paul chiefly writes: “So don’t allow anyone to make

matters of food or drink, or of specific holidays, or new moons or

Sabbaths matters of conscience. Don’t let anyone corrupt your

goal, who by their own choice boast in the worship of angels.

Why do you allow yourself to be taken captive by their principles

as if you still lived in this world? Who say: You must not touch, do

not taste, do not handle, which all concern things that decay in

your hands and are human commands and teachings.” (Col. 2.16

– 22.) Further: “So stand firm in the freedom by which Christ has

set us free and don’t let yourselves again be taken prisoner in a

yolk of slavery. See, I, Paul say to you: If you let yourselves be

circumcised then Christ is no use to you.” (Gal. 5.1,2) Paul has

also confirmed this doctrine by his example. For though under

other circumstances, as we heard above, he conceded for the

sake of the weak and had Timothy circumcised since the jewel of

the pure doctrine was not being endangered thereby yet, on the

other hand, he was dead set against letting Titus to be

circumcised. The apostle states the reason for this alternative

handling of the matter with the words: “For when some false

brothers had forced their way among us and infiltrated us to spy

out the freedom we have in Christ JESUS, so they might take us

captive: We did not give in to them for a moment to submit to

them, so that the truth of the Gospel would remain among you.”

(Gal. 2.3 – 5) So in keeping with this, our symbols speak in the

same way: “We believe, teach and confess when the enemies of
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God’s Word desire to displace the pure doctrine of the holy

Gospel, the entire congregation of God, yes each individual

Christian man, but especially the servants of the Word as

representatives of the congregation, are responsible, by virtue of

God’s Word, to confess the doctrine, and what belongs to the

whole religion, freely and publicly, not only with words but in

actions and deeds, nor even in this case should they yield at all in

matters of indifference to the opponents nor should they allow

themselves to adopt anything from the opponents to  weaken true

worship nor germinate an instituted idolatry, by force or by stealth,

as it is written in Gel. 5.1, or Gal. 2.4,5. Paul speaks in the same

way of circumcision, which was, at the time, a free matter of

indifference (1 Cor. 7.18), as something that was otherwise also

used by Paul in spiritual freedom. Acts 16.3. But since the false

apostles demanded and abused circumcision to certify their false

doctrine as if the works of the law were necessary for

righteousness and salvation, Paul then says that he would not

yield to them for a moment so that the truth of the Gospel would

remain. So Paul gives way and concedes to the weak in food and

times or days. Romans 14.6. But he will not also yield to the false

apostles who wanted to lay such things as being necessary upon

the conscience, even if such matters were, in and of themselves,

indifferent. Col. 2.16. And when Peter and Barnabas conceded

something in a case like this, Paul rebukes them publicly since

they were not walking rightly according to the truth of the Gospel.

Gal. 2.14. For here it no longer has anything to do with an outward

action that is indifferent, which according to its nature and

essence are and remain in themselves free and therefore may not

suffer any commanding or forbidding to use the same, or not to

do so, but rather it has to do with 1. the high matter of our

Christian faith, as the apostle witnesses in Gal. 2.5: “So that the

truth of the Gospel remains,”  which would be darkened and

ruined through such force and laws, since such indifferent things

would promote false doctrine, superstitions and idolatry, and

displace pure doctrine and Christian freedom, either openly, or at

least by their thus accepting the abuses instituted by the

opponents.  In the same way, 2. this also has to do with the article

of Christian freedom, which the Holy Ghost has so earnestly

commanded us to retain through the mouth of the apostles of his

church.” (Formula of Concord. Epitome. Art. 10) From this it is

manifest if a Lutheran preacher gets rid of the old ceremonies of

his Church and replaces them with the ceremonies of the falsely

believing parties, since those heterodox bodies condemn the

Lutheran ceremonies, turning them into a matter of the

conscience  and condemning them as sinful, superstitious,

idolatrous, papistic, and since they declare that their own

ceremonies (as the Reformed for instance with their breaking the

bread) are the only right ones and require them as necessary,

then such a preacher denies the important article of Christian

freedom, lets himself again be caught under an Old Testamental

yoke of slavery and thereby even denies Christ himself, who

purchased our freedom at such a great cost. It doesn’t matter if

the preacher had good intentions in this, as if he were misleading

them in deference to the weak. Truth cannot give way, nor the

purity of the Gospel endangered for the sake of the weak, much

rather everything must give way to God’s truth. Therefore Luther

writes among other things: “Listen, my brother, you know that we

should surrender life and limb for Christian freedom as for each

and every article of faith...It is necessary for you to confess and

retain Christian freedom, and not put up with the devil making any

command or prohibition here, or calling anything sinful or a

matter of conscience where God does not want to. But when you

allow such to be made sins, Christ is removed who takes sins

away. For by such a conscience the true Christ is denied, who

takes away all sins. So watch yourself, lest ev e n  i n  t h e s e

i n s i g n i f i c a n t  m a t t e r s  y o u  s t a n d  i n  n o  s m a l l  d a n g e r ,

when they thereby are playing games with your conscience.”

Further: “Wherever they want to deal with commandments and

prohibitions, sins, good works, conscience and endanger 

whatever God wants left free, and has neither commanded nor

forbidden, you must stand fast above all that in freedom and

always do the exact opposite of what they demand until your

freedom has won the field.” (Writing on the Heavenly Prophets.

L.W. XX. 278) Here a Lutheran preacher sees what he’s obligated

to do if he wants to remain faithful to his Church. . . . . . 

4.) Now we come to the last case, one that is especially

relevant to our times, when the acceptance or rejection of an

otherwise innocuous rite is not indifferent. It is this: If, in one way

or another the appearance is given as if one is deferring to the

opponents of pure doctrine, or as if one is now united with them

or as if one is saying orthodoxy and false faith are essentially the

same. The sacred duty to be most careful to diligently suspend the

use of this freedom in this case is based, amongst others, on the

following passage from 2 Cor. 6.14: “Do not be unequally yoked

with unbelievers. For what use has righteousness for

unrighteousness?  What fellowship has light with the darkness?

What agreement is there between Christ and Belial? – Therefore

come out from among them and separate from them, says the

LORD.” Rom. 16.17: “I admonish you, dear brothers, that you mark

those who cause division and offenses alongside the doctrine you

have learned, and withdraw from them.”  In this connection

confer with 1 Thess. 5.22: “Avoid every appearance of evil.” Now,

according to these declarations of the Holy Ghost, if the orthodox

must sever fellowship with unbelievers and the heterodox,

separate from them and depart from them and thus, according to

that last passage, also avoid any appearance that fellowship was

established between them, then those who receive the sorts of

rites that are characteristic of a heterodox faith, that likewise have

become trademarks of certain sects by which those who are

heretical in faith want t o  e x p r e s s  a n d  c o n f e s s  t h e i r

h e r e s i e s  w i t h  t h e i r  r i t e s , obviously act against God’s Word:

For by that the members of the orthodox church give the

appearance of having become one (united) with those of that

heretical faith, as if they had become one with them, as if they had

quit their accusation against the heretical doctrine, and as if they

had now become one church body with the enemies of pure

doctrine. That’s why in this case even our churchly symbols point

this out when, among other things, they say: “Also among the

legitimate, free adiaphora, or indifferent things, must not be

included such ceremonies that give the appearance, apparently

to avoid persecution, as if our religion and the papistic religion (or

any other heterodox religion) w e r e  n o t  f a r  d i f f e r e n t  than

each other, or as if that religion were n o t  h ig h l y  o p p o s e d  by

us: Or if such ceremonies have the purpose and are thus forced

to be accepted so that by that means both contradictory religions

are integrated (in unam redactae), and made into one body, or

again (cum periculum est) rapprochement is being attempted to

the papacy by a retreat from the pure doctrine of the Gospel and

true religion, or that this should be the final result. For in this case

what Paul writes in 2 Cor. 6.14,17 should and must apply: ‘Do not

be yoked with strangers, for what fellowship has light with

darkness? Therefore depart from them and be apart from them,

says the LORD.’ (Formula of Concord. Epitome. Art. 10) We must

not  overlook what the Apology expresses, in the following: “The

Christian church does not o n l y  consist in association with

outward signs (externarum rerum ac rituum, sicut aliae politiae),

but rather ch i e f l y  in the inner fellowship of the eternal wealth of

the heart, as of the Holy Ghost, of faith, of the fear and love of

God.” (Art. 7) By this the Apology clearly explains that even the

external ceremonies are not to be completely excluded from that

by which the true church takes part in her fellowship.

Now when we apply the doctrine on ceremonies that we have

presented here from God’s Word and the symbols of our Church
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to our present circumstances here, then it is not difficult to say

that we, who are being favored by being called by the name “Old

Lutherans,” do not want to diminish the freedom publicly

confessed by the Lutheran Church nor again institute a papistic

insistence on ceremonies.

We do not deny that we are geared up to retain the external

worship service as it has long been retained for centuries by the

ancient Lutheran Church, in its characteristic, constituent parts

and to certify it as such to our congregations. We do not deny,

however,  that we intend to have no connection at all with the

other church fellowships, nor to conform to any of the ceremonies

characteristic of the Reformed, Methodists or others. Finally, we

in no way consider those who nowadays abandon all the

distinctive ceremonies of our church and in their place accept

those of foreign churchly fellowships to be true Lutherans. But we

do not do this because we believe that any ceremony instituted by

man is, in itself, necessary for the Church to be true, as do the

papists, or that we do not have the authority under every

circumstance to use any non-offensive ceremony, whatever it

might be. Much rather we only treat it that way because we won’t

let our freedom in ceremonies be taken from us, we don’t want

to deny any truth, especially in this important doctrine of Christian

freedom, but want to confess it by our deeds, not wanting to

offend the weak, nor confirming any seemingly innocuous rite tied

to any heretical doctrine, lest we strengthen anyone in his error,

or even give the slightest hint that by doing so we agree with the

opponents of our Lutheran Church and her doctrine, nor that we

were merging together into one church with them. We are dead

serious about this. That’s what we want to do and what we are

contending for. But it has nothing to do with  the ceremonies, a s

s u c h , whose use or abolition in other circumstances we would

consider and declare with all our hearts to be a matter of

complete freedom. Those who oppose our employing the

Lutheran confession of freedom in ceremonies are boxing with

shadows against us when they assert these things are, of

themselves, free and necessitate no schism. The question they are

raising is much rather this, if we now are in circumstances where,

according to God’s Word and the confession of our Church, we

must not concede to opponents even in certain indifferent

matters. But since we are now in exactly those circumstances, it

is what we believe that dictates our response.

For others, that is, for the Reformed, they want make what a

Lutheran Church does a matter of conscience, since Lutherans

have altars, images, crucifixes and the like in their Churches, that

they use the oblation, or hosts and candle lighters with their

administration of the holy LORD’s Supper and require people to

kneel at the reception of the most holy sacrament, that the pastor

chants the Words of institution of the holy Supper, the liturgical

verses, collects and the Aaronic benediction at the altar, that at

Baptism, consecration, blessing, absolution they like to make the

sign of the cross, to bow one’s head at the Name of JESUS, etc. On

the other hand, the Reformed have insisted, as indispensable for

a valid celebration of the holy LORD’s Supper, on the use of

common bread, breaking it, giving the bread and the cup into the

hand of the communicant, etc. But it is just for this reason, partly

because they portray these practices of the Lutheran Church as

sinful superstition, papistic and idolatrous, and partly because they

want to demand that their innovations are necessary, just for that

reason the Lutheran Church has not given way to her opponents

for a moment, but rather has retained her relief against these lies

imposed upon the conscience so that this important article of

Christian freedom would not be darkened and that she would not

lose it. But has anything changed since then? Are not the

innocuous rites of the Lutheran Church still now turned into

remnants of the papacy, which now must be completely

eradicated to be pure? Don’t even the false brothers in our own

Church now press the same issues because in their view it’s so

obvious that the jewel of ancient Lutheran worship cannot

compete with the enthusiastic (schwaermerisch), Methodistic

movements of the Spirit? – So therefore you must see that we

must be diligent and careful in our watchfulness, that for the sake

of the false spirituality and pride that now predominates and is

being raised against the naivete of our fathers, we not also

publicly and disgracefully deny our Christian freedom, if ever we

give way to our opponents and our false brothers in their

insistence on these things. What sort of doctrine, what take on

Christian freedom would we be bringing into the hearts of many

thousands of Christians and helping to confirm in them by doing

so! It is clearly our responsibility, even right here and now, to lay

down a witness by what we practice that a true Christian must not

let people call sinful and make commands when God has not

called it sinful or placed a command. And no one is permitted to

say: In my circumstances, for my part, those things don’t apply to

me. We reply: If you really want to be a servant of the Lutheran

Church and want your congregation to be a part of the same, you

must not let yourself be satisfied to do what would be right and

salutary for the narrow confines of your congregation, as if you

stood there all by yourself but, as a member of the whole, you are

obligated to act in conscious connection with the whole church.

If you want to raise the issue of your prerogatives as a

membership in the Lutheran Church, then you must keep this in

your mind constantly in all of the work of your office: What

attacks the church is an attack against me. Her wars are my wars.

What the church does is what I will do. What I do is the church

acting along with me. If the church is being led into temptation, I

am also being tempted.. If someone falsifies one of the treasures

of the church, he is also falsifying that treasure for me. Whenever

the church might reject something, I thereby also reject it. “If a

member suffers, then all the members suffer with it.” 1 Cor. 12.26.

Obviously whoever doesn’t take his stand being aware of being a

part of the great whole of the church will never understand this.

– 

It would be a different situation if, this issue aside, the

Lutheran Church in America had retained pure doctrine and only

discontinued her rites for the sake of situations changing over

time. It would then be crazy to force a return to ceremonies that

have been abadoned. But we must bear in mind that  most

Lutherans, once they had abandoned Lutheran doctrine, have

accepted Reformed and Methodistic doctrine instead of the old

Lutheran doctrine and only then had also introduced the

ceremonies of the latter. We remember how the old doctrine

vanishing went hand in hand with the old practices disappearing,

and the new practices followed directly in the footsteps of the

new doctrines  into our Churches. Finally, we bear in mind that

most congregations who call themselves Lutheran here retained

nothing but the name, while the union has already been

introduced in them by their practice, since the preachers (just to

mention one thing) are receiving the Reformed as members of

their congregations, even as they want to remain Reformed, partly

because of their greedy bellies, and partly from their complete

indifference to religion. – Above all must we not acknowledge

here and now that just now it is the most sacred obligation of a

faithful servant of the Lutheran Church and of a congregation of

that name that they give evidence of it also through her external

worship service, so they are visibly distinguished from the

congregations that are sectarian and also to publicly and

decisively renounce them?  Must we not regard it as our most

sacred duty, as true sons of our Church, to take great care to avoid

any appearance as if we belong to that great party or as if we

approve of or even do not abhor with our whole heart the nature 

of the same or of what’s being pushed by those who are here

unfaithful to the Lutheran Church, yes, who already have become

members of another Church, and yet hypocritically want to bear

the name Lutheran? Must we not regard it as our most sacred duty
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to seriously see to it that we never by either word or deed make

ourselves part of that godless Church and religious syncretism that

is always becoming more dominant? To sum it up: If it has ever

become necessary in any country that a Lutheran congregation

must not want to bear her name as a show or in jest, retaining the

confessional ceremonies of our church and defending herself

from the acceptance of Reformed ceremonies and the like– is it

not now, more now than in the confusion of Babylon, and just

here in America, in this land of sects and of indifferentism? . . . .

In order to make it clear to our readers that the ceremonies

the Old Lutheran Church had preserved did not have their origins

in anything that was uniquely characteristic of the Roman Church,

we have, as the attentive reader will remember, proceeded from

what we hope is an unquestionable premise, that Old

Lutheranism could only lead to Rome: 1. If our Church had

accepted the false doctrine that Church connects to such rites;

and 2. If she also preserved the ceremonies of the Roman Church

that mitigated against God’s Word, or even just those ceremonies

which embrace anything that is uniquely characteristic of the

Roman Church, taking part in the actual essence of the papacy

that were introduced to support or make the papacy acceptable.

Now we have proved, first of all, that the Old Lutheran Church

has a completely different doctrine of ceremonies than do the

Romanists. We’ve shown, while the Roman Church teaches that

her human ceremonies are binding upon the conscience and are

essential to the worship of God, so, on the other hand, the Old

Lutheran Church teaches that all human ceremonies in the

Church that are neither forbidden nor commanded by God are

matters of Christian freedom, which may be accepted or

abolished, preserved or removed, according to circumstances.

We have further shown that the Old Lutheran Church by no

means relegates  the doctrine of freedom in all ceremonies to

mere words, but this Church much rather affirms this doctrine in

her actual practice, whenever she decisively rejects a few

ceremonies under certain circumstances and has decisively

preserved others.

Now the question arises: Even if, indeed, the Old Lutheran

Church has a different doctrine in her ceremonies than the

Roman Church,  isn’t she showing that she is closer to the Roman

Church than other Protestant denominations, since she has

preserved ceremonies mitigating against God’s Word since they

are ceremonies used exclusively by papists? Thus muses the

“Watchman of Zion” in Baltimore. Mr. Weyl asserts this. He writes:

“Making the three fold cross over a baptized infant,27 mounting a

crucifix in the Church and burning wax candles on the altar in

daylight at the holy LORD’s Supper, etc., doesn’t that reek of

Rome?”

Now to go on to illuminate this point, we will lead the reader

through the ceremonies the Lutheran church has received from

out of the Roman Church one by one, to investigate if one or more

of them really mitigate against God’s Word or could even be

referred to as remnants of the papacy. We begin with those  Mr.

Weyl has proposed, since it’s obvious that these raise the greatest

objections.

The first rite of our church that is supposedly papistic is the

rite she uses so often, called  “ m a k i n g  t h e  s i g n  o f  t h e

c r o s s .” Now it’s certainly true, this ceremony is seldom used

nowadays, since even many of the servants of the Church are

ashamed of the crucified Son of God, so now even naive, honest

Christians, who only see this done when they’re around Catholics

come to think it’s a badge designating a vassal of the pope. But we

ask, why could it not be an innocent ceremony, when such a

lovely message is so clearly given to everyone by it? Even if it were

admitted that this ceremony was not put into practice until after

the papacy ascended, wouldn’t we still have to say it’s a very

lovely and edifying rite to anyone who believes in the crucified

Savior, who loves him and, therefore, gladly wants to remember

him? Yet whoever is even slightly familiar with the history of the

Christian Church must know that this beautiful, meaningful ritual

is ancient. It far predates the rise of the papacy, yes, it had even

been a common practice in the age of Christianity’s first love, in

the age when even hundreds of thousands died as martyrs for the

Crucified. Already the first doctor of the Church after the apostolic

fathers, Justin Martyr, makes mention of this Christian custom in

his second letter of defense in the days of the church father,

T e r t u l l i a n , who was born in the year 160. Making the sign of

the cross was so universally practiced that he could write:”Step by

step, every time they came in or went out, when putting on

clothing and shoes, upon waking, eating, lighting lamps, laying or

sitting down, in short, in all our daily activities,  we make the sign

of the cross upon our forehead.” (Lib. De corona militis c. III.) One

of the things this same Tertullian writes in giving the details of the

rites used with Baptism is this: “The flesh is signed (with the

cross), by which the soul is guarded.” (De resurr. Carnis. Ch. 8)

From this we see that even in the time of Tertullian the sign of the

cross was put into service, not only in common life, but also in the

Church. And, of course, at that time it had no tie to any

superstitious ideas that in the sign of the cross itself lay some

magical power as it was later taught in the papacy and is still

taught.28 To the charge that heathen of those days leveled against

Christians, that they worshiped the cross, Tertullian responds:

“Whoever among you thinks that we worship the cross takes

refuge in the same principle we do. Wood is wood. A figure does

not obliterate its distinction from what it depicts.” (Apolog. c. 16)

So, according to that, what must you say about Lutheran

preachers and writers of newspaper articles who disparage

making the sign of the cross as being papistic? Aren’t they

themselves branding a most innocent rite, and a lovely, simple

sign for the remembrance of the crucified Savior as an

abomination? Aren’t they turning the Christians in the golden age

of Christianity, along with many thousands of holy martyrs, into

superstitious papists? Doesn’t the Lutheran Church have the right,

as no reasonable person can deny, to preserve innocent rites that

have remained in the Church, even f r o m  t h e  a n c i e n t ,  g o o d

t im e s ,  even through the rule of the papacy, and how may she,

then, do away with the sign of the cross, this loveliest of all

symbols, that only a believer can have? – Yes, says Mr. Weyl, “the

time for child’s play is over and the worship of God in spirit and

truth is ordained for us.” We respond: We truly do not begrudge

this man his childish and ridiculous thoughts about responsibility

and the Spirit. Yes we much rather pity him as an unsaved man

who ought to be ashamed of his own explanation of the

childishness of what is simply Christian. (cf. Mt. 18.3) But perhaps

another might say: Shouldn’t the Lutheran Church abolish making

the sign of the cross, since it is used so much by papists in service

of their superstitions?  We reply: Abuse must not eliminate a

proper use. The true Reformation was not the elimination of all

existing ceremonies, but the purification of what was good from

abuses and of false accretions according to the apostolic rule:

“Test everything and retain what is good!” It doesn’t say to abolish,

but – “retain.” But as to why the Lutheran Church retained just this

27
We have omitted his words about invoking Mary, which Mr. Weyl included

with these, since we have already squelched the shameful lie this bespeaks in issue number 5.

28
In the catechism of the Jesuit, Canisius, so highly regarded by all Catholics, it

says: “For what is the sign of the cross useful?” Answer: “Chiefly to drive away evil spirits and
to destroy their power, attacks and devilish skills.” Compare this with Eph. 6.16. – The
Catholics will say: Don’t the church fathers say these things about the sign of the cross? We
answer: Here 1 Thess. 5.21 applies. The Bible is not to conform itself to the church fathers, but
the church fathers must conform to the Bible. Besides that, it is also one thing for the church
fathers speak of a matter in bold, rhetorical terms but quite another if one would want to forge
new doctrines from out of those figures of speech.
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designation, we will let the great Lutheran theologian Johann

Gerhard explain: He writes thus: “The sign of the cross is made

upon the forehead and the breast of the child (to be baptized).

This is not done out of superstition, nor for the sake of its

supposed supernatural power, but this is to bear witness that the

baptized is received to grace and born again unto eternal life

t h r o u g h  t h e  s e r v i c e  o f  t h e  c r u c i f i ed  C h r i s t  a l o n e . By

this we are also reminded that the child is being received into the

number of those who believe in the crucified Christ, that the old

Adam in him must be crucified daily through Baptism, Rom. 6.6,

and that he will be subject to the cross in this life. According to

Genesis 48.14, the patriarch Jacob similarly formed a cross when

he laid his hands upon both of his grandsons, Ephraim and

Menasseh, reminding them of the cross of Christ. Here we also

include that some elders did this on the foreheads of the servants

of God in Ez. 9.4 and Rev. 7.3. Christ the crucified was once

foolishness to the Gentiles 1 Cor. 1.23. That is why they mocked

Christians, calling them cross worshipers (crucicolas), as

Tertullian witnesses. Christians designated themselves in that way

to show that they were not ashamed of the cross of Christ, placing

the same in the middle of their forehead. Cyrill of Jerusalem

writes (Catech. 13): ‘Do not be ashamed of his cross. If you want

to dispute with unbelievers, then first make the sign of the cross

with your hand. . .It is the sign of faith29. . . Do not deny the

Crucified, or the whole host of the witnesses of his crucifixion and

his suffering will rise up against you, even the stones which are

still visible, which were split at the death of JESUS.’ Augustine30

writes (Serm. 8 de verb. Dom.) ‘The wise people of the world

mock us because of the cross of Christ and say: What are you

thinking, honoring a crucified God?  The cross is signed upon the

forehead, which is man’s disgrace, etc.’ Therefore when

catechumens (who had registered to be baptized) give

themselves over to the crucified Christ, their forehead and breast

is signed with the cross, as a sign of faith and confession of Christ.

The sign of the cross comes from the baptism of catechumens, as

do most other ceremonies, and is carried over to the baptism of

infants.” (Loc. theol. Bapt. § 261.) “Can,” writes Gerhard in another

passage, “forming the sign of the cross over the bread and the cup

(in the holy LORD’s Supper) be disapproved? Answer: This is a free

ceremony if it is used as a sign of the blessing and consecration,

but it is to be ascribed absolutely no spiritual power, . . . by it, the

remembrance of the cross of Christ is renewed, that is, the

suffering of Christ on the cross, which is the fount of all blessing,

just as the laying on of hands in the Absolution and ecclesial

ordination is used as an external sign. Even Chrysostom (Hom. 55.

in Matth.31) and Augustine (Tract 118 in Joh.) mention that the sign

of the cross was used back then at the celebration of the holy

LORD’s Supper.” (Loc. th. S. Coena. § 156) – Hopefully this will be

sufficient to convince any objective person that nothing is less

papistic than making the sign of the cross.. . . . .

A second practice of the Old Lutheran Church which must

lead to Rome, according to Mr. Weyl’s judgement, is “the

mounting of a crucifix in the Church.”

To this charge we must first remind you that, by all means, the

Lutheran Church has, from the beginning, also distinguished

herself from the Reformed Churches by doing this, as she has

permitted images, altars, crucifixes, etc., in her houses of worship,

while ever since the days of Carlstadt’s smashing statues, the

Reformed Churches have, for the most part, rejected them,

though even the Reformed have not been perfectly united in that.

So, for example, Beza, one of the Reformed, is not shy about

saying he abhorred the image of the crucifixion from his heart,”

(Coll. Moempel. P. 418) but, on the other hand, a Calvinist, Petrus

Martyr says, just as staunchly, Christ may be portrayed according

to his human nature. (Comment. I. Reg. 7)

We can best see how rightly believing Lutherans regard

images in the Church in some statements Luther made about the

same. Luther speaks as follows in this regard. In his fourth sermon

in the year 1522, after his return from the Wartburg to Wittenberg,

he preached against Calstadt’s enthusiasm (Schwaermerei) and

statue smashing, saying: “Therefore we must conclude and must

also remain in this, that images in themselves are neither good

nor evil. But they should be left matters of freedom, to have them

or not, only that no faith or dream be entertained that God is

served or placated by venerating images.” Further, Luther writes

in his pamphlet, Against the Heavenly Prophets of Images and the

Sacrament, from the years 1524 and 1525: “Not that I want to

defend images or judge those who have broken them, especially

those who destroy the images of God and venerated images. But

images are reminders to bear witness to us, as do the crucifix and

images of the saints, and this is even justified by looking to Moses,

since even in the law they were certainly affirmed, and not only

affirmed,  but, inasmuch they were reminders and witnesses, they

were also lovely and precious, like the stones of witness in Josh.

24.27 and 1 Sam. 7.12.” Another important witness on this topic is

found in the Church Postils. In his sermon for the Invention of the

Cross of Christ, Luther writes: “Therefore where this abuse and

heresy occurs in the worship of images and the cross, the cross or

image should be removed and destroyed and even the Church

building itself demolished. For we have in the Old Testament this

figure of the bronze snake commanded by Moses in the

wilderness, as you just heard in the Gospel. All who were bitten by

the fiery serpents were cured when they looked up to the bronze

snake. That is what we also must do to be healed in our sins. We

must also look at the crucified Christ in such images and believe

on him.”

From this the attentive reader sees that even though the

Lutheran Church gives so little attention to images that Lutherans

don’t think such external things are worth disputing over, she

merely asserts she has the freedom to use them, and therefore

she does not disdain them when they may also serve as a God-

pleasing reminder, or as an appropriate, external adornment for

public worship.

Now since, on the part of the Reformed, they often want to

accuse Lutherans of sinning since they have allowed images,

altars and crucifixes and the like in their Churches as they charge

this as being papistic, yes, idolatrous, as this, for example, is done

in the Heidelberg Catechism (see this year’s The Lutheran, issue

5), then using or not using these images has taken on a

significance beyond what it is in and of itself. That is, since now

they have made images a matter of conscience for Lutheran

Christians, then between Lutherans and the Reformed it is no

longer a matter involving poor, innocuous images, but rather it

impacts the high article of Christian freedom, the legitimate

understanding of the divine law, the proper distinction between

the Old and the New Covenants, and therefore, whether a

Christian ought to allow something God has not forbidden to be

called sinful. Therefore, against her will, the Lutheran Church has

been dragged into this dispute, which truly had to be engaged for

29
It is confessed by Felix of Narcissus that this was such a recognizable sign by

the heathen that this is how a Christian was recognized, for they would make the sign of the
cross on the hour.

30
This church father boasts before God in his Confessions (v.1; ch.1) that his

pious mother, Monica, had consecrated  him, even when he had been a baby, with the sign of the
cross.

31
The words say this in Chrysostom: “Everything that is included in our

salvation is perfected by means of the same (the cross). For when we (in Baptism) are born
again, the cross of Christ is there. When we are fed with the most holy food (in the holy LORD’s
Supper), when we are ordained to the Preaching Office: always and everywhere the sign of the
cross accompanies us. It’s unimagineable that Chrysostom would ascribe a power to an outward
sign of itself as in the superstition of the papacy, so he yet adds this: “The apostle called the
cross something precious which one must not merely make with his fingers over his body, but
obviously is made with great faith upon his thought.”
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the sake of the most important article of faith, yet, at face value,

it concerns the kind of matters our Church would let go of in a

second without dispute if she didn’t want to betray a leaning to

Rome. So Luther witnesses how significant this conflict had

become in the pamphlet mentioned against the heavenly

prophets in the following words: “This has been stated about

images being required in the strictness of Moses’ law, not because

I thought that I should defend the images, as I’ve sufficiently said,

but so that we grant no space for the murdering spirits, since they

make sins and matters of conscience where there are none and,

thus, needlessly murder souls. For though images are poor,

external things, yet if consciences are thereby burdened, as if they

were sins under God’s law, then that elevates this issue to make

it most significant. For that destroys faith, violates the blood of

Christ, condemns the Gospel, and nullifies everything Christ has

won for us. So also this abomination of Carlstadt is no less

destructive to the kingdom of Christ and to a good conscience

than was the papacy with its forbidding of food and marriage and

whatever else was free and not sinful. For eating and drinking are

also paltry, external matters, yet souls are murdered when the

conscience is stricken with laws in these matters.

Whoever considers this rightly will not wonder when faithful

servants of the Lutheran Church still advocate their congregation’s

adorning their Churches with images, with a crucifix, an altar and

the like. They do this primarily so that, even in this way, God’s

Word is preached and the places where the congregation of the

faithful gather invite their devotion, even externally. But they also

do this, and, indeed chiefly do this, so that a public witness be

constantly laid down for the freedom of the Christian in all matters

not forbidden by God.

So now this brings up another question: Is the use of images,

crucifixes, altars, etc. really a matter that is part of Christian

freedom?

The Reformed deny this and with this they have always

appealed to Ex. 20.4-5 where, in the midst of the enumeration of

the Ten Commandments, it says: “You shall not make any image

or any likeness, neither of that which is above in heaven nor that

which is under the earth, nor that which is in the water under the

earth.” In order to emphasize these words the Reformed have

even declared that this is a separate, that is, the Second

Commandment, (so the Reformed number four Commandments

on the first table and six Commandments on the second; they

combine the Ninth and Tenth Commandments, on coveting, or

lusting, into one Commandment). So the Reformed say: Isn’t it

clearly forbidden here to make images? We answer: Yes! But

what kind of image is forbidden is also stated in this addition: “Do

not worship and serve them.” That these words must be applied

to the word “make” and must limit the same, we see from the 23rd

verse of this Chapter where the LORD declares: “Therefore you

shall not make anything next to me, you shall not make gods of

silver or gold.” These Words clearly and plainly show, first, that vs.

4 and 5 are not a separate, Second Commandment, but rather an

explanation of the First Commandment and, secondly, that God

only forbids making images for worship, as images of idols, in vs.

4 and 5. This is stated so naturally and obviously that it seems

inconceivable that anyone on the side of the Reformed could have

raised a doubt against it.

Yet the Reformed might object: Those Words: “”Do not

worship them, or serve them” stand on their own. It doesn’t

say”You shall not make them so that you worship them.” But even

this objection dissipates into nothing when we compare this to

Lev. 26.1. There the LORD says: “You shall not make any idols, nor

an image, nor any pillars, nor any memorial stones in your land,

which you worship. For I am the LORD, your God.” Here we have

God’s own, thus an irrefutable, sure explanation of this addition to

the First Commandment (Ex. 20.4,5.) But his divine explanation

tells us that making images and having them is only forbidden

when it is done “that they be worshiped.” Now this also follows

from Lev. 26.1, that erecting pillars and setting memorial stones is

forbidden, from which it is clearly seen that merely making these

things could not be forbidden, but rather making them to worship,

for who could deny that they had been allowed to raise pillars and

to set memorial stones? This is even more clearly seen in the

following passage, Deut. 4.15-19. In this passage God even places

next to the prohibition of making images “lifting your eyes to

heaven to the sun, moon, stars and the whole host of heaven.”

Now wouldn’t it be ridiculous to assert that according to that it is

sinful to look up into the heavens and the stars? Certainly.

Everyone sees that here only looking could be forbidden which is

accompanied by a veneration of these creatures as it also says at

the conclusion of this passage: “and fall down and worship them

and serve them.” But now if only the kind of idolatrous gazing into

the heavens and its stars is forbidden that is idolatrous, then this

also applies only to the idolatrous making of images on earth.

So from this it’s clear that in the holy Ten Commandments,

merely making and using images is not being forbidden. From

other passages of Scripture and from the nature of this matter this

is clear and self evident.

God willing, we will continue with this in the next issue. . . . .

Now we have arrived at the answer to the question: So is it

really indisputably beyond doubt that God’s Word allows one to

make, possess and use images?

First we must point out that we Christians, who live in the

New Covenant, are no longer bound to the civil and ceremonial

laws of the Jewish people with their shadows and types (Col. 2.16-

17), but rather only to their moral ethics. But this ethic is nothing

other than the natural law that has been written by God in the

heart, of the eternal, immutable norm of his will. Therefore we

find if God himself has done something or commanded it, it can’t

be anything forbidden by moral ethics. But now, as has been

confessed, God himself has had images made, sometimes by

commanding it and sometimes by affirming them being made.

According to Ex. 25.40 God himself had made and shown Moses

an image of a model of the tent of meeting. Further, according to

Num. 21.8, God himself had commanded that an image of a snake

be made and, according to Ex 35.30f, God filled Bezeel and

Ahaliab with his spirit for the very reason to equip them with gifts

for all sorts of artfully working with gold, silver and bronze, and

the like. According to Ex. 25.18 God had arranged for them to

make figures of cherubim and to even place them in the Holy of

Holies. Here we also include the images that were found in the

temple of Solomon, of cherubim, lions, cattle, pillars, flowery

adornments, pomegranates and the like in 1 Kings 6.7. Now none

of this, even if it were not specifically ordered by God, is offensive

to God as he bears witness. For at its dedication he wondrously

filled this temple that was adorned with all sorts of images with

his glory, 1 Kings 8.11. So who could now declare that it is

forbidden to do what God himself has done and commanded to

be done, or has affirmed? It cannot possibly be against the moral

precepts buried in the heart of every human being, so obviously,

without doubt, it must also be allowed for a Christian of the New

Covenant. 

But we go on to bring this to a conclusion: What even God

himself has established in nature can not possibly be sinful. But

what is the whole of creation but a great stage upon which there

are placed countless images? We see images in the mirror of a

lake, or upon some other glassy surface of a stone, polished

metal, etc., so everywhere you see the image of a man throughout

the world that surrounds him. The temple of nature that God

himself has built has altars everywhere. Every hill and mountain

is an altar. And as often as the sun rises and sets, adorning the

ceiling of the cathedral God himself built, in which all the children

of God worship daily and gather under the heavenly canvas,
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painted in glorious colors. Yes, doesn’t even our own imagination

constantly sketch images of all kinds of subjects in the temple of

our hearts? Even Mssrs. Reformed, whether they want to or not,

are forced by nature itself to suffer images in the temple that God

himself has made and, indeed, even in the temple of their hearts,

in the way of all good Lutherans. Now isn’t it foolish to want to

accuse Christians of sin, yes to even waste a word on it, when

they adorn the meeting places they construct for themselves with

images that can give them  reminders of God’s blessings? One of

the things Luther writes about this against the heavenly prophets

is: “So I also surely know that God wants to have his work heard

and read, especially the suffering of Christ. But if I must hear and

think about that, it is impossible that I not make images of those

things in my heart. For, whether I want to or not, if I hear of Christ

(the Crucified) an image of a man hanging on a cross is sketched

in my heart, just as my face naturally appears in  water when I

gaze into it. Now if it’s not sinful to have Christ’s image in my

heart, why should it be sinful if I have it in my eyes? Surely the

heart is more important than the eyes, as that is the true throne

and dwelling place of God!”

Beyond all doubt it is finally established that if, then, God had

forbidden images and memorial stones, etc., it was not because

those things in themselves were being disparaged, but the

idolatrous use of the same, since we observe these things are

rejected in some circumstances and have actually been affirmed

in others. The calves at Bethel in Dan that were venerated were

hated by God, but he affirmed the placing of the bulls in the

temple of Solomon, which was now dedicated for worship. And

back when the tribes of Ruben and Gad and the half tribe of

Manasseh constructed an altar on their side of the Jordan, they

were at first suspicious that said tribes might have been guilty of

trespassing the law by doing that. But as it came to light that this

altar was only a witness and a memorial monument that by no

means would be used idolatrously, then the suspicious brothers

were pacified, and they thanked and praised God. Cf. Joshua 22.

So it is also only fair that our Mssrs. Reformed along with their

lackies, Mr. Weyl in Baltimore and all the other non-Lutherans,

calm down a bit when they hear that we Lutherans have images,

crucifixes, altars, etc., not in order to offer sacrifices and the like,

but rather merely as adornments and as pious reminders.

Now at this point a few might still respond, certainly all

images are not to be rejected, but in any case it is still wrong to

make an image of God and to make a likeness of him, since God

is by nature invisible and can and must not be depicted (Deut.

4.15) Whoever does that presents God in human terms, which

would thereby place a false presentation of God into the heart and

thereby institute obvious idolatry, as Aaron did with the golden

calf. We reply: In this we are in full agreement with the Reformed.

We also reject all images that man himself makes of God as

idolatrous. Therefore in the Lutheran Churches and books only

images of God’s r ev e l a t i o n s  (not of God himself) are

permitted. For example, we permit representations of the

revelation of God the Father as an ancient man, according to

Daniel 7.9; God the Son as the Son of Man according to Daniel

7.13, 1 Tim. 3.16, and according to the whole New Testament; God

the Holy Ghost as a dove, according to Mt. 3.16. Included in this

are also all of the ways the Bible presents the characteristics of

God. These have been given in paint instead of in letters, such as

the eye, etc. To reject such things is ridiculous, since obviously no

one could keep such images out of his soul. Would to God that

had our opponents also made no other images of God than that

which the Bible sketches of him in their hearts, then they would

quickly unite with us about these external adornments and visual

witnesses. But they attack these visible, idolatrous images with

fists and axes while the idolatrous images which false doctrine

stirs up in their hearts they leave untouched upon their thrones.

Compare Rom. 2.22, 2 John 9, 1 Sam. 15.22-23. So if you, you

image warriors, would like to practice your trade, then by all

means take to your battlefield. Go into your hearts, and you’ll have

plenty to battle there!

Now what must finally bring us to sum up all we’ve said about

the use of images? It is this: It is not Old Lutheranism that leads to

Rome, for according to God’s Word, he teaches freedom in these

matters. But certainly innovative, modern, neo-Lutheranism does

lead to Rome, for it, like good Romanists, commands what God

has left free. Luther also came to this conclusion back in his battle

against Carlstadt. He writes, “Now notice here who writes on

behalf of the Anti-Christ, we or Carlstadt. We act like the papists,

except that we do not suffer their doctrine, commands and force.

We also allow what the Carlstadtians do, but we do not suffer

their forbidding things. So now the papists and Calstadt are the

true pens of the Anti-Christ in doctrine, for they both create

doctrine the one by their doing, the other by their prohibiting. But

we teach neither and practice both.” (Against the Heavenly

Prophets.) . . . .

As it is well known, this also is counted among the signs of an

intentional tendency of the Old Lutheran Church to Rome; that in

our church, with the distribution of the holy LORD’s Supper, small

round coins of bread called hosts or wafers are used instead of

common bread, and we, therefore, don’t break them. We

consider it necessary to note a few things about this.

There are two things to note as most important concerning

the use of these so-called h o s t s . First, we use them because they

are also nothing other than b r e a d .  They are prepared from flour

and water and baked, and that, and nothing more, is the essence

of bread. Now, since Christ has given no command as to what

form the bread should have and how big or thick it must be, and

since, more than that, the holy LORD’s supper was not instituted

for our body, but to feed our souls and since, finally, even from

ancient times this was the usual form (even Epiphanius mentions

them in the fourth century) as most a p p r o p r i a t e  for this holy

use, so we do not see why any change should be required.

Additionally, since the Reformed have called us sinful for this form

of the bread we use and have even often ridiculed it as an

abomination of the papacy, and have called the wafers foam

bread, fog bread and silver pieces by which Christ is betrayed, and

the like, it is most appropriate to do this. For that’s how Lutherans

take their stand upon their freedom and do not allow their

conscience to be bound to innocent things, and retain this as their

indifferent custom. Of course, they do not call the Reformed sinful

as they use common bread, but since they declare that just this

custom of theirs is the only mark of the true church, then rightly

believing Lutherans must do exactly the opposite, since what had

formerly held no significance has now become a mark of a

heretical church. It may certainly be the case that, especially here,

the Reformed custom may have been introduced in many

congregations, not to instigate Reformed doctrine but out of lack

of a supply of wafers. We do think when it is up to a preacher to

act with his congregation to confess they are a Lutheran Church,

he must then, in this age of the external blending of religions, be

determined to also conform to the Lutheran Church in this

ceremony of confession and make every effort to avoid

syncretism (mixing of faiths).32

Now, further, concerning our omission of the breaking of the

bread which is not seldom used as a charge against the Lutheran

Church, there is more to this complaint than what has just been

mentioned.

32
We want to make good brothers in office, who know of no local sources to

obtain hosts, aware that the same can be obtained from the clerk of the local Lutheran
congregation, Mr. Graeber, care of our address.
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That is, it is by all means true that the holy evangelists

explicitly report to us that before the distribution of the

consecrated bread, Christ had first broken the same. From this,

the conclusion is drawn on the side of the Reformed that thus it is

obviously absolutely necessary for a valid LORD’s Supper that the

bread be broken with it.

To decide about that, it is first necessary to ask the question

about what belongs to the actual essence of the holy LORD’s

Supper. Of course, it is clear that the holy evangelists have also

expressly mentioned a number of circumstances that had

obtained at the institution of the holy LORD’s Supper, but which no

one sees as essential to the valid celebration of the holy LORD’s

Supper. For example, they explicitly tell us that the first holy

LORD’s Supper had been celebrated in a guest room, in the

evening, at a table, immediately after the evening meal, that all

those eating reclined at the table. Now if someone wanted to say

that everything that the evangelists relate about the circumstances

of this institution is necessarily required for every valid LORD’s

Supper, then all of the conditions just mention would also have to

be deemed necessary. But who would assert that? Everyone

much rather perceives that all these circumstances are dictated

according to the time and place, when and where any particular

holy LORD’s Supper is celebrated, and according to the customs

and ceremonies that prevail there. Among these circumstances

we Lutherans also concede that Christ broke the bread at the

institution of the holy LORD’s Supper. It is well-known that the

Jews had not baked bread that rises as we Germans do in our

ovens, but flatbread, so if they wanted to receive and distribute it,

it first had to be broken. That’s why in the Hebrew language

breaking the bread means the same as distributing it. For example

Isaiah 58.7: “break your bread for the hungry.” Lamentations 4.4:

“The young children crave bread and there is no one to break it

for them.” Therefore, of course, this is not a direction that the

bread necessarily must be broken for the poor, but only, in

general, that it should be distributed among them. The means to

do this among the Jews was by breaking it. Since back on that

night there was bread remaining from the evening meal they just

finished, obviously Christ had to also break it as he now wanted

to distribute it among the disciples. This was as necessary as a

lamp being lit since it was evening. But Christ was in no way

thereby giving a command that this method of distribution must

be observed at all times and in all places, even where no bread

needing to be broken is used. Far from it! Even those Christians

who did not practice breaking the bread in the holy LORD’s Supper

into pieces yet remained therefore, united with the first Christians

“in the apostolic doctrine and in the fellowship, and in the

b r e a k i n g  o f  b r e a d ,” that is, when the consecrated bread was

distributed among them according to Christ’s institution and

received in true faith, just as those kept that commandment in

Isaiah 58.7, if they didn’t give the poor bread they’d broken, but a

whole loaf. Nevertheless, we Lutherans do not, for that reason,

regard it at all as wrong to break the bread, as Christ had broken

it, we only regard it, for the reasons just given, as so little

necessary as that one recline at table, hold the celebration in the

evening, or have a common mealtime beforehand, and the like.

This matter is so clear that everyone can probably see this. Yet

we must nevertheless fear that perhaps many, who are not used

to making these clear distinctions, may think we are only making

this argument to justify our Church. For their sake we want to

appeal to the witnesses of two famous R e f o r m e d  doctors of the

church, who, indeed, have criticized Lutherans for omitting the

b r e a k i n g  of the bread but, nevertheless, have had to confess

that it is neither commanded by Christ nor part of the essence of

the holy Sacrament.

The first is B e z a  (from 1558 a close friend and colleague in

office of Calvin in Genf), who writes: “it makes no difference if

one breaks it into many pieces d u r i n g  t h e  c e r e m o n y  of a

Mass or if he distributes small round breads, which have been

p r ev i o u s l y  separated into parts before the Mass.” (Lib. 99 et

resp. 9.194.) In another passage the same man writes: “it is still

the LORD’s Supper if only the chief matter and its pure essence be

observed, even if the breaking of the bread is omitted.” (Epist. 2.

Vol. 3 p. 169)

The second is Z a n c h i u s  (from 1553 professor at Strasbourg,

later at Heidelberg), who writes: “the breaking of bread is not to

be introduced if the greater portion of the Church is against it, so

that no division results because of it, since by wanting to break the

bread they would break and sever the body of the church by doing

so. . . That many imagine that the breaking is commanded for the

sake of these words: ’T h is  do  i n  r e m e m b r a n c e  of me,’ is, in

my judgment, an error, since it is obvious that this command is

not referring to Christ’s act:’he broke it,’ but rather to the

command to take bread and to eat it. So this is also the case

because it would otherwise follow that our preachers are acting

wrongly when they alone break the bread since this command, (if

he would also understand it to apply to the breaking of the bread)

would not only apply to them but to all believers, to all of those to

whom he had previously said to take and eat.”(Lib. Epist. I. F. 238)

So then, how did it come about that, without noticing it, some

Reformed are now so earnestly and strictly insisting on the

breaking of the bread? The reason is not hard to find. They only

regard the sacraments as ceremonies that give no grace, but

rather should only point to, signify and represent the same. They

believe of holy Baptism that it does not w o r k  the second birth,

but only s i g n i f i e s  it, that it is not the pouring out of the Holy

Ghost, but only points to it. They believe of the holy LORD’s Supper,

there is no true presence of the body and the blood of Christ at all

in it, but rather these heavenly treasures would only be

represented in them under the bread and wine. The holy LORD’s

Supper is actually nothing but a performance, by which the

suffering of Christ is presented through all sorts of rituals that

must, in that way, be called into remembrance. So, for example,

even the breaking of the bread points to Christ’s body having been

broken. By such doctrine the Reformed obviously must keep

breaking the bread, since according to them the chief use of their

LORD’s Supper rests directly upon their doing just that. 

Yet everyone can plainly see how erroneous that take would

be since, first of all, the body of Christ hadn’t really been broken

at all, only figuratively (John 19.36 cf. Exodus 12.46). But had the

breaking of the bread been a symbolic ritual, and something

ought to have been signified by it, then, of course what was

signified could not again be something symbolic, but would have

to be something real, thus an actual breaking of Christ’s body. But,

as said, since such a thing never actually happened, then it is clear

that Christ had only broken the bread so  he could distribute it, not

because he wanted to institute a symbolic act. But, besides that,

if that were really the case, then in that same way he would have

had to have commanded some of the wine be spilled in order to

thereby signify33 the shedding of his blood on its part. Apart from

that, we just want to mention that it would obviously be just

blasphemous if a servant of the church would actually want to

break the body of Christ, even if it were just symbolically.

Had the Reformed only insisted upon the breaking of the

bread because they wanted to impart to the ceremony a meaning

which it must not have according to the will of Christ, then that

already would be reason and grounds enough to rather omit that

ritual, since that would be giving an opportunity to impart a

33
That the Reformed feel that these two belong together is clearly seen by the

way they speak of it, as they apply this to both, but by this they prove that their thoughts are
idiosyncratic. We refer only to one such passage from The Beginning and Progress of Salvation,
by the Reformed Dobbridge, which says this: “We say how the bread is broken and how the
wine is shed (?). Does that not give us a touching portrayal of our JESUS and how his body was
broken into pieces in his suffering (?) and his holy blood shed, just as water upon the ground?”
(See the edition by the American Tract Society, p. 247.)
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meaning contrary to Christ’s own thoughts. But the Reformed

have gone even further. They have even openly declared that the

goal of their strictly retaining this ceremony is to remove the

biblical doctrine of the presence of the body and blood of Christ

from out of the hearts of Christians. The famous unionist, D a v i d

P a r e u s , among others, have revealed this. The same was born

of Lutheran parents, but through his teacher, by the name of

Schilling, he became a crypto- Calvinist, who was rector at the

gymnasium in Hirschberg in Silesia, leading him, already in his

youth, to the Reformed religion. Finally, he became professor at

the Reformed University at Heidelberg in 1584 and now made a

great effort to establish a union between the Reformed and

Lutherans. The same writes the following in his book on bread

and the breaking of bread: “with the breaking of the bread, the

idolatrous, false idea of the body of Christ in, with or under the

bread and of its oral reception will be most powerfully broken and

removed from the hearts of the common, misled people. For what

is enclosed for a few hours in 300, 400, 3000, 4000 wafers, could

not be the natural body of Christ.” (See. Amberger Ed. P. 199.)

After such a public statement on the part of the Reformed, for

what honest Lutheran could the omission of the breaking of the

bread at the holy LORD’s Supper not be a matter of conscience?

Here, what St. Paul had once done as false teachers wanted to

insist on circumcision, and thereby to insinuate the false doctrine

that it was necessary to retain the ceremonial law, is directly

applicable. Previously, out of love, Paul had still allowed

circumcision for the sake of weak Jews, but as it would now

appear as if he were thereby justifying the false doctrine of those

heretics, he then says: “since a few false brothers have snuck in,

and have infiltrated, to spy out our freedom that we have in Christ

JESUS so that they may take us captive, we did not yield to them for

an instance to be subjugated, so that the truth of the Gospel would

remain with us.”Gal. 2.4,5. We think that when a preacher dares

to retain this breaking of bread, he must  either be a closet

Zwinglian, or the money that the reformed minded members of

his congregation would bring him is more dear to him than the

truth of which he is convinced in his conscience.

But if someone should say that with him it is a completely

different situation, that he has nothing to do with the Reformed,

so in his case this doesn’t apply for him to have to forgo the

breaking of the bread for the sake of the confession, – then we

reply: After the Reformed Church has separated herself from the

Lutherans through her false doctrine and now both churches

stand over and against each other, that makes it necessary that

 each individual congregation also not be at peace with the

Reformed, and it would be out of the question for them to join our

opponents in doing this, when they are using exactly those

ceremonies to try to “remove from our peoples’ hearts” the pure

doctrine of our Church. But a Christian congregation must avoid

every appearance of evil and offense. It is just here in America that

every congregation is now hemmed in by the Reformed and they

are thus always in too much danger here of this universal,

constant mixing of religions, to deny any truth, even through

certain rituals.

Besides that, a preacher must always think about the future.

If he tolerates reformed ceremonies in his congregation might he

not easily be thereby paving the way for his congregation’s later

departing from the Lutheran Church and falling into the hands of

a reformed teacher? What answer will he give for doing so before

God someday? Experience has proven that this fear is in no way

unfounded. We will give an example. The reformed Elector

George Wilhelm of Brandenburg writes the following in a

response to the governors of Cleve from December 18, 1637: “and

what is most offensive, the same report is coming to us, as you

even have to force Lutheran congregations in other places to use

reformed practices (worship) against their will, with the goal of

displacing their own, and to that end you even employ some

utterly unheard of pretexts (tricks). That is, when a parish pastor

would run short of wafers, having too many communicants, he’d

be forced to divide and break a few into more pieces, or if a

schoolmaster ran short of books for a few students he was

directed to read from the Heidelberg Catechism (Reformed), so

you have to play such tricks to prove reformed practices are being

accepted.” (See: Collection of New and Old Theological Issues,

from the year 1738. Pages 143, 44.) Now by this the Reformed are

trying to demonstrate that a congregation may be forced to

become Reformed if her pastor is forced by necessity to break the

hosts a few times, but how much more will that happen if a

person directly introduces this reformed breaking of bread?
(To be continued)
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On the Duty to Attend Congregational Meetings
An address given in an Assembly of the Lutheran Congregation in St. Louis, Mo.,

by C.F.W.Walther
DL Vol. 3, pp. 113ff

   Dear brothers in Christ, unfortunately, it has become the

habit of many among us to absent themselves from our

congregational meetings, even with no good reason for doing so.

I have especially found this to be the case amongst many who

have only recently been received by the congregation, who are

eager to attend Church but almost never attend congregational

meetings. Since many do this, who otherwise actively try to

pursue a Christian walk, it seems obvious to me that they must not

be absenting themselves out of any ill will nor from an intent to sin

by despising congregational order, but because of erroneous

thinking, or lack of knowledge as to why this habitual behavior of

theirs is contemptible and sinful.

Now it is my duty as caretaker of souls  (Seelsorger) in this

congregation to see to it that nothing sinful or destructive sets in,

much less, that it become acceptable. Since it is demanded of my

calling and my office according to God’s Word that I, as St. Paul

writes in 2 Tim. 4: “preach the Word without ceasing, in season

and out, rebuking, threatening, admonishing with all patience and

teaching,” so I am immediately confronting this foe that is stealing

in among us with God’s Word.

But before I do so, I want to begin by saying: It might, indeed,

seem at first that it’s patently wrong and repugnant to let this issue

rise to the point of being mortally sinful. But in doing so it is in no

way my intention to charge those who have been guilty of this up

until now, for, I repeat, as I must explain in love, they have

probably only done so because they have not yet correctly

perceived the nature of this matter and have been led to do so by

an erroneous way of thinking about it. I don’t want to wound them

any further, but to heal them. I would not frighten them with the

thunder of the law like those I don’t regard as Christians, but as

people whom I trust have a willingness to heed God in every

matter for clarification, not to see congregational meetings and

attending them as matters that depend on human whim, but on

the order and command of God.

So then heed my reasons and judge for yourselves that: It is

the sacred duty of every eligible voting member of the

congregation not to neglect the Congregational assembly for

no good reason , and, indeed:

1 .  b e c a u s e  i f  e v e r y o n e  w o u l d  n e g l e c t  i t ,  t h e

c o n g r e g a t i o n  w o u l d  t h er e b y  a l r e a d y  b e  p r e p a r i n g

f o r  i t s  d em i s e .

Christ declared: “Everything you would want others to do unto

you, you must do unto them. Thus the Law and the Prophets.” So

whenever a Christian does something, he lays this yard stick as a

test of his conduct. He asks himself, how do you wish others

might act in this situation? That’s what he directs himself to do.

Therefore he must necessarily also ask himself what would

happen if everyone wanted to act as he does? If he sees that

everyone’s doing what he did wouldn’t be good, he won’t do it

himself.

Congregational meetings are indispensably necessary if our

congregations are to remain in existence under our present

circumstances. We have no consistories and no local church

inspection, and I must add, “Thank God!” that we do not have

such authorities as pedagogues who take care of everything for us

while we sit back and nap. Everything included in the

administration of congregational circumstances, instituting

external order, the control of moneys coming in and going out,

almsgiving, the conduct of church discipline and in passing the

Church’s judgement over matters of doctrine and life are in our

hands, and therefore upon our conscience. What would become

of our congregation if we didn’t hold any meetings where all this

is taken up and cared for? How can things proceed in an orderly

way in God’s house if we don’t discuss and unite together over the

order that’s necessary, according to our circumstances? How can

each person legitimately take part and be appropriately informed

in the duty he bears as a contributor, in his shared responsibility

for the support of the Church and School offices, the facilities, the

churchly furnishings and to cover all the other needs, if we did not

from time to time also meet for those purposes? How could our

poor be supported with our strength, their troubles all be brought

to acknowledgment and all be done, keeping them in mind, if

only a few or only one person were entrusted with all that, so

everything would be left to their insight and good ideas? Who,

then, would ever know who’s a member and who isn’t? And who

would be responsible to decide what feasts would be celebrated,

at what time and by what divine order our public services ought

to be held? Where would we have opportunity to carry out the

third step of admonition and rebuke? Christ says in Mt. 18: “If your

brother sins against you - rebuke him - if he does not hear you,

then take one or two with you - if he does not hear them, tell it to

the church. If he does not hear the church, then regard him as a

heathen man or a tax collector.” So now where is our church to

be found when someone wants to go to her, according to this

command of Christ, if we were to have no meeting? Where then

is this highest court of church justice, where the innocent will find

their rights granted and the guilty, as St. Paul says in 2 Cor.2, can

be “punished by many”? Where then is the church that judges

according to God’s Word and then, when necessary, places

obstinate sinners under the ban, declares them to be heathen and

tax collectors, to amputate the rotting member from their body so

it does not infect the whole? Where then is the church to be found

when the preacher begins to mislead her through false doctrine,

and the church, then, must judge this most important matter, that

is, whether the Gospel of Christ is being rightly taught or being

falsified and destroyed? Further, where is the church when a pure

teacher is being slandered as if he were a false teacher, a heretic,

and when he now appeals to the judgement of his whole flock?

There can be no doubt. Our congregation must, sooner or later

assemble, and everything that is most confusing must be

discussed there, for if the most troubling circumstances therein

would have to remain unresolved, this whole place would have to

become a disorderly house divided against itself that has thus

completely lost the true form of an apostolic congregation, if every

single member does not take his part in the rule and

administration of the congregation, if no congregational assembly

were ever to convene again, or if, in its place, another institution

weren’t established that was fully invested with this duty.

So how must we respond when people so often say: “I go to

Church and holy Communion, I give my contribution, by God’s

grace I live a Christian life – isn’t that enough for a Christian to

do?” – That may certainly be true for you personally. That might be

enough. But it’s not enough for your neighbor or your

congregation. What you allow y o u r s e l f ,  you must also allow

o t h e r s . You must then concede that everyone can stay away

from the congregational meeting. How must that end up? – You

must then necessarily lose what you now enjoy, that you confess

you cherish so highly. But as the most valuable gifts require a

container in which they are carried, so the church also requires

the container of human administration so long as the church

contends in this world; an external order, discipline and a visible

seat of judgement. Now if you do not take an active part in the
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congregation’s meetings, you are neglecting a precious, divine

obligation.

But some will perhaps respond: The church won’t be ruined

if I don’t come. Others attend in whom I place my full trust that

they will take care of everything just as I would want.

This objection leads me to the second reason why it is a

sacred duty for every eligible voter not to needlessly neglect the

congregational assembly. It is this: b e ca u s e  i t  i s  u n j u s t  t o

l e t  o t h e r s  w o r k  f o r  y o u  i f  y o u  a r e  j u s t  a s  o b l i g a t e d

t o  d o  i t  a s  t h ey  a r e .  It is an inexpressible blessing when even

any number of Christians unite to establish an orthodox preaching

and school office, to maintain it and to take care and make

provisions that it all be firmly established for the future. Now

whoever has enjoyed the benefits of something with everyone

else must also bear the burdens that brings with everyone else.

This Word of the apostle seems applicable here: “Whoever will

not work must not eat.” So it is thoroughly unjust for you to enjoy

your rest at home, or work to place yourself in service to money,

or go on a vacation trip, or want to build something and not care

about your brothers assembling there for what you and all the rest

need, at the expense of their own time, service and any possible

return. To be clear, you are refusing to labor for what serves to

benefit the congregation and to join their efforts to care for it. You

will not put aside what is less important to care for, to sweat, to

work and even endure the many unmentionable things that are

said while trying to mitigate various congregational conflicts. How

will you reconcile all that with the royal law of love, when you

enjoy the benefits of a Christian congregation, even if you are one

of the greatest bearers of the congregation’s financial burden, but

won’t shoulder the often most uncomfortable, and most essential

and heart rending activities that the church needs in order to

exist? For you certainly do not eat of your own bread in spiritual

matters. So? Shouldn’t you blush at the passage in Gal. 6.2: “Bear

the burdens of others and thus fulfill the law of Christ”? Must you

not chide yourself when the holy Apostle cries into your heart:

“Let each look not to his own concerns but those of others”? (Phil.

2.4) So can you quietly sit home when you know that right now

your brothers are meeting to bear their congregation’s burdens.

Won’t you then run to join in the labor to lend a helping hand if

you are able?

“But that’s the main reason I don’t come. I believe I have little

to contribute to that work,” is what many may be saying in their

heart at this point. If that’s you, listen now to  my third reason that

all are responsibility to take part in our assembly, which is this:

B e c a u s e  e v e r y  C h r i s t i a n  h a s  r e ce i v e d  h i s  g i f t s  f r o m

G o d  a n d ,  i n d e e d ,  t h e y  a r e  t o  b e  u s e d  f o r  t h e

c o m m o n  g o o d .  For thus says the apostle Paul in 1 Cor. 7.7:

“Each has his own gifts from God, one this, another that,“ and,

further, in Rom. 12.4-6: “In the same way as we have many

members in one body, but all members do not have the same

properties, so we are one body in Christ, but a m o n g s t  e a c h

o t h e r  w e  a r e  d i f f e r e n t  m e m b e r s  and have various gifts

according to the grace that is given us.” Going on to 1 Cor. 12:

“The gifts of the Spirit are manifested in each and every one for

the common use. – Even the body is not one member, but many.

But if the foot should say, ‘I am not a hand so I am not a part of the

body,’ should it thus not be a part of the body? And if the ear

should say, ‘I am not an eye, therefore I am not a member of the

body,’ should it therefore not be a member of the body? If the

whole body were an eye, how could it hear? If the whole body

were for hearing, how would it smell? But now God has

established each of the individual parts of the body as he has

desired. – So now there are many parts of the body, but the body

is one. The eye cannot say to the hand: ‘I don’t need you,’ nor, on

the other hand, the head to the foot, ‘I don’t need you.’ But much

rather the members of the body that we consider to be the

weakest are the ones most necessary. – God has now arranged

the body so the neediest members are accorded the most honor

so there is no division in the body, but rather each member has

the same concern for the others.” So far the holy apostle. With this

glorious metaphor of the church and her members as the human

body and the relationship of the members to each other, St. Paul

cuts off every kind of notion that some individual Christian in the

church has nothing to offer. No, each has his gifts that serve and

should be used for the edification and support of the blessings of

the church. And those gifts that seem to reason to be the most

unfruitful are often the most important. If you do not have great

knowledge, nor are especially eloquent, nor deeply insightful, you

can still often bring great benefit to the congregation if you only

raise your voice in favor of what is best, when you give

acknowledgment of your disapproval of unchristian behavior that

arises; when you show eager support for what is good, when you

exhibit discretion, humility, love, respect and conciliation, etc.

Then, according to the apostle in the passage just cited that spoke

about the gifts of all Christians, he finally calls out: “But strive after

the best gifts.” – and what does he mean by that? He himself

explains: “Strive after love.” – O, let every one come with only this

prayer into the assembly: LORD, let me also bring a little something

for the use and good of all, thus let even each person be a blessing

to the whole congregation. The simple, plainspoken witness is

often more powerful than a most eloquent and clever statement

made contentiously.

Yet I would go further. The fourth reason for what I am

presently admonishing is this: B e c a u s e  t h r o u g h  m i s s i n g

t h e  c o n g r e g a t i o n a l  a s s e m b l y  o n  t h e  p a r t  o f

i n d i v id u a l  m e m b e r s  t h e  c o n g r e g a t i o n  i s  a l w a y s  h e l d

b a c k  a  b i t  w h e n  s h e  w a n t s  t o  t a k e  s t e p s  t o w a r d s

i m p r o v e m e n t .  The experience that we have often mentioned

before speaks so loudly to this point that it makes it barely

necessary to bring this statement before each person’s

awareness. Time and time again, after long, often very laborious

and weighty discussions and battles, something finally gets nicely

decided. You’re glad that God finally granted us to arrive at a

consensus in some significant matter. It’s seen as a battle that has

already been waged with much exertion of effort and sacrifice,

and behold, some member or other that was neither there in the

battle nor at the peaceful settlement finally shows up after it’s all

over and raises some new thought that, perhaps, makes the labor

of a whole month or even longer useless. Isn’t that sad and tragic?

Who will be answerable to God for that, if his laziness and

negligence was responsible for that? – What’s next? Either the

congregation won’t take the matter up again and would now have

to let it drop and be seen as loveless and burdened in her

conscience; or the congregation must start all over again and, for

the sake of that one person, write off all that time and labor

expended with tireless patience and love; but the natural

consequence would be that the majority would be despondent,

I might say, just frustrated with the whole assembly, become sick

of the issue, and feel moved to groan against that brother. O, how

much precious time would we not have wasted, how many fewer

useless words would have been spoken, how many fewer bitter

feelings would have been raised, how many more steps towards

our improvement might we have made, how much further along

might we now have been in so many matters if each and every

member had better followed through in their duty, who all have

their own part to play for the general good! O that those who are

now feeling a twinge at this would not let their hearts be

embittered and poisoned against this, but rather that they would

let this soften them to say: Dear brothers! You won’t have to do

my work any longer. I myself will lend a hand. Never again will I

be guilty of making you waste your effort. If I have an objection,

you will hear it at the appropriate time. I want to conform to the

law of love, for by that everyone will know whether or not we are

Christ’s disciples.
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But now some might object here, I am not one of those who

needlessly hold things up. I waive my vote whenever I have not

been present in the assembly and call everything good that has

been decided, even if I wasn’t there. This brings to mind the fifth

reason. It is this: Be c a u s e  i t  i s  a  v i o l a t i o n  o f  c o n s c i e n c e

t o  a g r e e  t o  s o m e t h i n g  o t h e r s  h a v e  p r o p o s ed  w i t h o u t

y o u r  d o i n g  t h e  n e c e s s a r y  ev a l u a t i o n  o f  i t .  A matter can

be judged with much more certainty if you’ve heard and weighed

the reasons for and against it. A matter may often appear to us, at

first blush, to be most laudable and obvious, but one single

remark that some brother makes about it casts it in such a bright

light that we’re immediately moved to change our opinion. And

again, isn’t it a violation of conscience that, not having been

present during the discussion, one’s deciding vote is often

withheld from an important matter? In no way will my conscience

come to terms with that. With that, I must also mention that in our

assembly witness is received about strangers who want to join us;

now when a person is absent just then, who could perhaps give

better information about an unscrupulous person, then, through

his sin, a mangy sheep would be received to infect the whole

flock, or a few felons might even be admitted into our midst who

would cause our doctrine to be blasphemed and give us a bad

reputation.

But now yet hear my sixth reason. It consists of this: “because

through that lack of participation the f r e e d o m  o f  t h e

c o n g r e g a t i o n  would necessarily be at risk of her governance

falling into the hands of a very few.” I ask you, dear brothers, what

is it that we have discovered after years of a troubled and heavy

conscience from out of the pure preaching of the Gospel through

God’s unspeakable, tender mercy, that has been such an

immeasurable blessing to us? It is ecclesial freedom. It is salvation

from out of tyrannical, spiritual pedagogy; it is the enjoyment of an

apostolic constitution of the  congregation [church], in which

each is equal to each other, all have their voice, to whom

everything belongs, where no one may issue human commands

and no one must be obedient to people, in which the Word of

God is the sole rule and the law of love, of peace and discipline

and order. Yes, thanks be to God, there does exist among us a

relationship between the congregation and her teacher and

between the elected officers and the members, as we find this in

the Scriptures. For there we read that in the assemblies where

matters of doctrine, church administration and church discipline

had to be settled, all were present and all their voices had equal

standing, as we read, to cite just one example, in the 15th Chapter

of the Acts of the Apostles: In Antioch a controversy arose whether

newly converted Gentiles must be circumcised. As they could not

come to unity over it, Paul and Barnabas were sent to Jerusalem

to reach a determination according to God’s Word. The entire

congregation, along with the elders and apostles met together for

this. The latter presided. A great dispute arose that would finally

be settled by two discourses, that is, by Peter and James. The

conclusion would finally be put in writing and signed in the name

of the apostles, the elders and all the brothers. See here the

glorious equality that was observed at that time in the governance

of the church. It is self evident that the women and children were

obviously excluded, since the apostle clearly says in 1 Cor. 14. “Let

your women be silent in the midst of the congregation, for it is not

permitted them to speak, but rather to be submissive, as the law

also says. But if they want to learn something, then she may ask

her husband privately. It is shamefully wrong for a woman to

speak in the midst of the congregation.”  But of the minor children

the apostle Peter says 1,5.5. “Let your youth be subject to their

parents.” So the children, as it stated in the Greek, must not be

drawn to take part in the governance of the church. – If you

compare this with our constitution you will find this true apostolic

form restored. No one has experienced greater harm to their souls

from the tragedy that results when a misconception exists at the

root of our ecclesialogy. No one should, therefore, have a more

vivid knowledge what a blessing we have, when we look back on

that, than we ourselves. Thousands long for this in vain. So? Could

we then act in a more foolish and ignorant way than if we did not

do everything we could to preserve this great possession of

ecclesial freedom? But what other outcome can result from this

ever more prevalent habit of missing congregational meetings

than that only a few will and must take care of the church

administration? What will happen then, when dishonest men take

leadership? – These will then ultimately claim for themselves an

ongoing exclusive right to it. This lack of appreciation for that

freedom will result in a great longing for the same. Especially

should, God forbid, a congregation receive a power hungry

preacher. He will be all too glad to use the passivity of the

congregation in matters of governance to take over as he wishes

with a few of his favorites, and his lordship over consciences

might only be discovered when it is too late. Why aren’t many

congregations out East more free? Is it at all because they couldn’t

remain free?  No. There is no ecclesial tyranny, be it in a small or

a large Church body, that finds any protection in the laws of

America. Here is where the reason lies: Lack of attention and

inertia have gratuitously sold and squandered  this precious

possession. Woe to us, therefore, if the individual loses his interest

for the whole, if ultimately the individual imagines: I go to church.

That’s enough! I have no time to be troubled with the whole

congregation! That’s not part of my job (meines Amtes)! – When

such thoughts finally permeate the majority, and that

unwillingness or indifference for the general welfare becomes

dominant, the time will have also come when we ourselves will

be making  funeral arrangements for our precious freedom.

But now I can hear someone or another object: Who would

want to attack me for merely forgoing a right that is mine? –

Obviously no one can attack you for that. Obviously in America

you can use this right as you do all the others, but it’s another

question if that’s a valid excuse before God if you neglect this for

no good reason. And that is why I am confronting you with this.

This leads me to my s ev e n t h  r e a s o n , which is this: “We have

no right, w i t h o u t  n e e d , to forego a right that God has extended

to us.” God knows what is best, what is salutary for us. But his

wisdom has made the whole church responsible for the Keys to

the kingdom of heaven and for the whole administration of the

church. He has done this to save us. Now would we be allowed

to throw such gifts away? Never. God will not have his gifts

despised. Everything that destroys souls, that arises from our

sinfully squandering our ecclesial freedom and the full exercise of

our congregational rights, is our responsibility and we will

someday have to give an account for it before God.

Now just this point is so important that I will pause here, since

I have certainly only touched and hinted at the essentials of this 

matter that deserves much discussion. I am firmly convinced that

all must agree in this without expending many more words. Our

experience speaks too mightily here to our hearts for us to

withstand the power of this evidence. I therefore appeal to you

just once more: Be warned, dear brothers, open your eyes and

learn what Satan has in mind to do against us.

Yet I cannot stop there. So just lend me an open ear for a

moment. My e i g h t h  reason for the responsibility of all to take

part in the assembly is: “Because in God’s Word we are warned

numerous times against any separation from our brothers.” This

is clearly presented in Heb. 10.24-25, which says this: “Let us

encourage one another, inciting one another to love and good

works, and not forsaking the assembly, as some are in the habit

of doing, but rather admonishing one another.” Obviously this isn’t

here referring merely to assemblies where only the preacher

delivers the Word, but where everyone is free to speak, to

admonish, to rebuke and to council, as we have read of the

various assemblies of the congregations in the apostolic age. Now
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they came together not only to edify each other, as noted above,

but to consider and deal with conflicts in doctrine and other

matters, to establish external orders, to arrange for collections of

alms, to appoint and send ordained men to other congregations,

to make investigations concerning people who were accused, as

it is accounted to us in the 21st Chapter of the Acts.: As St. Paul first

came to Jerusalem and then told James what great things God

had done for him amongst the Gentiles, James then stated that in

this congregation, composed almost entirely of converted Jews,

Paul had come under the suspicion that he had completely

rejected Moses. After saying this James therefore said: “What

should we do now? By all means the whole assembly must

gather, for they have become aware of your arrival.” It goes on to

say in 1 Tim. 5.20: “Rebuke those who sin there before everyone

so that the others also fear.” From all this we see how many

various assemblies there were, all of which the writer to the

Hebrews refers to by saying: “Let us not forsake our assembly as

some are accustomed to do.” But we also hear how the Christians

were eager to assemble while the fire of their first love was

burning in their hearts. For it says in Acts 2: “And they gathered

daily and constantly with each other with one mind in the temple

– and praised God with joyous, simple hearts.” Many meetings

were not a burden to the first Christians. They sought first the

kingdom of God, they most loved the glory of God, and they

sought their joy in Christian fellowship, so they set their desire on

what might seem to others to be burdensome. O that something

like that might occur among us! But many here fall far short of

this. Let us therefore bear in mind what evil consequences must

result from separating from the fellowship, even if it only consists

of those various sorts of meetings mentioned above. O, all too

easily a greater schism develops even when an apparently

insignificant and innocent one is allowed to occur. Someone skips

the meetings. Others see it. At first it’s excused, but finally all sorts

of suspicious conjectures are made if, by being away, he no

longer cares about the congregation. So they also lose their trust

in him, as people have been filled with mistrust for him because

he has not publicly excused himself. And thus, by and by, a

division, an alienation of hearts arises, incited by the devil, out of

a small, insignificant separation. The one absenting himself from

the assembly notices people acting suspiciously towards him

because of it. This makes him uncomfortable and he withdraws

even more, and behold, out of an apparently very insignificant

matter a great ruinous rift is caused. – Another thing that is most

significant is that many fellow members who have recently joined

would always remain strangers because they do not attend the

assembly. That  frequent avoidance of the meetings promotes

disunity in the judgement of the congregation members over

important situations being discussed there. But above all, the

mark of a true Christian congregation is that they are bound in

brotherly love and, above all, that they are one in faith and

confession. That’s why St. Paul says in 1 Cor. 1: “I admonish all of

you, brothers, by the Name of our LORD, JESUS Christ, that you

speak the same as one another and let no division be among you,

but hold fast to one another in one mind, and in the same

judgement.” But how could we better follow this admonition than

by eagerly gathering and expressing our differences there, so we

finally unite with each other in one mind?

So here I’m running out of time. The last, that is, the ninth

reason I must present to you is this: B e c a u s e  y o u r  b r o t h er  i s

o f f e n d e d  b y  s u c h  d r a w i n g  b a c k .  So even if one individual

or another would bear no fruit by bringing his thoughts into the

assembly, yet everyone should let himself be encouraged to

attend by remembering how his example will lead others to do

the same. The results of the same have already been explicitly

shown. Don’t think that’s a small thing. Worldly thinking is all too

powerfully getting the upper hand among us. Conformity with the

world is already powerfully taking the field against our

congregation. Therefore more and more will forsake our

assembly for no good reason, and by doing so they will

unintentionally be seen as leaders by those who, out of pure

selfishness, won’t even break from the world a few hours or might

not want to be associated with us for fear of men or to please

men.

But before I bring this to a conclusion it’s necessary yet to

dispose of two objections that might be raised against what I’ve

said.

Perhaps many might say it would be dangerous to make this

a matter of conscience and to make this a law. This is how I

respond to that. This presentation does not make this a matter of

conscience for anyone. God himself has done this, since he has

given the law to love one’s neighbor and he has commanded

each individual to act on behalf of the whole. I am doing nothing

more than to remind each Christian’s conscience of that ancient

duty God had demanded long ago. You certainly would not want

to sin against God and his holy Word by summarily and

completely dismissing every divine admonition by saying of it: I

won’t allow that to be made a matter of conscience. Instead of

making such a hasty statement first let one take every Word of

God before him and, by that, test everything, and whatever agrees

with it submit to it without consulting with flesh and blood or

seeking unfounded excuses from the flesh. – Yet if some might

worry that a legalistic compulsion might be made out of this

obligation of love, I thoroughly agree with that concern. That

should and may not be permitted to happen, as little here as with

attendance at public worship. So if anyone at times has a

substantial reason not to attend the assembly he ought not make

this a matter of conscience. Then he should remain at home in

God’s Name and not be concerned if others, judging with a plank

in their own eye, see his splinter. Each one stands or falls by his

LORD. Each must know how best to use his freedom or not.

Obviously, no one should or is permitted to neglect his earthly

calling to attend the congregation’s meeting.

Now just one more thing! Apparently a number of

congregational members may be less prone to attend the

assembly, I think, because the meetings don’t go as smoothly as

they might wish. Often people say: “Why should I go? Nothing

goes on there but arguments and contentions.”– To this I reply:

First, that’s not completely true. To be fair, it must also be

conceded that it often proceeds in a very Christian and edifying

way. Yet even if we must admit, at the same time, that in conflict

with others very destructive, very bitter arguments, often based

only on reason, and many useless words are spoken, yet I still say:

When those who see the harm being done stay away, the matter

is not helped and counseled but, rather, it only makes things

worse. If the cart is stuck in a bog and the house is already beset

in a consuming fire, what good does it do to run away from it? It’s

then most important to rally and grab hold of the situation! So you

people who see this destruction, bravely arise, rebuke what is by

nature godless, and stand at the side of all who are well intended.

“Yeah,” you say, “It won’t change anything.” O, just don’t give up.

David cries out to us: “Right must still remain right, and all pious

hearts will agree.” So only be patient and do not give up

admonishing, rebuking, speaking, so your witness will not remain

without a blessing. But if others won’t listen at all, then the

blessing would not remain there but return to you. “Yeah,”

another is saying, “that’s just what keeps me away. I get no

blessing in the assembly but rather just more disappointment,

confusion, conflict and the like.” But please know, if you have this

complaint, that others confess just the opposite and have even

gleaned much benefit from the assembly. Could it be that you

yourself might be to blame for robbing yourself of this blessing?

For have you, perhaps, falsely only been regarding as a blessing

what does not upset your heart, but only what brings forth and

maintains a sweet, quiet peace and pleasant feelings and
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emotions? But surely, you err in that. You can have blessing even

while you’re reaction is discomfort and even being filled with

worry, consternation and care. For only through observing those

terrible situations of the congregation with your own eye can you

then become moved to engage in heart-felt intercession for her,

which is already of great use. But besides that, the lack of your

own usefulness does not in any way relieve you of your duty to

help your neighbor. Even here it says: “Obedience is better than

sacrifice.” If you are finding it useless to give your opinion to tax

collectors and sinners, then you must try all that much harder to

do so.

But, finally, some might also complain our meetings are too

frequent. Too much time is spent on them. My reply is this: If

meetings were better attended and if a stricter watch were kept

on things, there would be much less useless talk and dissension

and, in short order, we would then have less discussion and arrive

more quickly at our goals.

May our gracious God also bear with me and, of his grace,

grant me my sincere goal in this, that our assembly not only be

better attended but also become more fruitful for the health of our

congregation. For this, may he rule our hearts for the sake of JESUS

Christ, our precious Savior. Amen.


